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Corporation
financing tool
for businesses

Telephone industry changes
discussed by district manager

The ability to find financing for
the new or existing entrepreneurs
Is a major problem in the industrial development field today.
This was a part of a report given
by Bill Teuton. executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce, in
discussing the upcoming quarterly membership meeting, which
will feature a discussion of the
new organization,. Murray Calloway Economic Development
Corporation.
The new development corporation can be a financing tool for
those companies who cannot use
the traditional method. Through
the SBA 503 program, monies can
usually be made available for
buildings and machinery at an interest cost under the prevailing interest rate.
Teuton explained that. local
financial institutions must play a
big role in this program; ."They
are familiar with and approve of
such a program," he reported.
In outlining how the program
works, he gave the following example. The local financial institution would provide 50 percent of
funds for the project which would
give them the first mortgage on
the assets. SBA through the
development company would provide 40 percent of the funds and
take a second mortgage. The local
development company or the borrower would provide 10 per cent of
the total project cost.
When the world industrial
(Cootinued On Page 2)

Approximately
community
representatives from civic
organizations. businesses, local
government and school districts
were present Friday at an informational meeting presented by
South Central Bell District
Manager.Marvin W
The subject of the discussion
was changes and proposed
changes in the telephone industry
within the next two years
Orgill informed those present of
1963 plans for deregulation of the
Bell System, which has operated
as a regulated nionopoly
He explained that regulators
and legislators have been increasingly looking to the maiketplace
and to competition, rather than to
regulation to decide what iCiecOMMumeations -services will be provided to the nation

sunny, warmer
Today, sunny and warmer
Highs in the mid to upper 40s
Light winds Tonight, clear
Lows near 25 degrees Calm
winds. Sunday, sunny and still
warmer Highs 56 to 55 degrees
South winds lOmph

today's index
JUST A LITTLE OF THE TOP — George Corey, Who has been
cutting hair for 50 of his 73 years, gives friend Relmon Wilson, 65.
llttle trim on his front porch.
Staff photo by Rick OR

Brown may call General Assembly into session
OWENSBORO, Ky. i AP)
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says there
are still things he has not accomplished during his administration, and he has not ruled out a
special legislative session to address those issues.
Brown said if such a special session is called, he will probably not
limit its agenda to consideration
of the flat tax to replace the current state income tax system.
"That's the nice thing about being governor," Brown said Friday
following a speech to the Ken-
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tucky Young Fanner Association
in Owensboro. "I'll put on there
whatever I think should be addressed."
A decision on calling a special
session could be made within 30
days. Brown said, after legislative
leaders have had a chance to
review the administration's latest
proposals on the flat tax issue.
An earlier call for a special session was scuttled by some
mathematics problems, though a
short session was eventually held
following the General Assembly's

organizational meeting in early
January to stave off any legal problems
The 60-day meeting of the
General Assembly every two
years is simply not enough to handle the work load, Brown said.
In his speech to the agricultural
organization. Brown warned
farmers they •'are in a battle for
survival" and must become better
businessmen.
"If you're going,to survive, you
must learn how to do the most im(Continued On Page 2)
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THINGS TO COME — District Manager Marvin W Orgill of South
Central Bell explained changes that can be expected in the telephone
Industry within the next two years to a group of about 25 community
representatives Friday. He reported the reasons, benefits and im'pitch of deregulation of the telephone industry, which has held a
monopoly in the past. A question and answer period followed the
presentation

Funding questions need answers before BSA museum can open
Murray State's $300,000 commitment
for cry from officials'renovation figures
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The national Boy Scout museum will not open in
Murray State University's former laboratory
school by this summer, as had long been hoped. It
probably will not even open this year.
Exhibits from the Boy Scout collection may be on
display in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum by
sometime in the summer; a traveling exhibit may
also be developed. However, before the Boy Scout
museum itself can be opened, decisions must be
made on its scope and funding. Those decisions are
still very much up in the air.
"It's been a major disappointment for me that the
museum will not open before I leave," said MSU
President Constantine W. Curris, whose contract
was not renewed when it expires June 30.
MU,according to the agreement it signed with
the Boy Scouts in 1981, has committed 6300,000 to
renovating the old lab school and temporary student center) on 11th Street for use as a museum.
That's far short of the $3 to $5 million cost of
museum development alternatives that have been
proposed to officials at MU,the Boy Scouts, and
the museum's board of trustees (see related story ).
Currie says a quality museum could be created with
$300,000, but the development proposal indicates the
museum could not even be opened for that amount.
Decisions for any additional funding would first
be op to the board of trustees, according to Currie.
A trustees' meeting has not yet been scheduled but
Is expected soon.
litSU was chosen as the new site of the National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of America, after the
Roy Scouts decided to move their former museum
and national heedquarters from North Brunswick,
N.J. The new headquarters is near Dallas, and the
museum collection of 30,000 objects valued at $11 to
$7 million is in storage. The collection includes 57
original Norman Rockwell paintings worth over $3
•

The governing body 11/. the museum is a 13member board of trustees. which was appointed by
MSU and the Bey Scouts' National Executive Council. !Nimbi Raw was hired as museum director
last spring. and David Corlett has been hired as
-caroler.
The nest step in development of the museum is

for all parties involved to agree on its scope and funding. Decisions of the board of trustees must be approved by both MSU and the Boy Scouts. In addition, the professional administrative staff of the
Scouts must approve development proposals, and
the state of Kentucky has to approve building
renovation plans.
In fact, the state's insistence on appointing architects. which MSU felt unnecessary,slowed down
the museum's progress by about three months,Curris said. Peck, Flannery, GIVIIM and Warren of
Paducah. who designed the University Center, have
been hired. They will help decide how to allocate the
$300,000 and bids will be taken for renovation work,
Currie explained.
IOU is not authorized by state law to spend more
than that 1300,000 plus 15 percent) until the state
legislature's next biennial budget in June 1964. according to Curtis. Anything spent above that would
have to come from fund-raising, he said.
Even if no more than $300,000 were spent, the new
museum "will be the best showcase that the
(Continued On Page 2

Director does not want duplicate facility;
feels number of visits will help offset costs
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Many local residents may be wondering what this
new Boy Scout museum is going to be like.
They may have a hard time picturing how Murray State University's former laboratory school
and temporary student center on 16th Street will be
adapted to a museum. Some possibly envision a
series of display-cases full of patches and uniforms,
and ir quietly-lit gallery for the Norman Rockwell
paintings.
That's not the kind of museum that director Darwin Kelsey has in mind.
Kelsey, along with a Boston exhibit designer and
a Detroit architectural(inn, has submitted a report
containing proposals for the museum, and those
proposals are much more ambitious than was the
Boy Scouts' former museum in North Brunswick,
N.J The report asks officials to consider options
among three development alternatives ranging
from $3 to $5 million-plus in cost.
The difference between the alternatives,
designated in Boy Scout terms as "Tenderfoot,"

tfet

WHEN WILL rr OPEN? — Several people have asked when the sew Bey Scout museum, located In the
former laboratory school at Murray State University. will open he oars to the public. Belem that question
can be anewered,oath= wed be food le gaselier of Mediae and beet It le to be spent ea the tedlity.
Staff photo by Matins Honey
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"First Class- and "Eagle Scout," is the difference
between the minimum and highest standards of a
museum, according to the proposal The difference
between the proposed museum and the former one
is that between "participatory experiences" and
the passive experience of looking at "a blizzard of
physical things." in Kelsey's words.
-Does the world need us to duplicate that"
Kelsey asks, refemng not disparagingly to the
former museum. -My answer is an emphatic 'no'
Because it doesn't, nobody's going to come here In
any significant numbers for that kind of experience"
Kelsey believes visitors will come in significant
numbers tor the kind of museum he and the consultants propose Their report projects a possible
1.000 visitors per day during the peak season within
four to five years Potentially there could be 150.000
visitors per year. according to the report.
That's not an astronomical figure compared to
the numbers Kelsey has dealt with in the past
Before he came to Murray last April. he was senior
vice president of Old Stourbrolge- Village in
Massachusetts. the largest colonial museiun in the
United States Kelsey had worked there for 16
years, and when he left it was being visited by more
than half•million persons per year
How can a Boy Scout museum which formerly attracted 45.000 visitors become one that attracts
150.000? By appealing to a broader population, not
just to visitors already interested in and informed
about scouting. Kelsey says. That means getting
people Involved with the exhibits and teaching them.
the values of scouting, rather than merely showing
them artifacts.
"My hope is we'll tell several segments of society
what scouting is all about, because they don't know
and it's never been presented in an interesting
way.Proposed ways to make scouting interesting
would begin from the moment visitors left their
parked cars in the lot northwest of the special
education ,building. across 11th from the museum.
Visitors would crlims under, not over, 16th Street, as
the creek-way'Naming under the road to a storm
drain would be expanded for pedestrians. The path
along the creek and a small open area along
(Continued On Page 2)
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Liberals, Republicans criticize relief bill
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API— A $4.6
. billion recession relief bill heading
for action in the House is riddled
with pork-barrel construction pro).cts, according to both liberal
Democratic and Republican
critics
The House Appropriations Committee approved the measure by
voice vote Friday, and the full
House is expected to pase the
measure next week
Rep Silvio Conte, R-Mass . the
senior Republican on the committee, said there are hundreds of
millions of dollars for projects

that will improve the image of
some congressmen in their
districts but produce relatively
few jobs.
"This is a piece of paper for
everyone who has a pet pro)ect,
said Conte "We are going to pour
dollars down a rat hole like corn."
He said subcommittee
chairmen of the appropriations
panels were more interested in
funding proiects in their districts
than creating real Jobs to offset
the 10.2 percent unemployment
rate. The chairmen are
Democrats because their party
controls the House.
"The 11 cardinals got together
and decided what they would put

in it," Conte said.
Among projects cited by the
pnvate Environmental Study
Center was 6200 million to go for
dams and rivers in Mississippi
and Louisiana, including the
district of appropriations committee chairman Rep. Jiunie Whitten,
D-Miss.
-That is pure post-barrel." said
Berent Blackwell, chief lobbyist
for the environmental group
Similar criticism came from
Rep David Obey, D-Wis., who unsuccessfully sought to eluninate
money to be spent by the Army
Corps of Engineers for many construction proiects.
Obey sought to include an addi-

Additional EPA problems predicted
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Write!:
WASHINGTON i API
As tile
White House checks for improper
contacts between its staff and the
Environmental Protection Agency, a Republican congressman is
estimating that only about a third
of the agency's problems have
been exposed
Were just getting the lid off of
Pandora's box." said Rep Bob
Whittaker, R-Kan , Friday. who
sits on one of the five House Subcommittees investigating EPA
Whittaker also said he thought
EPA administrator Anne McGill
Burford may be forced out of of.fire But Larry Speakes. deputy
White House press secretary.. said
President Reagan, who has

already asked for the resignations
of three EPA managers, was
"pretty adamant in his support"
of Mrs Burford
Anne Gorsuch
before her recent marriage
Whittaker and the other
Republican members of the House
Energy and Commerce sutx-ommeter on investigations wrote
Reagan on Friday, asking for a
quick, complete release of the requested documents
They said they were not
satisfied by the White Howie
release of edited versions of some
EPA documents that the administration says are covered by
executive privilege
We are stating again
our
strong feeling that those records
should be turned over in total,"
said the letter from Whittaker and
Reps James Broyhill of North
Carolina, Thomas Bliley of
Virginia and Michael Oxley of
Ohio
Whittaker_ who didn't say how
he estimated that a third of the
EPA's problems have been uncovered, said Reagan is getting

Waal $KS minim in additional
federal health care funds aimed at
the fan.9ies of unemployed
workers.., but was defeated by
voice vote.
President Reagan. Obey said.
has House Democratic leaders
"serving as enforcer for his
limited understanding of what the
pain level in the country is."
Whitten said the measure was
crafted to make sure it retains the
support of Reagan, House
Democratic leaders and enough
House and Senate Republicans to
guarantee that it is signed into
law

Shuttle engine
has new defect

poor advice from the Justice
DINNER AND AUCTION — Billie Ray Roberts, president of the
CAPE CANAVERA1„ Fla. AP)
Department in pursuing the conCalloway County High School Chamber Singers Booster Association.
A
possib
le leak in the space
frontation over the documents
sells two benefit dinner and auction tickets to Dr. Dan Miller.
shuttle Challenger's No. 2 engine
Whittaker said that after Mrs
LaVaugtm Wells is the director of the choral group.
could
mean another delay in the
Burford's situation is taken care
ship's maiden voyage, already set
of, "Then we need to look at the
back two months by a hairline
Justice Department. Some heeds
crack
in its original engine.
need to roll there as well."
The new defect -was discovered
Also on Friday. White House anFriday by workers who had connounced an "internal review' of
tinued to conduct tests after the
whether there were improper conNo. 1 engine was removed Feb. 4
tacts between presidential aides
because of a small fracture.
and Environmental Protection
A benefit dinner and auction for
Tickets for the dinner-auction
The latest problem is in a small the Callo
Agency officials
way County High School will be on sale at Peoples Bank,
"This is a review to make ab- fuel line leading into an engine Chamber Singers' trip to
Vienna, Bank of Murray, Motor Parts &
component called an augmented
solutely certain that no one in the
Austria, will be Saturday, April 2, Bearings or from any
Chamber
White House had had any im- spark igniter, which initiates com- at the University Center
Ballroom Singer booster.
proper activity concerning EPA." bustion of oxygen and hydrogen at Murray State.
.
propellants during a launch, ofsaid Speakes.
Admission is 97.50 per advance
The choral group, under the
ficials
said
Rep. Mike Synar. [)-Okla ,
director of laVaughn Wells. was ticket. No tickets will be sold at
Engineers did not know the ex- one
chairman of one House subcomof very select choirs in the the door.
tent of the problem- or whether it
mittee probing the agency, asked
world invited to the International
Anyone wanting to make a donawould require still another engine
the FBI Friday for yet another inYouth Music Festival, held in tion to the Chamb
er Singers may
replacement.
vestigation.
Vienna.
cal
753431
1
or
753-225
9.
Hugh
Harris
,
chief of the inSynar said that he asked FBI
(Continued From Page 1;
Director William H Webster to in- formation office at Kennedy
portant thing in farming, make a
vestigate the activities of James Space Center, said engineers
profit," Brown said, urging the
working on the problem were
Sanderson as EPA consultant at
farmers to pecome better
the same time be had Private "talking about the- whole gamut of
businessmen
possibilities."
clients that would be affected by
Farmers in the past. Brown
"We just don't know at this point
EPA actions
charged, have paid little attention
what we're going to do," Harris
to whether there Is a market for
said. "Anything I said now would
By LAWRENCE KILMAN
their products
be pure speculation."
-I Continued From Page 1
Since 1945, he had spent most of
Associated Press Writer
You have been growing pro- development is used, most people
Possibilities included repairing his time in Key West, Fla., "Just
NEW YORK API - The conducts that have traditionally been think about urge plants and/or
the leak on the spacecraft, which
always writing," said Michael
the
flicting impulses inside Tennessee
grown but not really thinking
IS sitting on its launch pad:
Powers, a spokesman for
attracting of a company -from
Continued From Page 1
about if it can be sold,- the gover- some large city In reality
remov
ing
the
engine
Williams' manager.
and fixing it Williams gave him the brilliance
, there sion, while AT&T inters
tate long
nor said
at the launch site, or replacing the to write dramas like "Cat on a Hot
are more jobs created from what
A preliminary examination
distance services will continue to
Tin Roof" and "A Streetcar NamDespite low prices for ago-engine, according to officials.
we consider small "homegrown"
determ
ined that Williams died of
cultural products, Brown5411(1 industry Yet these are the ones be regulated by the Federal CornProblems with the No. 1 engine ed Desire." but also brought a
natural causes, said Dr. Elliott
niunic
ations
COMMISSICIfl.
there is reason for optimism that that face the biggest problems
and its possible replacement had tormented personal life that ended
Gross, the city's chief medical exin
The impact of these changes on
the farm economy will turn
delayed the launch until March 19 ins Manhattan hotel room.
their financing of a new proiert.
aminer.
the
consu
mer,Orgill explains, will
Williams, who died at the
around.
or 20, the new target date.
Companies don't get big just all of
Gross said an autopsy would.be
The world is hungry." Brown a sudden Everyone of them Me to force them to snake more choices
Challenger originally had been Elysee Hotel on Thursday night at
performed later today. He would
on
select
ion of equipmentInd serage.71, wrote in his 1973 memoirs:
said. "We in Kentucky- happen to start with a small beginning. This
scheduled to fly In Late January.
not comment on a police report
vices. They will have pricing
"Make of the paradox of my life
grow and raise what the world
Li where the development comthat an empty wine bottle was
altern
atives, as determined by
what you will. I make an honest ef- found in the room
needs. You have something no one
pany can be of great assistance to differe
and that two
nt providers of services and
fort to make sense of it."
else can substitute for "
the community
capsules or pills were found
because of the availability of serDespite his bouts with drugs, beneath the body.
As for his own future, Brown
Teuton ended his presentation vices
from more than one supalcohol and depression, he did not
said has been involved in the plan- stating that. "this organization
Although Tennessee Williams'
is plier. a 'customer may receiv
ask for pity. "I have had a
ning of the nationally televised
e
Last commercial success came in
simply going to give us another more
than
one
bill.
remarkably fortunate life which
telethon to raise money for the
tool that will help, especially to
1961 with "Night of the Iguana,"
Calloway: County Fire-Rescue
Questions concerning charges,
has contained a great many
Democratic Party will be reveal- those already here and
he never stopped writing. In 1960,
to those diconnections. new
Squad
assist
ed
the Aurora Fire
services,
moments of joy, both pure and imed Saturday in Washington. The
that might be beginning on a small
his "Clothes for a Summer Hotel"
Department at one fire and
repair or phone services and local
pure." he said.
telethon will be held May 28-29, he scale. It also says to
closed on Broadway after a
those in- and long distance billing
respon
ded
to
a later fire Friday
should be
said.
The playwright, whose first suc- disastrous run.
dustrialists who even though they referr
night.
ed to the customers local
cess came itt 1945 with "The Glass
Brown fended off questions
don't need our services Imo* that
Williams was an avowed
According to Robert Trenholm
telephone company
Menagerie," wrote nearly 70 homosexual,
about what he will do after leaving
the community has `Wee n
and homosexuality
of the squad, firefighters assisted
Orgill expressed willingness to
plays, drawing on his Southern subtly pervades
office in December. but said na- foresighted enough to provid
his works. He
e the • talk with civic group
the
Auror
a department at the fire
tional office still holds some ins and
roots and a bleak family life for said he lost his
tools for sound economic and in- organi
will to live in 1963
of
a
bait
shop
zation
on
on
the
Kentu
topic of these
cky 94, apterest for him because "it affects
much of his material. "Streetcar" after his constant
dustrial growth in Murray- chang
companion of:14
proximately 10 miles east of Mures and added that he can be
my own state."
and "Cat" won Pulitzer prizes.
Calloway County."
years, Frank Menlo. died of
ray. Aurora firefighters were at
reached by calling 444-9003.
"He was the greatest American
cancer.
the scene first and the structure
playwright. Period,"_ said Walter
Williams' greatest works are
was engulfed with flames. Cause
Kerr, a drama critic for The New
distin
guished by a melding of
of the blaze is unknown.
York Times..
. reality and fantasy, macabre fact
The rescue squad responded
(Continued From Page 1
Williams' body was found Fri- and soaring poetry
. His plays
with 10 men and three trucks.
materials of the Boys Scouts of Amen( a have ever
day
morning by his secretary. show compassion for outcas
proposed plans. Director Kelsey believes such prots.
later
Frida
y night, the squad
had," in Currie' view. Spending the $3 to $5 millio
John Ucker, on the floor of
Plays like "The Glass
n posals are necessary to make the museum national
extinguished a flue fire at the
called for in the development proposals, on the
Williams' hotel room,
Menagerie," "A Streetcar Named
In scope. The cost of the proposed exhibits is modest
house of Lindsey Bean, Kentucky
other hand. "would create one of the most exciti
He had been registered for
Desire
" and "Cat on the Hot Tin
ng compared to other national museums, he says.
200. No damage was reported.
museums anywhere in the country
about a week at the Elysee, a mid- Roof" remain
"Not only can you have a good attraction (of
among the most
There
were no injuries in either
"I do not believe there is anyone who has any visitor
Manhattan hotel where Williams popular produc
tions for theater
s
I.
if
you
do
it
right,
incide
but
nt.
I
believ
e
the
reservation* about developing that kind of Cadill
stayed occasionally for 15 years. groups and repert
ac operating costs will be covered by the revenues
ory companies.
if
museum. The question is whether the dollars would
It's done well enough to attract a large audience,"
be available for such an endeavor."
Kelsey said. "If you don't do it right, I think it will
Curets said be would support a fund-raising
effort be a great loss- for the scouting movement and
(Contmued From Page 1)
for additional dollars by the museum trustees,
and society.'
Calloway Avenue would become a "nature-walk
believes the MSU Board of Regents would also.
enKelsey and curator Conzett are working out of
Common to most of the exhibits would be the
try," complete with picnic tables and cookou
However, it is not MSU's job to look for additional
t
Wrather Hall, making preparations for amval of
visitors' participation in them.
areas.
funding, he said.
The'museum collection. Portions of the collection
"We want them to get involved with the exhibits,"
After pawing under the road, visitors would not
The regents were given a tour of the building
late can be displayed in Wrather m soon as proper ODKelsey explains. "We want them to master a cersee the stone wall of the storm drain bat a landlast year. but Chairman Richard Frymire said they
virorunental controls are in piece. Hower,the coltain amount of what we're trying to communicate."
scaped Olaf- aria- leading ,to the museum. -The);
have not formally reviewed the development alterlection cannot be put in the actual museum (the
Also proposed are a gift shop, food service, a
could
natives. Frymire, an ex-officio member of the
approach the building by steps, but if they
former lab schooli until extensive climate-control
librar
y, and storage area. The latter would be in
were young and-or energetic could do so by climbmuseum board of trustees, said he expects to meet
and security renovations are made.
what used to be the dining room, and could be acvier
ing
monkey bridaes,_cargo nets, or stepping stones.
shortly with Curtis and trustees chairman Frank
These include humidity control, fire detection and
cessible to the public. The library ideally would conOnce inside the museum, they would have
William Gay, national treasurer of the Boy Scouts
a
supression systems. The building has none of those
tam computer-stored information that has not been
variet
y of activities in which to choose. The more
and a member of the executive board of the Howard
now. Further, there is no air conditioning for the
accessible before,for use by writers and the media.
visually exciting of these would be located in
Hughes Medical Institute.
the
10,000 square-loot gymnasium, where most of the
In addition, Kelsey proposes a traveling exhibit
present auditorium. This "cavernous, austere"
Frytnlre said he cannot speak for the rsgents'but exhibits will
that would tour the emiltrY
be displayed. And the lighting system
space. Kelsey explains, would be divided into
yearly,
mamma they will honor the commitments made by must be
dant
publicity about scoutln&museurn,andsPreli
changed. Kelsey says, became normal
MSU
smaller areas: a 360-degree movie theater whose
the previous board of regents. If there is any change floure
scent and neon lights will eventually damage
This
is
the
kind of museum that must be
five screens would surround the viewer,
proposed from previously adopted policy,' "the the
a
materials of the collection.
developed in order to attract a national audience,
demonstration amphitheater, and a "pow-wow
regents certainly would be involved with that deciThe $300,000 MSU is authorized to spend will not
Kelsey believes. Area demographics indicate the
place" where staffers would suggest scouting skills
sion," Irryinire said.
be enough to pay for those improvements and other
availa
ble audience: 12 million persons, including
visitors could learn at the museum.
Dr. Bill Hoover of Paris, one of the museum Interio
1.6 million active scouts and leaders, within
r renovation, according to the development
300
Kelsey
trustees, said the board will have to review the propos
hopes scouts themselves would be among
miles.
al. Interior work for the most modest of the
about 30 volunteer staff members, in addition to 16
development proposal*, and study from what propos
al's three development plans would cost over
Mom than 10 million persons visited the Land
paid staff.
110UM1111 additional funds might be
available. The $1 million; the architectural and engine
Betwe
en the Lakes and its resort parks in 19111, and
ering fees
A ma* exhibit area would be the present gym$300,060 was committed before the board of trustees alone
would approach $300.000
Kelsey points out if the museum attracted less than
nasiu
m, into which visitors would descend by a
was appointed, he said.
Just to prepare an initial exhibit in Wrather
one percent of them its attendance would be 100,000.
"To complete it (the museum) as I think the would
of flights. Proposed exhibits include a patchLBL officials have said "they need somep
take about five months, according to Kelsey.
production process. where visitors could help make
lace to
trugess would envision it when it's completed, No
send
funds have yet been allocated for that. Hoover
people when it rains, in the afternoons and
scout merit badges; a "blind-trust" experience, in
would definitely require.. more than 6300,000,"
evenin
said the trustees will discuss opening exhibits in
gs," and would active/ promote the
which youngsters would be blindfolded or walk
Hoover said. The trustees will also have to consider
a
museum.
Wrather and funding an exhibit that would tour the
maze to better understand the scouts' aid of the
whether the museum could be opened with the MSU
country advertising the museum.
Kelsey booed families and general visitors would
handicapped;'an exhibit of scout uniforms of difallocation only, he said.
generate about 100,000 visits, with anothe
The development proposal's target dote for openr 50,000
ferent countries, displayed on a conveyor belt; and
The museum trustees, in a meeting in Murray ing
visitors from school,scout and other groups
the museum is June 01 1114. Kdaey is doubtful
.
a puppet show to present scouting philosophies and
last August, hear4 an outline of the development
However, those noires depend on developing
that goal can be met. Once the museum is opened It
other abstract concepts.
the
proposals from Keiary and reached a consensus in would
museum as proposed. Kelsey maintains.
probably have to be phased in until it was fulVisitors would also be able to make video-tapes of
favor of thst approach. They sited him to draw up
"If we're going to attract a significant
ly developed in three to five years, he said.
themselves relating their own scouting exnumber of
the report, including more specific plane and costa,
visitors to Murray because of the scout
Once opened, the museurn's operating costa will
periences. which they could either obtain, erase,
museum,
which could serve as the basis for fund-raising if
or
they're going to come ftret, some of
be partially funded by )WU, and partially by two
them only to
Leave to the niuseum's catalog. And they would be
necessary.
Boy Scout tree
that building on campus. Their experi
Awns said. The trust feeds
ence
asked liderniation about themselves by a comTrustees' chairman Gay has said he personally and reven
going to form their impression of MSU there is
ue from
esUmenioslon
s
cover
puter,
about
which would help the museum compile a
favors developing the museum along the lines of the two-th
part of their impreesion of Murray. lb and a bag
irds of the cost he
t.uld
demography of its audience.
we're pima
to have to put our best foot forward."
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Price controlphase out
attempt is disasterous
By now, anyone who had anything to do with
adoption of the Natural Gas Policy Act of 1978
should be willing to admit it was a disaster. The intent of Congress was to phase out price controls
natural gas with the least shock to the consumer,
allowing the price to rise gradually to equal the
price of oil by 1985.
Our utility bills tell us what really happened. Gas
prices have tripled since 1978 in some parts of the
country. On the average, they rose 25 percent last
year Blanc. In many markets, gas has become more
expensive than oil, prompting industrial users to
switch from gas to oil and causing still more price
increases for the smaller number of customers supporting the same gas distribution system.
The only positive result of the 1978 legislation was
that it stimulated exploration for new supplies of
gas. Indeed, there is so much gas available now that
many wells are being capped. But the price has
kept rising, in defiance of the taw of supply and demand. Regulatory flukes in the same 1978 act have
kept consumers from reaping the benefits of price
competition, as they have with recent declines in
the price of oil and gasoline.
This has not escaped -notice of the White House.
President Reagan had advocated a speedup of
natural gas price decontrol during his campaign
and then backed off in 1981. There were fears that a
surge in prices would impede efforts to lower the inflation rate and would be politically unpopular. As it
has turned out, the regulaatory system itself has encouraged a surge in prices, and there is now little
more to fear in removing controls. Mr. Reagan is
expected to propose a new decontrol plan to Congress soon.
The 1978 legislation created different price
categories for gas from different sources. The
. result has been that gas in the cheaper categories is
remaining in the ground, while the most expensive
gas is being produced and delivered under pipelie
contracts that give customers no recourse.
Mr. Reagan's problem on Capitol Hill is to rebut
the argument of liberals who are insisting,that the
answer to the problem is recontrol, not decontrol.
They would retreat from the limited decontrol of
1978 and roll back the price of the more expensive
gas. Obviously, this would boomerang in the long
run, removing incentives for exploration and production and setting us up for another shortage and
even higher prices in the future.
The administration must devise a decontrol formula that allows market forces to determine
natural gas prices for coal and oil. This would be
fair to produces and fair to consumers. Neither can
be satisfied with the system of regulations and price
metro's- which is now distorting the marketplace.
Mr. Reagan was able to litt controls on domestic
oil prices with a stroke of his. pen on the day he
became president. A boom in oil production, lower
prices, and a decline in our dependency on imported
oil have made this a decision he has no cause to
regret. Natural gas prices are enmeshed in a more
complex regulatory framework which can only be
dismantled by congressional action, but the rationale for decontrol of those prices is just as compelling.
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southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

If at first you don't seceed
The reputations ofJohn Calhoun as
the father of secessionism and of
South Carolina as its birthplace are
undeserved.
Those reputations come from
shallow surveys of American hj•jory
in which Calhoun and South Carolina
are cast as reactionaries or even
villians. In the popular mythology.
Andrew Jackson defeats the rebelsin
the nullification crisis of 1842.
Calhoun resigns as Jackson's vice
president and is elected to the Senate
from South Carolina and spends the
rest of his career developing the doctrine and philosophy of states rights.
the followers of Calhoun's philosophy
call for a convention in 1850 that
threatens to lead to southern secession, the crisis is averted by the Compromise of 1850, but the CalhounSouth Carolina position remains intact and leads to secession and the
Civil War in 1861, with
Carolina
the first state to secede,
The idea of secession
which is
only another word for •'withcirawa
was far older than John Calhoun.
There is a direct line back from his
1832 speeches on nullification to the
Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions of
1798. which were largely the work of
Jefferson and Madison. The idea was
very much alive during the first
years of the United States. when it
was difficult to get the First Continental Congress. into session,
because any state felt it had the right .

not to attend until it was good and
ready to debate and vote The'
debates over the U S Constitution. as
'the Federalist Papers show. were full
of secessionist philosophies
The greatest secession movement
in the history of the United States
was not at the time f the Civil War.
but at the time of the Revolutionary
War, when the 13 colonies seceded
from the British Empire _outspoken
patnots such as John Hancock.
Samuel Adams, and Patrick Henry ,
and thoughtful patriots such as John
Adams, Behiamin Franklin. Thomas
Jefferson. James " Madison. .and
George Washington. were the first
successful secessionists - They had all read their John Locke.
who had said that it was the right of
any man, or any minority group of
people, to leave-in peace te hen they
could not conscientiusly concur with
the will of the majority- The Pilgrung
had pointed the way, by leaving
England for America. and with so
much New Land available, it seemed
only natural for Americans to move
out anti on when they could not reach
agreement. And move they did.
usually westward until there was no
land left
Calhoun and South Carolina, seen
in that context, can hardly be labeled
reactionary or rebellions The South
never did see its big war as a War of
Rebellion, as it was 1-4811(.41 in the

'mon states.
11 anyone deserves the infamy of
being the Father of Seeesoo. toy,
candidate tor the title is .Aartal Burr
lbsappeonted by ha', mg lost the
Presidency in 1800 an election that
was a fie in the electoral college and
that was decided by vetting in the
house of Representatives Burr was
further d1scree1,ted ye, hen, we Me vice
presitlen.). he killed Alexander
-Hamilton in a duel in 1801
In his last months as vice president. he conspired with
James Vil'ilkinseen, head of the army .
to create a secession movement in
the western states lie even got as far
as New irk-ans. but-the plot had been exporwed, - and Harr fled through
Mississippi and Alabama Territory
to refuge'• with his son-in-law in
t;eorgia and South ('arolina lirought
to trial in Richmond, he was released
on the grounds that plotting against
the government was not treason until
some actual act tee overthrow the
govenutient is committed Mc(
Jivetice John Marshall saved Burr's.
hide b!, tie",duping that defense argil
ment
Hut the- Instincts to secede are 1:1* ,
strong in American ;s- pie' only the
forms change '1'lw Civil War seems
to have cured us of.going into battle
with one another. but there are other
ways to secede New England virtually seceded from both the War Of
1812 and the Mexican War.. by
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Congress urged to
repeal tax law
Members of Congress are receiving literally tons
of mail urging them to repeal the law passed last
year which will require income tax to be withheld
from interest and dividend payments after July 1.
So far, neither the Republican nor Democratic
leadership is impressed, and the chances of repeal
are held to be slim.
The withholding scheme was a feature of the 1962
"revenue enhancement" bill which was designed to
keep the 1901 tax cuts from opening too wide a
deficit in the federal budget. The Treasury
estimates that $30 billion a year in interest and dividend income is never reported on annual income
tax returns, deliberately or by accident, and
therefore is going untaxed.
Having banking institutions withhold 10 percent
of interest and dividends as a prepayment of taxes
would generate about $1.3 billion in new revenue in
the first year and an average
billion a
year during the next four years. That's not to be
sneezed at when the government needs desperately
to reduce its deficits.
Yet we would urge Congress to repeal the
withholding plan if the impact can be offset with the
closing of loopholes elsewhere in the tax system or,
better yet, by a reduction in spending of a comparable amount. The reason is not that withholding
would cause hardship for low-income seniors, as
much of the congressional mall suggests incorrectly; they can exempt their accounts from
withholding by filing a simple form.
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looking back
Ten years ago
Deaths reported include James
Franklin Farmer, 115, and Mrs Lena
Hobbs,70.
Stan Key has been named county
chairman for Red Cross Drive by
A.W. Simmons. Jr , general (-hairman.
Martha Andrus and Cynthia Hart
were presented Ideal Sorority Sister
awards by Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Tau Phi Lambda Woodmen of the
World Sorority.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben E Rowland
will celebrate 50th wedding anniversary on March 6.
Murray State Thoroughbreds beat
Middle Tennessee 71 to 68. High learn
scorers were Les Taylor for Murray
and Hermann and Torn'for Middle.
Twenty years ago
Winners of speech events of
various 4-H Clubs were Ernie
Williams and Jennifer Potts. Carter;
. Craig Calhoun, Beverly Rogers,
Keith Starks and Debbie Calhoun,
Lynn Grove; Tommy Dyer. Vicky
Towery, William Ross and Gall
Smith, Kirksey: Becky Bailey, Roy
Smith and Glenda White, College
High.
Deaths reported include Robert A
Bob)Hamilton,IS.
Elected as otftcers of Thorobred
Club were Frank Ryan, Gingko
Wallis, Jimmy Boone, Robert
Bused, Joe Pat James and James
. Rogers.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Rickman.
Dr. C.S. Lowry spoke on "When the
Cat's Away" at meeting of Business
and Professional Women's Club at
Murray Woman's Club House. Betty
Sue Vinson is club president.
Thirty years ago
A special story and pictures about
the Kirkaey High School Chapter of
the Future Farmers of Mimics is
published. Harvey Ellis is chapter
advisor. The articles were by

Richard Attains and Eugene Robertson
Deaths reported include Mrs Will
Hardy Keys Outland. James 1.)i111
Pat Smith, Harold
lanard Hill anti James Paul Bogard
were inducted in Army on Feb 19 at
Owensboro
Mr and Mrs Edward (' Magness
observed their 65th wedding anniversary
Lot tile Faye Hart, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. George Hart, is a student at
Stephens College. Columbia, Mo
Forty years ago
Of the 71 men that were sent to
Evansville, Intl., on Feb. 23 for examination for military service, 13
were accepted and the remainder re)ected. Six were accepted by the
Navy and 37 for the Army They will
leave March 2fur induction.
Deaths reported include Graham
Denham,43.
The Boy Scout Drive for funds tn
Calloway County which started with
a breakfast at National Hotel on Feb.
9 has resulted to date in collection of
about 1450. according to Wells
Overbey, bursar of the drive.
Feb. 28 is the last day to pay county
taxes without a penalty, according to
Carl K ingins, sheriff.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Garrison and a
boy to Warrant tOfficer and Mrs.
Joseph Gordon Pliillips, Feb. 21; a
boy to Mr and Mrs. Grover Lovett,
Feb. 19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rayford Henry and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Btx-y, Feb. 22; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Morgan,a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Nilson Black, and a boy to
Mr. and -Mrs. Ralph Edwards,.Feb.
34; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.John Shroat
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Roberts, Feb. 23; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs.John Rankin,Feb. 111.
A total of 302 persons have completed prescribed Red Cross First
Aid Course in Callow"County since

SMOtheman,

Pearl Harbor and have received cer
di(*Ali no Feb 2?
wales. according to Mrs George
Lawrence Swift of Detroit. Mich
Baker,county first aid chairman
is the guest of his parents. Mr and
Coach John Miller and his basket- Mrs. Paris Swift of kirksey
ball squad at Murray State College
Coffee is advertised at two pounds
are in Richmond to participate in for 25 cents in the ad fur Willis
K AC Tournament
(
'
Irocer)
In high school basketball games
Faxon beat New Concord, Murray
High beat Marion and Sharpe beat
Murray Training High team scorers
by Ken Wolf
were Ragsdale for Fasts!, Bocharuin
for New Concord. Hood for Murray
In high politics, as in our private
High, Conyer for Marion. Powell for lives, it is often difficult tie know
Sharpe and 11.W. Wilson for Murray when to use force at whatever sta.1., .
Training.
and when to refrain from it
in
order to get what we want
Fifty years ago
These words- on foreign policy.
Calloway County has received an
additional sum of $15,000 through written nearly 30 years ago, halve lost
Kentucky Relief Commission for little of their challenge
relief work in the county, according
In foreign affairs, we are not
unfamiliar with either the use
to the Rev E B Motley, chairman of
county organization
or the need of power Yet we
are stubbornly distrustful of it.
Deaths reported include Vernon
We seem to know, and seem to
Elkins. 32, Mrs Dora Sweatt Osbron.
come back again and again to
69, Mrs Elizabeth June Morgan, 73,
this knowledge, that the purand Luther Orr,52.
poses of this country in the field
A total of 1,731 students were
of foreign policy cannot in any
enrolled by Feb 16 in classes for sprreal or enduring way be achieving term at Murray State College.
ed by coercion.
Dr. B.F. Berry was selected
It is interesting that this warning
trustee to represent Southwestern
Dental Society in councils of Ken- was written by J. Robert Optucky Dental Society at a meeting penheimer i 1904-1907 one- of the .
"Inventors" of the atomic bomb
held at Paducah
Mr and Mrs R W Shelton
Plana currently are underway for a
celebrated their golden wedding anprinting of Ken Wolf's
second
niversary on Feb. 15
"Thoughts
in Season,"• paperback
Births reported include a girl to
the author's columns
collection
of
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Linn, Feb 18. .
appeared in the Murray
In high school basketball games which have
have to
Kirksey Eagles beat Murray Tigers Ledger & Times. There will
requests for-the book to war360
be
Grove
Lynn
and
Wildcats
25 to 23
pinting. Those wanbeat Kirksey Eagles 27 to 21. High rant a second
book, at Ei per copy
order
ting
to
the
team scorers were Edwards foi
should contact
ordsri,
advance
for
Kiritsey, Starks for Murray. Pogue
Marti Erpeople:
following
of
the
one
for Lynn Grove and Rana
Irma LaFollette, Susan Hart,
win,
Kirksey.
Emile Ward, Clara
Dr. and Mrs. JA. Outland. Mr. and Midi Graves.
Humphrey, Alice Milton. GerryMrs.,.. Holman Jones and Miss
Virginia lrvan attended a meeting of Reed, David Roos, Max Hurl. Betty
!Awry or Ken Wolf.
the Green Rivers Health Association
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by Hawe, 4pp.crson

The flu outbreak here has curLaded everybody's "day " When
both Murray High and Calloway
County Schools are closed for the
week, you know an epidemic is
ragin'
Each family probably has some
member who is ill with either the
upset stomach flu or the
respiratory flu The best cure for
this flu is to stay home, rest. and
drink lots of juice and water, and
this is the voice of experience
speaking
• • •
do get well, please
you
When
mark a couple of events on your
calendar
•

•

•

Pam Thornton called to remind
me of the Murray Woman's Club
Garden Department card party.
This annual luncheon and .card
party will be held at noon, March
3, at the Woman's Club House
Tickets are only 84.00 per person.
and may be purchased from any
member of the Garden Department Don't miss this party'
• • •
Kathy Charles. Director of Murray State University Dance
Theatre would like to personally
invite all of you to the Dance
Theatre's spring concert, •'The
Action Faction The Dance Iteaclion" This will be presented
Wednesday and Thursday evenings. March 9 and March 10, at
eight it lock

This dance group ( in Kathy's
wordap. is one year older and
stronger now, and U is showing in
the variety ol dance styles and
movement experiences they are
offering on the program.
You will see in the concert a
romantic duet to the blues, an earthy, prunitive dance done with a
mask,a contemporary piece using
the movements of birds as its inspiration, and a "hot" group
dance to the music of the 110's.
This concert will probably be a
sell-out, so make your plans early
to attend.
• • •
Last week someone reminded
me of the uniqueness of the
Jackson Purchase weather
such as

October is warmer than May
September is warmer than
Arne

November Is warmer than
April
This Is the beauty of the fou
seasons and of living in this area
As that famous saying goes, "Liv
mg well is the best revenge."

Diabetes sessions to open Monday
...Duibetes Awareness
Update" sessions have
been scheduled for Feb
23 through March 3 in
Murray. under the sponsorship of the Kentucky
Diabetes Control Program and the Purchase
District Health Department
A special invitation is
extended to diabetics.
family members,friends,
medical professionals.
stvdent nurses, phar:moist'', physicians -and
other interesed persons
The daily classes will
be at 2 pm at Douglas
• Community Center, next
to the old Tappan
building, and at 6 30 p m
at the Calloway County
Health Department, 701
Olive Street
(lass I will be an introduction concerning

diabetes. "What's Happening to My Body" and
acute complication
Hypoglycemia vs.
Hyperglycemia Also to
be discussed will be
"How to Stay In Good
Control and Why
Class II subjects will be
skin care, foot care,
insulin/sick days, and
oral agents.
For Class III subjects
will be urine testing,
home blood glucose
monitoring, and chronic
complications
Meal planning and exercise will be discussed at
Class IV
Assisting in the sessions will be the followmg
Ann Ingle, H N . president of the Callowa yMarshall County
American Diabetes

Association; and Maude
Hill. registered dietician
from the Barren River
District Health Department in Bowling Green,
who will be speaker for
session IV.
A pharmacist from
Holland Drug will be
available to answer quesLions .on insulin and oral
tablets.
Public health nurses at
the health center also will

assist.
Those wishing to attend
the classes are asked to
notify the health department no later than Monday, Feb. 28 for preregistration. The phone is
753-33111. When calling,
give your name, Social
Security number, date of
birth, and state if you
are: 1. insulin dependent;
2. on oral tablets; or 3
diet controlled.

datebook
Derik Corson Monis born
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mania, Rt. 2. are the
parents of a son, Der* Carson. weighing seven
pounds. measuring 19i-, inches. born Saturday,
Feb. 12. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
father is self employed at Mania Used Cars. The
mother is the former Regina Lockhart.
Grandparents are Thomas Mania and the late
Myrtle Mania of Rt. 6, and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Lockhart, Rt. I. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Fuel Lockhart.601 Pine St.

Group to meet Tuesday
Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of
First Christian Church will meet Tuesday. March 1,
pt 2 p.m in the church library with Mrs. Marge
Hays, Mrs. Leslie Pickard and Mrs. Frances
Devers as hostesers.
Mrs. I.yda Sue Collins will give the program and
Mrs. Alberta Korb the devotion.

Lio Myrtle Roberts born
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Roberts.Bt. 3, Parrs, Tenn..
are the parents of a daughte. LW Myrtle, weighing
six pounds 15 ounces. born Friday. Feb. 11, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Grandparents are Mrs. Sue Alexander, Rt. 3.
Paris, Teen., Doug Alexander, Iron Mountain.
Mich.. and Mr. and Mrs. J01112 Roberts, Rt. 3, Paris.
Groat-grandparents are Mrs. Charlotte Griffith.
Paris, and Mr. and Mrs. William Bridges, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.

Collow_afgroup will meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, March 1. at 7 p.m. in the band room of
Calloway County High School. Roy Gene Dunn,
president, urges all intarastod parsons to be present
for plans to be finalised for the band's trip to
festival at Six Flags Over Georgia at Atlanta.

Murray group to meet
Murray High Band Boosters will meet Tuesday.
March 1st 7 p.m. in the band room of Murray High
School. Harold Eversmeyer, president. urges all interested persons to be present for plans to be finalized for the band's trip to Florida in June.

West Fork plans study

A mission study of the book, Sodbustors, will be
Tuesday, March 1. at 10 a.m. at the West Fork Baptist Church. The Rev. Terry Sills, superintendent of
missions of Blood River Baptist Association, will be
the guest teacher. He also will show slides on
Mrs. Dorothy L. -God's Challenge For Our Land," according to
Maness, Rt. 1, Dexter; Ruth Parker. WMU church chairman, who invites
Bill L. Coker, 104 all interested persons to attend.
Williams; Marshall Allen
Watts, Rt. 5; Tony H.
Carr, Jr., Rt. 3; Cadiz;
"A Distant Thunder," a Mark IV Pictures proKyle B. Morgan, 518 duction which is a sequel to "A Thief In The Night"
Whitnell ;
will be shown free of charge at the University
Mrs. Mary M. Russell, Theatre, Third Flood, Murray State University
A7 Murray Manor Apts.; Center. The showing is sponsored by Chi Alpha and
Finis Garrett Puckett, will be shown Monday, Feb. 28, at 8 p.m.
Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Ruby
Edna Lampkins, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Lula H. Alexander,
Capt. and Mrs. James Bryant. Rt. 2, Hazel, are
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Dorcie Mae McCain, 712 the parents of a son. James Seth. weighing six
E. Wood St., Paris, Tenn. pounds 15 ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Tuesday, Feb. 8, at 8:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They haves daughter,Shae,3.
The mother is the former Teri Parker. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Parker of Murray
the quilt.
and Dr. Pauline Bryant of Louisville.
Mrs. Philpors hobby is
quilting, and she has
many.
Fifteen students from an advanced drawing class
Appearing in special
duties in the business ses- at Murray State University will present an exhibision were Mesdames tion of their recent works at the Upstairs Downtown
Twomey, Lewis Bossing, Gallery. 401 A Maple. Murray, March 2 to 29. Works
N.T. Beal, William S. Ma- in a variety of drawing media will be featured, injor, John C. Quertermous cluding pencil, pastel, charcoal, pen and ink and
mixed media. The gallery. Mimed and operallsd•by
and L.J. Rodin.
Bill
and Mikki Phillips, is open from 9 a.m. to 4
Others present were;
Mesdames Maurice P. p.m., Monday through Friday.
Students with work in the show are John Bradley,
Christopher, John E.
O'Brien, George Hart, Mike Hewitt, Dave Phillips, Harvey Barnes, Craig
Robert T. Bryan, A.C. Bunting, Dan Davis, Ted Dotson, Anita Newby,
LaFollette, and Miss Ann Lynn Pesoat, Susan Pfeiffer, Ann Rubeam, Greg
Smith, Lucas Stone, Mike Warren and Albertus
Herron.
The next meeting will Gorman. They are advanced drawing students of
Dale Lays, assistant professor of art who joined the
be March 7, at 7 p.m. with
at Murray State in 1977.
faculty
Mrs. N.T. Beal.

Dismissals ot hospitol listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Feb. 22, was 174 adults
and six in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Rita S. Taylor and
baby boys. Rt. 9, Benton;
Mrs. Patsy Carman, Rt.
2, Benton; Miss Susie F.
Allen. Rt. 5; Mrs. Mary
A. Joseph, Rt. 2, Cadiz;
Miss Melissa K. Thorne,
Rt 1, Dexter;

Movie to be shown free

James Seth Bryant born

Special quilt program presented for chapter.
La w relive
M rs
LouAnn-i Phil.pot
presented' a feature program at the salad luncheon of Chapter M of
PF:0 Sisterhood
The meeting was Saturday. Feb 19, at noon in
the home of Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Jr Mrs. John

Twomey. president.
presided. •
Mrs. Philpot showed
some. prize-winning quilts
she made, and explained
how she makes them. One
quilt that won the
regional prize was
entered in the state contest It was then sent with

"Your Wedding
Story in Beautiful.
Photographs"

other specials on a state
tour.
.The quilt was her
design made for her husband who LS director of
the Buffalo Range in the
Land Between The
Lakes The center field of
white holds an appliqued
group of buffalo in their
natural Colors. A harm on II ng border in
shales of browns, tan,
yellow and black frame

Bargain Matinec
Sat & Sun. 200
Cheri & Cine

Students plan exhibition
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PARTY PLANNED — The Garden Department of Murray Woman's Clab will
*senor•hiscboom and card party on Thursday. March 3, at noon at the club
*Am Tickets are 14 each and may be purchased from any member of the
dopowtomottommittao members are, train Wt.Irons Young,Myrtle Douglass,
1413-3314 Claw 0111111111. Janet Wallis,Faye McConnell and Volga Yates.

•

by
Professional
Photographer

David Celaya
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•
•
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REBA McENTIRE
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FRIDAY, MARCH 25- SAISPAC
RACER ARENA
newts:$1.S.&
(AN Seats Itasseved)

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

WELLS STUDIO

216E. NORTH ST. 217-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
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Coming community events listed for the city and county
Saturday, Feb. 36
Calloway County SpellBee at Calloway Middle School has been
canceled

Sunday,Feb. 27
United Methodist
Youth Fellowship of
Bethel Church will serve
chili, spaghetti and
refreshments at 6 p m at
the church for a fund raising event

Pancake Breakfast by
Murray Assembly No 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will be served from
6 to 11 a.m. at Murray
Masonic Lodge Hall

CROWNED - Glyco Walla, rigid, was crowned king and Cheating Thurman.
Wt. was crowned quadri of Fern Terrace Lodge at the Valentine party on Friday,
Fab. IL Both residents have resided at Fern Terrace for quite some time and
both are vary active. Following the crowning, a dance was held with music by
the Fire Mountain Band. LaVarne Tapp,administrator of Fern Terrace,is in the
canter.

School lunch menus listed for coming week
School lunch menus for
the week of Feb. 28 to
March 4 have been
released by Joanna
Adams and Glenda Jettrey. food service threetors for Calloway County
and Murray City Schools

respectively
are available daily.
Menus, subject to cx-caMURRAY CITY
sional change due to
Murray High
availability of food, are
Monday
beefstew
as follows:
and cornbread, fish sandCALLOWAY COUNTY
wich; Tuesday - chicken
Calloway High
patties, burritoes;
Monday -- lasagna, piz- Wednesday
turkey
za. chicken paw sand- roast arid roils, wiener
wich; Tuesday - chicken winks; Thursday - tacos
fried steak, pizza, and salad, chicken fried
vegetable soup with grill- steak; Friday --- spagheted cheese; Wednesday - ti and french bread.
beef-a-roni, fiestada, hot chuckwagon. Pizza, chili
ham and cheese; Thurs- bar, hamburgers, cold
day - sliced turkey with sandwiches, potato bar,
gravy, pizza, chili dog; fruits, vegetables and
Friday
batter fried drinks are available daifish, pizza, pizzaburgers. ly..
Cheeseburgers and a
Murray Middle
variety of vegetables,
Monday - fish and
Frames Drake
fruits, salads, french cheese sandwich. 'hamFOR MONDAY,
fries, desserts and drinks burger. french fries, pinFEBRUARY 28,1983
are available daily.
ta beans. slaw: Tuesday
What kind of day will tomerCallaway middle
- chicken patties. chili
row be? To fiad out what the Monday- pizza or hot
and crackers french
stars say. read the f°reent ham and cheese; Tues. fries, sweetened
rice, butlaveli tar Yaar birth signday -- lasagna or tered carrots; WednesARIES
•
taisorit cheeseburger; Wednes- day
chicken and rolls,
Mar. 21daydreanung
to Apr. 19) $ un the day
corn dog or sliced hamburgers. creamed
Curb
- — turkey and gravy; Thurs- potatoes, green beans,
job and watch a tendency to
hamburger or potato chips; Thursday argue with close ties. A s"'Y
cooperative attitude is a must grilled cheese sandwich sloppy joe, pizza, french
with soup. Friday - sack fries, whole kernal corn,
today.
lunch - - ham and cheese pinto beans; Friday
TAURUS
-f•
( Apr. 20 to may 201 satuf- sandwich or peanut but- ravioli and rolls, hamThe pursuit of pleasure ter and jelly sandwich. A burgers. french fries,
could lead to extravagance In variety of vegetables. green peas, baked apples.
love, keep your feet on the fruits, salads, french Assorted fruits are
ground. Tension arises with a fries, desserts and drinks available daily.
co-worker.
are available daily.
Carter and
GEMINI
East,North
Robertson
4)St-U
(May 21 to June 20)
and Southwest
• Monday
pizza, whole
Friction with a friend could Monday - fish sand- kernal corn,
peanut and
be due to jealousy. Close ties wich or fiestada ; Tues- banana
salad, milk;
not
hal-loving,
are
but may
day -- sliced turkey and Tuesday
turkey roast
live up to promises made t(1- gravy or cheeseburger;
and rolls, creamed
day.
Wednesday-- corn dog or potatoes, green beans.
CANCER
allaL---% lasagna; Thursday - milk; Wednesday
slop(June 21 toJuly 22i sursoaar
chicken or ham- py joe, corn on cob, fruit
Rumors make the rounds on fried
Friday
sack cup, milk; Thursday
and -cheese
the job. Ba more attentive burger; ham
hamburger and dressing,
about your work. Family cid- lunch
can be resolved; be sandwich or peanut but- french fries, mixed fruit.
I
ter and jelly sandwich. A milk; Friday - chili and
U nt.
variety of vegetables, crackers, peanut butter
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22i 4/64 .14 fruits, salads, french sandwich. . carrot- stix.
You could misplace a valued fries, desserts and drinks orange sections. milk .
object. Live up to your pniiciples, but dont fight
them. Attend to family obligations.
VIRGO
Menus for the Nutrition tered broccoli, jellied
(Aug.23toSept.Z2)
The behavior of a relative Program for the- Elderly fruit salad, hot roll, butand Meals on Wheels for ter, chocolate ('hip
are at odds over money ques- the week of Feb. 28 to cookie, apple, milk, cotusws. Entertain without lavish March 4 have been fee or tea.
released by Tripp Thurexpenditure.
Wednesday -- tried cod
UBRA
An.man, director of Murray" fillet, breaded zucchini
Calloway County Senior slices.
(Sept. 23 to(ct. 22)
cole slaw, cornDo your best to keep the Citizens.
bread, butter, peach cobpeace, but don't compronual.' Meals are served Monyour integrity. Boastful day through Friday at bler, sliced peaches.
behavior could alienate so" Hazel and Douglas milk,coffee or tea.
meow at work.
Centers, and on Tuesday Thursday - minute
110ORPIO
and Thursday at Ellis steak with mushroom
(Oct.33 to Nov. 21)underminer
m Center. Meals also are gravy, baked potato,
Anger couldspin
ach.hot roll, butter,
your work efforts. Remain sent out each dar
cad and daset tet others get Menus are as follows: banana, milk, coffee or
your goat. Watch extravagant Monday - swiss steak, tea
cheesie potatoes, green Friday - ham and nootendencies
sAGnTAjuus
kit• beam, hot roll, butter, dle casserole, baby lima
(Nov.n to Dec.21) We" orange, milk, coffee or beans in butter sauce,
A dale may not particularly te&
peach halves with cottage
care for one of your friends. Tuesday - chicken cheese, hot roll, butter,
Be sure to live up to corn- noodle casserole, but- apple, milk,coffee or tea.
ailments.Seek advice about a
career matter.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.n to Jan. 111)
It's herd to get a straight
Life House. a crisis pregnancy
1111~; others are elusive.
center. is seeking women to serve
Don't believe everything you
Mar. Find time for both work
as volunter counselors to assist in
sad family.
our program of help for untimely
AQUAIUUS
pregnancy. Training provided. If
(Jan.lOtoFeb. IIY
professional
You need
adinterested please call...
vice about a money matter. A
frIsnd may be off-bese in his
or her thMkSg. Argumentative types test your pa.
Pence.

Your Individual
Horoscope

aboaNutrition program releases
centers'menus for the week

apiii

Monday,Feb. al
Tuesday, March 1
Tuesday, March 1
Miura) Assembly No
Hazel - and Douglas
Returning Students
Centers will be open from 19 Order of the Rambo* United will meet at 11 30
10 am to 2 pan. for ac- for Girls will meet at : a in at Ordway Hall.
p in at lodge hall
tivities by senior citizens
Murray State University

Free blood pressure
Community Chorus will
Senior citizens acrehearse at 7:30 p.m at tests will be- given from tivities will be at 9.341
James C Curtis will First United Methodist noon to 2 p iii at Nturras a in at Dexter Center.
Seventh-Day Adventist from 10 a in to 2 p m at
present a senior voice Church
Church
Hazel and Douglas
recital at 3 30 p in in
Exhibition bs Torn
Centers,(ruin 10 a in to 3
Farrell Recital Hall. Fine la-Comply. senior, will
Murras Duplicate p m at Ellis Center
Arts Center. Murras open on first floor of
Square and round dancBridge Club will inea-t at 7
State
University
University
Center. Muring will be from 7.30 to 11
p.m at Gleason Han For
Dorothy Group of First
Black production play. ray State. and continuep m at Lynn Grove
information all 489-2244 Baptist Church Women
through
March 10
"We Were
Roller Rink
We Are
or 753-834a.
will meet at 10 30 a m
We Will Be," will be
with
Mrs, Homer Miller
Unusual exhibition of
Mardi Gras by Murray presented free from 7 to 9
Bethel Baptist BibleHigh School French and p.m. at University Center John Bradley's works Study will
be at 6 pin at
Students from Springer
Spanish Clubs has been Theatre at Murray State will be shown in upper home
of David and and Woods Hall. Murray
galenes
of
Clara
Universth
M
canceled
State Universits will exEagle Gallers, Fine Arts Alestua Cunningham
Parts in honor of Miss Center. Murras State
hibit art works in Mason
•
•
Saturday School at
Single's Class will meet Art Gallery. Hart Hall,
Annie Willis' 103rd birth- Universits. through
University Church of
at 7 p m at Seventh anti today through Thursdai.
day will be from 2 to 4 March 10
Christ has been canceled,
Poplar(*hurt+ of Christ
p.m at Fern Ten-ace
with hours 3 to 6.p in at
no admission
Betty Sled,) Caoup
Alcoholics Anonymous lodge The public is inF'irst Baptist Church
and Alanon will meet at 8 vited
Ann Downing will ap- Women will meet at .
p m. in western portion of
livestock and Exposition pear in concert at p in with Mrs Charic,
Westside Baptist Church. VinN011
Center
North lath Street. at t;
--Friendship StIfida%
Murray Squa-A-Naders p in
54-h4/01 Class of West-side
lit thigh I .:1%; son.
ago dealt with the types
will dance at 8 p.m at
Baptist ('hyvh will meet fessor of
inerican uI .people settling in the
Woodmen of World Hall.
Acteens Book Study
at 7 p III in the home of Histors at Muura) State hvo yountu:s of Callowa)
will be from 2 30 to 5 30 Kattuan Starks
Uni‘ersits. yeas the and Trigg
Regional Junior iligh p in in third floor educaBook _Stud)
-pas phase .they have
Elmn featured. speaker at _the
School Math Howl will tional building. First
Grove Baptist Church meeting of the e'aptain been c%orking on recently
start with registration at Baptist t'hurch
Women will be at 10 30 Wendell Ours Chapter of deals %it'll occupational
8 15 p.m. in Room 240,
Field trips ts, ulaserte.
Special .Education eagles and waterfowl will a m in ehureh fellowship the laittrehtera = at- 4-14,---patterns.e4.-41w--people It
American Revolution
is now ready to present to
Building, Murray State begin at 9 am and 1-30 hall
the public by means of
meeting
The
Saturwas
University. Presentation
p in at Woodlands
Tuesday. March 1
day, Feb 12, in the home tapes, slides, art work,
ceremonies will start Nature Center. lone, BetCalloway Count) Band of --Mrs Cook Sanders, crafts and displays Any
about 230p m.
ween the lakes For
- Boosters will meet at 7 Nteatdow Lane
interested group may ask
reservations call 1-924p in in band room of
Dr Law son discussed for a program on either
Alpha Department of 5602. extension
138
Callowa) Counts High the projects he. has been project, settlers or toeMurray Woman's Club
Monday,
Feb
al
working _on this past )ear
School
will meet at noon at club
Diabetes Awareness
in connection v. it Ii
Lawson Said there Were
house
Update will start at 2
more farmers than anyMurray High Band
Field trips to observe p.m. at liouglas Center Boosters will
other occupation Trigg
meet at 7
eagles and waterfowl will Reservations ma y be p in in band room
had twice as 1118IV difof
begin at 9 a.m. and 1:30 made by calling 'Health Murras: High School
ferent occupations due to
p.m.- at Woodlands Department.753-3381
river transportation and
Nature Center, Land Betit had been settled longer
Mission book study 'ail'
_District 17 Unit 1 of
ween the Lakes For
than Calloway Count y
LPN Association will be at-10 a m cit West Fork
reservations call 1-924The cash crop was tobacmeet at 6 30 p in inl Baptist Church
5602. extension 238
private dining room of
Mr!".
John I AVeSily
First United !Methodist
Third night of "Who's Murray-Callow;*s Counts
Church
chapter
regent,
Women
Bonnie
'Plefre;
will
Hospital
preashal
meet
Afraid of Virginia
The meeting was opened
Woolf" will be at 8 p m director . of aursing, will at 10 a in in Hale Chapel
with the pledge to the
with executive. board te,
in Murray State Universi- speak
American flag and (he
meet at 9 a in . coffee to
ty Theatre.
)Alt ritual
Recovery, -Inc ,.. will be served at 9 :to a m
A 4-wheeldrive truck
Refreshments of coffee
meet at 7:30 pm at and "quiet•time" lutipull, sportsored by Alpha
and cake Were SerVeillo
Health Center. North ,'he'on
Gamma Rho fraternity,
'Calloaas and Trigg clam- the 18 IlleMberS present
Seventh and Olive
will begin at 6:30 p.m. at,
Murray TOPS . take tiff -ties A _ number of his
Streets,
Murray State Livestock
pellpit'
pounds sensibly:. Club students
----- -and Exposition Center.
at were .iiisolsed in the
Chi Alpha fraternity will meet at 7 p
Tickets wit ,be $5 for
research:nal work
will present movie "A Health Center general admission and $4
one of the projects that
F.I.MA. Wash
Distant Thunder." at 8
for groups.
Dr Lawson concentrated
menibers of the
Alcoholics A t
p.m. in Murray State.
will meet ,it 8 p in in on last summer. In cow Future Farmers . of
University
Theatre,
third
Sunday, Feb. 27
with
the "I:VA
western portion of
plaIlted
11110re
Reception to honor floor No admission will
Home
Phi.
e.. Was the' than a million seeellings
liveatock
and
Exposition
Raa Knight on 85th birth- be charged
ftre'jearatniui of an Ittao's near here last spring, in
Center
day will be from 2 to 4
cookbook
The recipes an extensive reforests
Murray State's Chrisp.m. in Fellowship Hall of
bon project
()vita Ihpartment of are being replanned ae
tian
Science
Students'
Good Shepherd United
The youths logged
Murray Woman's Club cording to ingredients
Organization
will
sponsor
Methodist Church. The
11,1/ ran get ttkla
More
than 1 .1 00(I
will
meet
at
7
p
m
at
club
John
•
Tyler
,
in
lecture at 6
family requests that
(Ii*WW4-SnInitt the it I•le itt
volunteer haters while.
house
in
in
Mississipp
i
P
guests not bring gifts.
the seasons as they af- replanting a SIX -C411111(}
Room, third floor,
United Methodist University Center.
Group 11 of First Chris- fected food preparation area in a national com•
inanity develeipment proYouth Fellowship of
tian Church ('WV will and other related topics
1)r Lausiiii's first pro- grain sponsored Its it .1
Goshen Church will sponCreative Arts pepart- meet at p m at hurt h
ject, about a c ear or more Rey molds Industries
sor a fund raising-ham - anentolMurras:--WomanLs- Miners.
and bean supper at S30 Club will meet at 9.30
p.m. at church
a m at(-tub house .1111•1•••••-

DAR hears Dr. Lawson
at Mrs. Sanders'home

Members plont
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Christian Counselors Needed

4.4

Sandwidi Special

753-7356
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(Fob.If/to liar.20) Xig
Be level-heeded Omit a
weer matter. Sems empireessobleimeble.
' Iimee may
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Al Day Sem* Special
25 Drooled Skimp

Gibson Houseboats
Houseboat, 1978, 42 Gibson, 16225

Hy
bridge, Generotor, air cam! all electric VHF,
depth sounder,low hours,$39,500.00 firm.
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Big breakfast
sandwiches.

Reg. Drink
_v•cial Geed Tbreeps Fri. 3-4-13
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Two debttOus new McDonald $ bleAki•ost%-.-.1 Ng big
sausage &scurf. and A Di bog sausage ()mutt with egg
Both made from good. rah buttermilk and.((led with
lean. ssztitng country sausage And one's even fixed with
a whole fresh Qrade•A Large eagi
Pull into McDonairil for your big big -biscuit If you
missed it this morning. don t miss it tOMorrowl

107 N. 12* Merrey

.
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Wal-Mart sets up
MSU scholarship
A Wal-Mart Scholar- dary consideration.
ship has been established
Academic achievement
at Murray State Universi- and leadership as
ty for junior or senior evidenced by extrastudents who have an in- curricular activities are
terest in marketing and other factors which will
retail merchandising or be considered.
allied car an
Wal-Mart, which openTo be awarded for the
(1w first of its chain of
first time for the 1983-$4 stores in Rogers. Ark., in
school year, the scholar- 1962. operates one-stop
ship will be administered retail discount departNEW WASH PROCESS — Brad Bekher, owner of Auto Laundry, 1102
by the office of Alumni ment stores which serve
Chestnut St., announces the use of a new wash process at the automatic car
Affairs The Alumni the clothing, home,
wash. The process completes in two cycles utilizing a cleaning solvent that strips
Association Scholarshp recreation and converoad film, dirt and grit;•fanner which soaps the car; shammy material; tire
Committee will select the nience needs of midbrushes that clean tire rims and white walls. These cleaning procures are
recipie
. ntaccor
in accordan
dance America's communities
followed by a rinse and dry cycle. Belcher says the process has been researced
with scholarshp and rural areas.
for over 25 years and reports that at Auto Laundry you get a better quality wash
guidelines.
In fiscal year 1982,
for the same price as the old system. He adds that modifications were made so
Completed applications which ended Jan. 31, the
thatthe car wash now accommodates vans and trucks.
should be turned in to the chain of 552 stores had
Office of Alumni Affairs sales of $3.4 billion.
in Sparks Hall no later
Students who wish to
than March 1
apply for the Wal-Mart
The amount of the Scholarship may obtain
scholarship will be deter- applications on the cammined by the interest pus in the Office of Alumderived from the base in- ni Affairs or the Admisvestment contribution of sions Office in Sparks
the . Wal-Mart Founda- Hall, the Student Governtion. according to Donna ment Association office in
VICTORMAN — Victor Olazabal Jr., owner of Victor's sandwich restaurant,
Herndon, director of the University Center, or Introduces Victorrna
n to his customers and to the community. Victorman is a
alumni affairs.
the office of the Depart- figure used for promotional pummel and
is currently being "circulated" in the
Preference will be ment of Marketing and college community, giving out
coupons for free sandwiches. Victor's, located at
given to Murray State Management in the 1301 Main St, has been
in business for seven years and offers over 106 different
students with career Business Building or. at sandwiches, most of which
Victor claims as his own creations. Free delivery sergoals in marketing and the Wal-Mart store in vice is also available. Future
plans for Victorman are appearances at birthday
retail merchandising. Murray.
parties, in local parades and in the restaurant for special promotional events.
Students in related
career fields will be given
secondary consideration.
Students who have
employment ties with
Wal-Mart will be given
first consideration for the
"Go Greyhound! And posing to discontinue Ser- passage of the federal on service, not profitabilischolarship, while leave the driving to us!"
vice over segments of Bus Regulatory Reform ty. Now regulatory' agenstudents who have .8
Kentuckians who have routes that ( in many Act of 1982.. "We've cies take profits and
parent employed by Wal- heard that advertising cases traverse) hilly, 'known these routes have losses into greater ac•• veral r call r s owned and operated real learn strategies and goals
Mart will be given sec-on- jingle for 'the bus com- windy highways," said been losers for years, but count, Ms. Henson said.
associated with Century estate sales offices outhn- for success in the coming
pany may be forced to Greg Alexander, the bus we didn't have the
The Transportation
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors ed the system's five year year "
drive
'a little farther line's traffic director. mechanism to get off Cabinet, which has held a
were in attendance plan, including new prothemselves to utilize "We want to provide bet- them," said Alexander.
Those attending were
ptiblic hearing on the
recently at the .annual grams and expansion
Greyhoun
d's passenger ter and faster service
Loretta
husband
Jobs,
Before deregulation, abandonment request;
convention of Century 21 goals
and package express ser- Kentucky)."
Sid and children Andy
the feeling was that the has until the end of March
Real ,Estate Corporaiion
This means several carrier had to take some to act. If the request is
vices. A current abandon;Specialized educational and Mc:kr:Judy ..kilwuiton
in Honolulu, Hawaii.
ment request by scheduled runs between of tip bad (Mutes)' with tinned down, the comsessions on such topics as and husband Pat, and
Tlw convention, ent41.1. tax laws, property. James C.. Williitns and
Greyhound is the most certain Kentucky com- the good," said Pat Hen- pany may appeal the
• A New Dream Dawn- management, relocation
extensive ever made in munities may be eli- son, Transportation decision to-the federal In, wife LaRue Others attening." was held Jan 18-21
Kentucky by a bus line, in mianted to make room Cabinet spokeswoman. terstate Commerce Comreal estate investments, ding were Mr. and Mrs.
At the convention, recruiting and com- Louis Beyer
the aftermath of federal for --express routes that Emphasis in the past was mission.
presentations by such puterization were held
will bypass those comderegulation.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
well known speakers as
munities.
Phoeni
The runs inx
-based
"Attending this conven- Realtors is located at 1200
television journalist
clude Whitley City to Pine
Greyhoun
d
claims
it
is
tion
in
Hawaii
was both Sycamore
Howard K Smith and
taking a financial beating Knot via old U.S. 27,
Football star Rocky Bleier educational and inspiraon
portions of 72 routes Mount Sterling to
tionalsaid I mretta Jobs,
were heard
over Kentucky highways Palyersville via U.S. 460,
broker-owner of the firm
KENTUCK V ST(KXS
VALENTINE where buses pick up few Owensboro to Henderson
Representatives of the "The annual Century 21
ON THE MOVE LAST SWEETHEART
international Century 21 convention is considered
S — passengers or packages. over U.S. 460, Cave City
WEEK Market direction Paula Turner
and Jobs Losses on those routes to Bowling Green over
system of independently a first rate opportunity to
for the index of 25 public Thompson were
recenUy amounted to $700,000 last U.S. 31W and London to
companies was milted. elected as Valentin
e year, and company of- Corbin via U.S. 25.
Leading gainers. Begley. Sweethearts of the
It also. means that
Mur- ficials have asked the
Drugs (0TC1,to 14 from 9 ray Wal-Mart
Store. Kentucky Transportation businesses in five com1/2; Capitol Holding Each year Wal-Mart Cabinet for permissio
n to munities may have to
i NYSE), to 33 3/4 from 31 associates elect
their abandon these runs. In travel to a nearby city to
3/4 Biggest losses: Ken- favorite male and female some cases,
present use Greyhound's package
tucky t7entral Life co-workers by popular "stops" are
made only express service. If the
OTC'', to 23 1 from 24 vote. Each winner receiv- when passenge
rs flag Transportation Cabinet
5/8; Sperti Drugs, to 2 ed a gift in recognition of down a bus.
agrees, the company will
from 2 1/8
the honor.
"Basically, we're pro- shut down its freight shipment agencies at Cynthiana, Falmouth,
Guthrie. Paris and West
Liberty. "If we were
TRAINING AWARD — WW Ed Travis, left,
generating enough
employee of Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, recently
revenue from package
received a Certificate of New Product Training
express traffic, we cerfrom Nick Turner, district manager for Chrrroiet
tainly wouldn't
Motor Division. Updated schooling is being re(eliminate scheduled
quired by Chevrolet Motor Division for their sales
stops)," Alexander said.
personnel so that they are better qualified to comChances are that
municate with customers on fulfilling their
Greyhound will be able to
transportation needs Travis and his wife, this
Festering
reroute
former
Faye White, reside an Old Murray-Paris
some
of
its
KenComputer systems from Seeding memefectvrers with comtucky buses, due to
Rood. They have two children. Diana andE.

Greyhound discontinues routes

Loretta Jobs Realtors attend
annual Century 21 convention
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by
Loretto Jobs

PSR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
for
Small Businesses & Professionals

LOWER, STABLE INTEREST
RATES CALLED
KEY TO RECOVERY

prehensive, fiekl-proven compeer software, local sap.
port end sonic..

Lower and more stable interest rates ore
essential elements to start a housing and
then a general economic recovery that would
relieve the notion's critical unemployment

PSR=SOFTWARE + SYSTEMS + SUPPORT
SOFTWARE

CMOS .

At a meeting of the Northeastern Ohio
Savings and Loon teogini. Leonard Shone.
chairman of the United States league of Savings Institutions said "Housing must hod
the way -- or there may not be a notional
economic rebound great enough or soon
enough for millions Of American families."
Housing and related industries occount for
hundreds of thousand of jobs throughout the
rietion.
Not only. are carpenters. laborers, electricians, plumbers. and others in the building
trades directly employed, but Reoltors.
lumber processors, metal workers and
materials manufocturors are involved as
well
When the housing industries move, the
sales of furniture, appliances and everything
that hetPli turn a house into a home move too
- ond men and women in these industries
go bock to work.
Housing and the ripple effect of the lobs it
creates represent the key to economic
recovery

*Accounting
•Payroll
•inventory

*Commerical Quality

*Advanced Design

*Growth Capability

*On-site Service Available

SUPPORT
*Consulting
*Requirements Review
'Systems Analysis

*System Installation
•Training & Usage Guidance
*Software Research Service
-i......id
-

Computer Systems
"Providing computer processing PSRum
N.56sweet
to west Kentucky for over

,

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

SYSTEMS
*Lea(Jing in Price/Performance
*Supports Standard Software

421171
"117141triaIN

I 1 I 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1

We At the

4

*Word Processing/Mail List
*Electronic Spreadsheet
*Specialized - CPA,Pharmacy,
Medical, Dental

*Single 8 Multi-user

10 years."
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Brad Belcher
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Paula Turner
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Victor Olazabal Jr.
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fishing line

Niiirray Ledger & Times

west kentucky outdoors

by wade bourne

by jerry maupin
What went wrong with
the fishing lad weekend?
Weather conditions were
perfect on all counts,
barometer, water
temperature, sunlight,
wind velocity and direction.
So whet happened to
the flab, the one and only
thing that I can figure
out, is the fast rise in the
lake elevation.
The level rose almost a
foot between Friday night
and Sunday morning!
This "must" have turned
the fish off from one end
of the lake to the other.
A few bass and crappie
were caught but the man
hours spent reduced the
enjoyment greatly. The
only saving factor was

the beautiful sunshine
and warm temperatures.
I talked with several
good dropoff crappie
fishermen and all round
bass chasers getting the
same report from each.
No one found any fish to
speak of. Minnows ingt,
jigs were used from the
top to the bottom of drops
and ledges, which usually
produce good crappie,
without results.
Most bassers threw
every crankbait in their
boxes but couldn't
establish a pattern
because there wasn't one,
at least we couldn't find
one or hear of anybody
who did.
I was really fired up
too, I talked with J.W

Flotilla observes anniversary
Flotilla 72-5 of the U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary
celebrated its 12th Anniversary of its chartering the weekend of Feb.
12 at the home of Shirley
Johnson.
Robert Crutcher is the
Flotilla Commander of
this unit which includes
members from Murray,
Benton, Gilbertsville,
Paducah, and the Lakes
area in general.
Installed in February
of 1971, the members of
this flotilla have been
providing safe boating
expertise in Western Kentucky since that time.
The events include
patrolling of regatta and
speedboat races, running
safety patrols on weekends and holidays during
the boating season, conducting boat checks for
safety on a courtesy basis
and presenting safe
boating courses. They
have received many
honors and awards for
their accomplishments.

Plans were made for
the spring activities of
the Auxiliary.
Courtesy motorboat examinations for 1963 are
already being performed
and will continue for the
remainder of the year.
Participation in _the
boat show at the Kentucky Oaks Mall March 4,
5, and 6 is the next public
event.
Further information on
activities and services of
the Auxiliary are
available by contacting
Commander Crutcher at
1-362-8252 or immediate
past Commander James
Byrn,753-4769.

William at Kenlake
Marina and he told me
about a couple of guys
from Cadiz, who caught 911 bass Thursday that
weighed a total of 34
pounds!
That's enough to start a
stampede! So you can imagine the disappointment
when I discovered the
fish had shut cloven
Several local anglers
had fished earlier that
week and caught 60-95 big
crappie in the blood rwer
area.
They used minnows
along drops and ledges,
finding the crappie receptive and in big schools.
Not .at all like this past
week!
Its supposed to warm
up this weekend but I'm
not going to say anything
more about it and we can
catch some fish.
I noticed several folks
who had trouble getting
their boat motors started
for the first time this
year. It is a good idea to
have it serviced before
you try to run it. if you
have had, your boat in
storage or just setting up.
Gary Darnell has been
busy but stop by and have
him take a look, he can
stand the pressure!
Happy Fishing'

Curtstnger had lucky's Commissioner of
that peculiar sound of Agriculture Barkley has
frustration in his voice, taken a couple of days
the kind only hound men team his work and his
know "Here. Joe, cc .ie campaign for lieutenant
here to me'" he called to governor to go rabbit
hunting, and his farm
the sound of fading
beagle music "He's the was the site of our efforts
The other members of
only dog I've got that'll
chase a deer, but you just our party were Philip
can't get him off the
trail," Curtsinger said
dejectedly

Curtsinger, his father
Ross and Fred Biggs, all
from Graves County
Biggs' family owns the
What made this deerbirthplace of Alben
running episode especialBarkley, Senior, former
ly worrisome was that
Vice President of the
Ginger, Curtsinger's
eight-month-old female. United States. Through
this connection the Biggs
had pined Old Joe in the
race Joe is Ginger's and Barkley.% became
father, and Curtunger good friends
"Come on. Joe! Here.
was afraid he was
here!" Philip Curtsmger
teaching his daughter
continued
The beagle
bad habits
had picked up the deer
We stood on a brushy tail almost when we left
hilltop in Crittendon the truck At first we'd
County. somewhere bet - thought he'd jumped a
rabbit, but rabbits don't
ween Tolu and Marion
Our party had rendez,- run completely out of
voused in Salem, then hearing distance -The
driven over several miles only thing I know to do is
of pavement and gravel go on hunting and hope
The fields and woods they come back to the
were laid like patchwork sounds of the other dogs
in the early morning, and and us shooting," Curt...the lanes twisted curious- Inger said
Optimism I like that in
ly through the mare
a huntrr, and there was
Alben, I hope you can plenty to go around in this
direct me out of here," group Curtsinger knew
I'd laughed when we met the other three hounds,
My words were directed his beagles George and
to Alben Barkley, II, KenLittle Bit and Fred Biggs'
Neu
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Car Truck Tractor Tires
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Bover's
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Kenlake Marina
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Pontoon Rentals
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mixed breed, T.J , could
provide us all the action
we needed
And Alben
Barkley was confident
the rabbits were there.
.*This land grows rabbits
about as well as anything
else,- he laughed
We spread out like confederate skirmishers and
marched off through the
brush
Almost immediately I kicked out a
cottontail, and he made a
beeline for Barkley
"Here he comes, Alben,"
I warned, and Mr. Commissioner rolled the rabbit with one clean shot
Good start, I thought. We
left the bunny in the fork
of a convenient sapling to
be picked up later.'
Quickly the dogs
jumped another rabbit,
and this time we had a
good race
I love the
music, the high-pitched
barks of Little Bit, Old
George's deep, long
yowls when the scent is

hot. The excitement is
contagious from dogs to
hunters, and we took up
stations to block the rabbit's exit. Ross CurtsInger chose the right spot,
and bunny number two
was added to the bag
Our hunt led us down
into a bottom along a
creek , A cottontail burst
out of a cane thicket, and
Barkley and Philip Curts-

'
la -%

S

trtger doubled Another also truss the freedom to
rabbit came out further do things like going on
down, and Barkley rolled this rabbit hunt," he said
it, but the critter kept going. The dogs trailed it into a hole We then walked
inTo a covey of quail and
downed three. And finally
Curtsmger's two
wayward deer chasers
returned to checkout all
the action
"Let's turn back up the
lull and hunt around the
house,- Barkley suggested
The farmhouse was a
modest one, surrounded
by unpainted barns and
idle equipment It was to
here that Barkley had
come several years
earlier, determined to
make his living on the
Land -We learned sonic'
hard lessons, but we got
by," he said He enjoyed
the independent life, the
uncomplicated ways tel
turning earth, watching
plants grow, the things
which generations of
farmers have sacrificed
for and struggled to defend
But politics' runs deep
in the Barkley's blood,
and Alben II eventually
found his way to
Frankfort Now his life is
with towns and
meetings and appointlike working
ments
state government, but I

filled

The hillsides around he
house proved to be Rabbit
City The dogs ran constantly once they hit an
overgrown hot "lot The
several acres were ritn‘
thick with honeysuckles
lespedeza and other
briars and weeds which
the cottontail uses for
food and cover Rabbit
sign was everywhere
"Here he comes,
Fred," Philip Curtsinger called Biggs' needed only one of his double barrels to score
"Coming up the hill," I
called to Ross Curtsinger
as a furry flash ripped his
way through the cover

Add another. And I inade
it a triple when the dogs
brought out a third rabbit
right in front of me
Action was almost coo
Unuous, and by 1 p
we'd bagged our limit of
- 20 bunnies Philip CurtsInger called the dogs in.
but Little Hit refused to
leave a hot trail "Collo.
on girl'" he coaxt41
Sounds like how N
started, I thought Except
now that sound of frustration was replaced by one
of satisfaction Good
fnends, good dogs, plentygame That's what makes
any rabbit hunt special

5555555
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Benefit Dinner & Auction For The
Calloway County Chamber Singers' Trip
To Vienna, Austria
Where: MSU Center Ballroom
When: Saturday, April 2, 19$3
Admission: $7.50 each ticket and advance tickets only. No tickets sold at the
door.
Tidies in Sole at Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, Motor Ports & Bearings.
Tim fellewieg Items wore denoted by merchants end will be sold at tits oectioe.
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Austin Peay throws MSU for loop OVC doormat

By JIM mem
heaped to 3-10 in league
sports Editor
play. got 27 points from
CI ARKSVIII.E. Tenn. Greg Andrews and 21
— The Alpha and the points. 14 rebounds from
Omega
Lenny Manning the
The beginning and the team's starting forwards.
end Top-ranked Murray
"Austin Peay
State and lowly Austin dominated the game
Peay
from start to finish,"
Except Friday, lowly Greene explained. "Who
Austin Pray wasn't so knows why some nights
lowly and Murray .. well, the shots don't fall or the
Murray wasn't the same ball lays on the floor and
ISISU that beat Alabama- the other team picks it up
Birmingham in or they just plain outDecember or even Middle quick us I don't know I
Tennessee a week ago.
thought we had it ( winnChOck the board: ing form back after we
Austin Peay, Ohio Valley won at Middle Tennessee
Conference doormat, 77, I last week), I thought we
Murray State, leading the were mentally ready
league,65.
tonight I guess we
Yep, 77.65 The Alpha weren't though."
falls to the Omega
Murray trailed by 10 at
'Austin Pea y's been on halftime despite outthe verge of beating peo- shooting the (toys from
ple all year Too had it the floor, 52 to 40 percent
had to be us tonight,"
Starting center David
said MSU coach Ron Youngblood picked up all
Greene whose Racers eight of his points in the
saw their chances for a first half to lead the
20-win season and a post- Rarer scorers
season tournament berth
One statistic illustrated
fly out the Dunn Center the Racers' lack of
window
togetherness as the tram
To make matters only had two assists by inworse, Murray must termission. They finished
travel to nationally rank- the game with eight total
ed Louisville Monday, a although Sleets. Green
scheduling dilemma and Brian Stewart are
Greene says, which "is among the top eight
corning at a very inap- assist men in the conpropriate time for us"
ference averaging 11 3
When asked if his squad per game among the
was perhaps looking past three of them
the Governors to the CarAustin Pray coach Ron
dinals, Greene growled, Bargatze said he thought
"I'm so sick of hearing the Racers. were off their
about Louisville and us usual form after seeing
looking ahead to them. them in the pregame warI'll be glad when it's all limps "They looked realover We'll get beat by 50 ly loose in the warmups,
or 60 points up there if we but of course they're a
play like we did tonight " pretty loose team
The "tonight" disap- anyway But I've always
pointment included thought that when a team
dismal performances was that loose in warfrom Murray's Big Three niups it either means
Glen Green, Lamont they're really up for the
Sleets and Ricky Hood
game or they're not
although they were the ready for the task at
only double -figure hand
scorers for the Racers
"I think they might
Green and Sleets fouled have been overlooking us
out after picking up 17 to
Bargatze
and 12 points and Hood said
dropped in 13 points and
The victory was the
hauled down 11 boards, first over MSU in eight
but the squad suffered a games for Austin Peay
total team collapse
and the first time since
Austin Pray, which 1978-79 the Goys have
.4.••
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SPEAK NO. HEAR NO. SEE NO — No matter
what Lamont Sleets did, he couldn't avoid the outcome of Friday's loss at Austin Posy, especially
beaten Murray in
Clarksville
Murray tumbled to 19-5
overall, 9-3 in OYU play.
Just a half-game ahead ofMorehead at 8-3. Tonight
Morehead travels to Tennessee Tech to try and
clinch a tie for the league
lead with just a week's
worth of games remaining

A loss Friday by
Eastern Kentucky to Tennessee Tech, 70-57,
created a chasm in the
league race separating
Murray and Morehead
from the Tennessee Tech
7-4 • EK U 7-5 p, and
Akron 17-5
Is there more pressure
on Murray now with
Morehead banging on the

after fouling out with S:32 left in the COntallt. The
Murray State gitard contributed 12 points, five
steals and one blocked shot before being sidelined,

door and a doubleheader
next Friday and Saturday
against Eastern and
Morehead'
"We've had a lot of
pressure on, us all year
long to win all of our
games." Greene said. "It
Just happened that on this
particular -night Austin
Peay played exceptionally well and we didn't play

The Racers dropped the Ohio Valley Conference encounter. 7745, before 4.500 at Clarturville's Dunn
Center.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

very good at all."
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OVC grid coaches send message:

USFL not welcome on campus
NASHVILLE, Tenn lAP -- The Ohio Valley
'Conference has served notice to the United States
Football League that its scouts are not welcome on
OVC playing Bolds following the signing of Georgia
star Herschel Walker.
"Until the United States Football League and its
member teams state unequivocally a policy and
practice of not signing student-athletes with remaining eligibility the football coaches of the OVC
will not permit USFI. team personnel to scout
enrolled student-athletes on OVC campuses and
will not cooperate in providing game film for
scouting purposes," the conference's football
coaches committee said Friday in a news release.
"Once the USFI. demonstrates its intention to,
and practice of. following the traditional professional football policy with regard to not signing

OVC
student-athletes with remaining eligibility, conference coaches will cooperate fully with USFI.
personnel in their player evaluation efforts:.
Walker, winner of the Heisman Trophy, signed a
contract this week with the New Jersey Generals of
the USF1., forfeiting his senior year with the
Bulldogs.
The USFL's first season begins next month.

•

APSU 83, MSU 72

Lady Racers give Lady Govs second win
t'I.ARKSVILLE, Tenn
In one night Austin
Peay's lady Governors
doubled their season's
winnings In one contest
they went from 1-22 to 222
Unfortunately for Murray State, the I.ady
Racers provided the APSU women with their
doubling ability, losing
Friday night, 83-72.
Austin Peay's women
saw all five starters hit
double-digits for the

game and one reserve
had nine points to down
the Lady Racers.
lori Barrett led all
scorers with 23 but she
fouled -out along with
fellow lady Racer Jennie
Redwine who had 13.
Diane Oakley pumped in
20 in the losing effort
Meanwhile APSU
center Susan Wright led
the victors with 19 points,
11 rebounds,along with 17
points from Valerie
Malone,. 14 apiece from

Amy Davis and Melony
Waller, and 10 from
Michelle McKinnon.
Austin Peay only led,
40-38, at the half, but
broke the game open
after Redwine fouled out
and Waller hit an 111footer to push the Lady
Govs ahead by seven with
3:24 to play.
Murray trimmed the
lead to three, 75-72, with
LOS remaining, but six
consecutive free throws

.
The Difference
•

lower heating -and cooling costs
You'll love the difference between a heat pump and
Conventional electric resistance heating system because a
heat pump heats your home for Wes money. It produces two
units of heat tor every one unit of electricity it uses.. And that
means savings tor you
The difference in a heat pump lies in how it operates
It provides heat by drawing
the sun's warmth out of the
air and pumping it into your •
home. In summer, it reverses
Its operation to provide
central air conditioning for
your home.
Give us a call la more
informabOn about energyefficient heat pumps. You'll
love the deference

'Murray Electric Co.

401 Olive St.
753-5312

by Waller blocked any
comeback thoughts by
the visitors

CRASHING IN — Murray State center David
Youngblood (52) drives in for two of his eight points
against Austin Posy. Youngblood led the Racer
scorers at halftime with with eight points, but be
was shutout the rest of the game. He blocked one
shot and pulled down three reboundsin 21 minutes.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Benton edges Murray frosh
Murray High's pable," said Murray
freshman balklub over- coach Jerry Shelton after
came an 04 season start, his squad was beaten, 49but they couldn't quite 42.
overcome Benton Friday
"The way Benton was
In the championship of shooting last night I don't
the freshman district - think there are many
basketball tournament at teams around who could
North Marshall Middle have beaten them,"
School.
Sheltnnadded.,
"It was anybody's
The Tigers accepted 19
game at halftime 111-16, and 15 points from 8th
Benton) bid they came grade standouts. Rodney
out and shot SO percent or Skinner and Mark West,
better and were unstop- but the undergrads

couldn't do it alone.
Stanley Rutledge was
limited to only six points
after leading his team
with 21 in the semifinals
the night before.
Benton, which rapped
up its season 13-1, was
paced by Brett Larirrier
illt and Ramsey Ellington 12
Murray finished the
year 6-9.
"I was real proud of the
way our team came on
near the end of the
season." Shelton said.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEEUNG WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
•
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--DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

753-2617

641 S. Murray
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Join the happiest pipe
smokers in
town. Stop in
and try a
couple of
pipefuls of ou
cool, bite-free
OUR FINEST.
intake
happe
814 S. 4th
Gam Fain ins Bich)
Is
753-0832
44111Iet.
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Heismon winner heads south
to begin pro football career

MHS takes pair of
wins from Fulton
Tigers69
By CHRISEVANS
Pilots CI
Sports Writer
The stiff Murray
The Murray High
Tigers and Lady Tigers defense was provoked by
roared into Fulton County Fulton County's Rick
and gobbled down a pair Childers who pumped in
of victories Fnday night. 24 points and kept his
The Murray men had to team hot on the Tigers'
beat the Pilots oil their trail throughout the conheels all evening to bring test. However, when the
home a 0-63 win while going got tough, the tough
the Tiger girls fought off got going.
David McCuiston teama final period surge by
the hosts to triumph 55-45 ed up with inside men
in both squads' final bid Jim West and Al Wells
during the closing
of the season.
minutes to turn back the
Lady Tigers 56
hosts. On three carbon
Lady Pilots 45
Diana Ridley scored 21 copy plays McCuiston
points to pace the Murray lobbed passes over
women who controled the Fulton defenders into the
tempo throughout the battle zone where West
contest. Although the and Welbi took turns putguests never trailed the ting the icing on the cake
Lady Pilots, the game
Aided by the six quick
turned into a closer conflict during the fourth points Murray went
ahead to stay with under
quarter.
Murray took the floor three minutes remaining
after halftime with a five in the game
"I felt like in the last
point lead, quickly built a
we played quite
quarter
was
20 point spread and
beginning to relax, when well," said Tiger coach
the hosts scooped up Cary Miller who also
several of the Tigers' 21 revealed that he - anturnovers and fought ticipated a close game.
back into the thick of "We had so many comthings 45-51 with only :26 binations in there due to
kids being in foul trouble
remaining.
"We had them right it was hard to get much
where we wanted them in continuity, but I think our
the middle of the third kids did a good job
quarter," said Murray toward the end."
West led the Tigers in
skipper Jim Harrell of his
the
scoring department
lead.
comfortable 20 point
"That's what we wanted, with 20 points while
to do, b31 we let it get David McCuiston and Al
Wells added eight each.
away."
Ridley hit a pair of free
Girls paw
throws with :05 on the
al read Caddy
112U1UlA V 116 I
clock to stamp out the
Hours, 6 1 o
Haile. 7 7 12 21
Pilots late comeback at- Greene 4 74 It Spann 0741 Se l
30
3-4 2 Team laiala
2 Tliampann
tempt and seal the Lady 72.12 51
Tigers 12th victory of the
*I
Holder 9 24 $1 Hades. 1 441 10
season against 10 losses.
Spears 1 3-42 tiaskas 1-7 f Westbrook
Harrell said he did not 02-32 Team totals 17 IS 25 45
onto
Wurras Ubi
Iran
think his girls played up Sultan
1 14
to their potential but that lialftane srore UM 15 141Lti 10
.• • •
the Lady Pilots had a
ads prim
"kamikaze defense" 117U1UUY'01
Mreutstan5 23 12 Wagner 1 04
which Murray had to deal WAIL
6 11.1 12 West 5 10.11 30. autle.14..
Jotruon 3 041 6
with.
0243 J Wells 3 2-4
Walls -0174440
Desna Rouise and ?din
FULTON fill
Monica Greene joined Stmerne I 101 0. Maw 0•1 0.
70 44 IS CaHey 5 2•11 15
Ridley in double figures Childers
adder 4 >I 13. Walgald 1 342, ha I
with -15 and 14 points, 2-32 War Mier - - 77 113•330
Marray 117 Fallon
TIMM wards
while Greene blocked 11113
•rots$
Ina
Halftime 4..44.
four shots defensively.

ESI'N "no renewal will
dnveway and scattenng
be granted until thr
a crowd of reporters and
people find out
television
gathered
photographers
how long Herschel is
around Walker entered
forimutted to the league'
the house without speaking, as Georgia, state
...will give his client in -tiargainine
crease'd
troopers cruised the
leverage in future years
street and a private
In Orlando, at tin.
bodyguard parked in the
. (limp. the es
GefleralS
driveway
was buntline citement
Four hours later.
toward the arrival of the.
Walker's father said the
man SOITIC have called no,
family had had "a very
just 'The Franchise,
WIportant meeting'' with
but to the fledgling 'SF
Walker's attorneys and
' The I.eag ue •
;corrals offiCials
Team officials an
"It's behind closed
flounced in advance that
doors, and it's got to stay
there," Willis Walker told that he would someday Walker would praetict
the immediately after his :or
make Walker
The Associated Press
"We'd love to cooperate highest paid plaer in all rival in camp today
Before leaving Athens
with you, but we haven't sports. both team sports
been alone with hun two and tennis, golf or box- Walker spent about 31
minutes alone wilt
minutes since he got ing "
int.(
Manton said the Georg iA Coach
here '•
first
television
was
It
the
Dooley
I.•s
I'
Walker's attorney.
package with ABC and time the two had coin,
Jack Manton. said Fridei
together face-to-fac,
since before the week
strange happenings
which reachesl a china,.
Wednesday as the UM% el
sit', declared Walker ill
eligible for his -serum
year The !4ar tailback
then signed a three-yeai
pact with the Generals.
reportedly for $5 million
iSTON I Al's Larry did I'd go to court to too. in case ttic_ put -a
appreciate liers'cliel
limit on salaries '•
Bird's five-year contract swear that he said it ••
coining by, and we had a
One issue in effiirts to - good
In rebutting. the report.
expires after the 1983-84
tooley told a
National Basketball _Woolf.said • I don't even negotiate a new (•ollective crowd of reporters
Association season, anti know what the market bargaining. agreement 06'Shed Inn) luck and told
his attorney says the value will be then I think between NBA ploers him to-keep in touch and
Boston Celtics' star plans he Bird deserves what and management is the told hun I was happy for
to let it run out before- the market value will owners' proposal for Is him ceiling on team salaries
beginning negotiations on be"
He said he'd-he'back
Asked if he would seek .111 the fall to continue his
The value of superstars
a new one.
.The . attorney. .Bob took a leap when center a contract of sufficient- education, and I was glad
Woolf, also described as Moses Malone signed a length that it would be to hear that
"ridiculous" a report that reported six- ear, $1:1 Bird's last in the NBA.
Before le:iv one; the
he might seek a $50 million deal with the Woolf said, -We haven't Georgia campu-s.-Walker
million. 10-year pact for Philadelphia 7iiers before even discussed it
also' said he planned too
the forward who has been this season Woolf adnut- The[e's no talk about return to school '411 sun
in- the All-Star Game .in ted it wits possible Bird's monies or what's going to cimie back and get im
value two years later be asked or requested. SO II...grey.- he told
each of his NBA seasons
could be $4- million a year I'm hoping that it ,the tin reporter "My plans
"Larry's'told me.
However, he added, million report I doesn't go haven't changed. just
just want to honor our old
contract and when that's ' Things may go down, any further than this ••
redirected •'
finished we'll talk about a
new contract.' " Woolf
Shimmy Shine Process
said in an interview Friday
Finish like New
LAUIICRED - Jay Wells skies above the Fultos
If Bird's c• ontract.
for
points
County defense to score two of his eight
AUTO
worth a repOrted $650.000
Murray High. The Tigers finished their season on
LAUNDRY
a year, expires and he
•
the road with a 66-63 win over the host Fulton Counbecomes a free agent, he
tians Friday.
is likely to be bombarded
Staff photo by Chris Evans
by lucrative offers from
Closed
Open Mon. thrs Thurs. Open Friday S. Sat.
other NBA clubs. But
Sunday
Woolf said It's too early to
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
know what the market
will be like. He also said
Bird likes Boston and the
Celtics.
- In an article Wednestra P err. 1 r001-40 I
cerned going in there. We
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WRIGHTSVILLE, Ga.
s AP)- Herschel Walker.
continuing his strange
odyssey to the multimillion dollar world of
professional football,said
goodbye to his cotial,
goodbye to his parents.
and headed south to begin
a new life
The 20-year -old
Heisman Trophy winner
left Athens and the
University of Georgia on
Friday sped to his family's home in east-eentral
Georgia and prepared to
leave for Orlando. Fla
site of the training camp
of the New Jersey
Generals' of the United
States Football League
Friday night, Walker,
his fiancee and his father
amved back home in
Wrightsville, gunning
their cars into the

Bird to begin talks
when contract expires

753-1331

Calloway County ends season on
winning note;awaits district play
CLINTON, Ky.
Calloway County's
Lakers will ride a three
game winning streak into
next week's district tournament after wrapping
up their season with a 6041 victory at Hickman
County Friday.
To say the Lakers won
the game at the line
would be an understatement as the travellers
picked up 34 of their 60
points in 43 trips to the
stripe.
Hickman County outshot the Lakers from the
floor, 21 field goals to 13,
but they couldn't overcome the gimme buckets
at the line.
"It was unreal," said
Laker coach Jack Pack.
"I've never seen a team
hack so much. It's part of
our game plan to take it
at'em, but last night was
unreal."
The Lakers rarely got a
clean shot against the
often over-zealous
defense of the hosts, but
when they didn't get a
clean shot from the field,
they took advantage of
the clear shooting in the
alley

1,..-,a

high school basketball

nal I

•

•'11

-A,

Craig Darnell. who led
all scorers with 26, picked
up 12 of his points on 14
free throw attempts and
teammate Keith Lovett
had 11 of his 13 points
from the charity stripe,
also taking 14 free shots.
Jeff Butterworth,
another Laker senior, hit
six of six attempts for all
of his night's points.
The Falcon's 6-5 center
Dicky Cooley canned 13
points and teammate A.
Knox banged in n. but
the hosts wrote the game
away at the line.
Calloway managed to
out-rebound Hickman, 2520. in the rare instances
when a field goal or free
throw was mined.
"Hickman's a good
defensive team, very
quick, and we were con-

KHSAA
tournament pairings

MTSU takes track meet lead
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Carroll VW has purchased nine (9) 1982 VW
Rabbit Convertible Executive Cars- good color
selection - low mileage - 8 have air condition all 9 have AM-FM cassette & numerous other
accessories - all carry new car factory warranty - affordable 4 passenger convertibles that
are economical and fun to drive.
Mattesels* is a Vokswagert

753-4441
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PACA IS THE VAJli Al.Iiy.. LEDGLI & 11116.1%.1mtamisv.Finsary M.HO
be happy never to see. her again She. did a very selfish
thing to tell me.
I hope "Aching Heart- takes your advice and goes
through a third party to find out first if her natural
daughter usnit to know her natural mother.
Please don't use my townor state. because I never told
My mom. I consider the mos% who raised me my -mar
mom. and I wouldn't hurt her fur the %viscid.
ONE MOM AND! LOVE HER

Dealt)
By Abigail Van Buren

Baby's Place Uncertain
In Couple's Wedding Plans
DEAR AHHY I am going to be maid of honor at thewedding of my best friend ilil call her Karen o It will be
held in a church and Karen is wencsaza a gown and veil
She's having bridesmaids and everything is bride dreams
of The wedding had too be postponed for 'o month•
Annum- Karen's flame. who's in the Navy. had hip leave
rants-11rd due to a mixup Meanwhile Karen found out she
was pregnant
Well. to. make to long story short Karen's baby came
early and will be 7 weeks old sit the time of the wedding
Karen wants to walk down the aisle with her baby cradled
in her arms My mother thinks its a dumb idea and she's
nagging me to talk Karen out of it Some think its a
wonderful idea It's never been totoone before as far as I
know. and I don't think it's my rheir to take sides either

Group gives memorable concert

DEAlt ARMY Here's one for you We have a new
minister who quotes Itomans MI6 — "Greet your neighbor
with s kiss lie instructs the entire congregation to stand
up and hug and kiss everyone' standing near enough to
• I*
reach Then there is a lot of hugging and kissing,
Now the problem My husband and I and some of our
best friends have herpes What do we do now' My husband says we should tell tour pastier to stop instructing
should we call a
everyone to hug and item one Ionian's Or!
meeting for .111 members'

DISTRESSED IN INDIANA

DEAR DISTRF:SSED: Tell your pastor of Your
concern. Ask him to suggest that instead of the
traditional kiss. • "token" kiss (kissing the air)
while embracing will suffice owing to the danger
spreading contagious diseases.
DEAR ARMY Eight years ago I purchased a pair of
artificial legs for my husband He wo,'e them twice and
then refused to wear them again They are like new Mince
that time, they have remained in the closet.
last lie-ember my husband passed away and now I'm
stuck with a pair eel useless legs
Do you know of any organization I can moll them

WITHHOLD MY NAME

Way.

'
What do you think.
AND PAM'

TI1104:

!WAR AND: Since Ws going to he a church wedding. I think Karen and her fiance should confer
with the clergyman who will perform the ceremony
and abide by his tor her)decision.
DEAR AliHN' Just this last Ihss urnIrrr. I lost my best
my mother lirr death was really unexpected
friend
Sante it vo, as the holiday season. 1 had already bought her
Christmas present* and had them wrapped ready to give
horr Arrrang the gifts was your hook The Best of Moir
Aldo%
After she died I donated her gifts too thr church which
Inc sure she would have wanted I don't know why. hut l''
--kept voour book fur 'mown I must say that reading it made
the holid:oys without ITV mother a little. rassar Lai
Ms mother would have loved it Just wantad 1.1111 /Al
know And thank you Abby
FAITHFUL ItF:AllEk
DEAR HEADER: My condeolenceoi on the loam of
your beloved mother. Know ing that my book helped
in some small way to comfort you in your time of
grief warms my heart.'Monk you fur writing.

I +AR A lillY The 'redheaef.. tees becri eleac ussed

in

isr%eral of your columns Pernitt me to remold vou lend
nest thr head —
u r readers that it's the helsr
sonic- •
that is. re-el'
s.vir 1hr nicest aptaIrse reuti. id-nu ma., Is,
the ssormnsally used /114 kname for the' prrassrs rather than
just the wort
NI.A.Itik
1.1iNt: MACH
14.11
DEAR MAJOH: A minor correction: My Wehster's
New Collegiate Dictionary defines "redhead" an "a
person heaving red hair," Me 11.1 us not split hairs lo1
any color.
DEM( ABBY no- letter signed -Aching Heart who
wants to tell -Tammy- that she is her natural noother, is
a situation familiar to me
I wan to happy. well admitted young lady in college when
I received a birthday card from my 'aunt • notifying me
that she was really 171V natural mother' I knew I had been
adopted. but I had never asked for nor did I want, this
information
I was 11.e stos keel and upset that without the help oof a
been is mental ( aloe I no longer
dear iTIO-11/11 I wetUld
hate nis "aunt" fs.r di% ulsome this information. hut I would

i)I-AR WITH/1101.D: Get in touch with your nearest
orthopedic rehabilitation center.
If that doesn't get the legs out of ,the closet, you
might consider donating them to the local chapter
of the National Saiciety for Crippled Children and
Adults for a tax deduction.
DEAR ABBY My husband who is in his 40a. has a
new loodohy fie makes (obscene phone rails. He.dialswumben. at random, and from time toe time he gets a woman to
listen to him and he ham zon —rroffror" with her on the
phone
I hn•t- caught him at it several times He says he isn't
really dicing anything wrong, it's oast a harmless pastime
Then he begs /711' tee forgive him
l hate to leaYs. the house because I know the minute I do
he will start making thew call,. When I'm away and call
aur house the lino- is always busy I think there's some
thing wrong with him
What should 1

WoRRIF:D IN MAINE
DF;Alt WORRIED: Your hubby's hobby is• symptom of a sick mind. It could also bring him trouble
with the law.
I urge you to get him to a doctor before he finds
himself in serious trouble. He needs to be examined-by a psychiatrist.
DEAR AllItY My husband works for a cable TV service
Every dav he comes home and tells me about parents who
lease tiusr kids at home to let the aervieemart in. Today
he told me aloout a sweet little a year old girl who was left
home alone too let him in
What are parents thinking or. Why don't they try to
protect their children" These kids could he opening the
door for a thief, murderer or rapist
I think all service companies should require that • per
son la vrars tor older be home to receive services•Of all
kinds
MOBILE. AIA.
DEAR MOHII.F.: So do I.
•• •
l'ou're never too old (or too young) to learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
on Popularity. send $11, plus a long, ..elf-addrewood,
stamped (37 cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O.
Box 3M923, Hollywood,('alit. 90038.

REMEMBER THE MOON
15 AL WAYS OVER SOW(W0002
AND NEEDLES ISN'T FAR
FROM NO1010000

i4OW DO WE
KNOW WHERE
‘.4.)E RE GONE ?
WE FOLLOW
THE MOON!

NO, OLIVIER, iF
WE 6ET NEAR
PARIS WE CAN'T
STOP.

rms..

Aft.

wondering what to expect
next. Make the most of
available opportunities
without fretting.
Legal Notice
1. Legal Notice
,LE0
iJuly 23 to Aug.flu 4124i
PUBLIC AUCTION
You may feel the need to
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
tighten your budget. Avoid unSURPLUS VEHICULAR EQUIPMENT
necessary expenditures and
TVA GARAGE, LAND BETWEEN THE
seek less costly ways of entertainment.
LAKES,GOLDEN POND,KENTUCKY
VIRGO
Sale No,44-41101,7. Approximately 52surplus
( Aug. 23toSept. 721
vehicular items.
A relative's outburst of
Sale Date and Till10: March 1, 1963, starting
temperament could catch you
at9 a.m. CST.
by surprise. Don't expect to
Inspection Date: February 28, 1963, II a.m. to
stick to schedules today. Be
3 p.m. CST.
adaptable.
Bidder Registration: March I, 1903, from 7
LIBRA
a.me‘to 9 a.m. CST.
(Sept.23to Oct.22i IOW"
For inspection and directions to the Land
You're inclined to let things
Between The Lakes sale site, contact Wayne
slide. Naturally, unfinished
Howard, telephone area code 502/924-5679
tasks will accumulate.
5602.
Escapist tactics lead to neeItems to be sold include sedans,
von.
pickups, vans, platform trucks,
deliveries,
scam°
truck
tractors, 4-wheel drive vehicles,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nto*
farm tractors, backhoe loaders, !airlifts,
Some merry times are in
plus 25 Iota of various other items including
store for you, but you're liable
scrap copper, scrap aluminum, solar water
to disregard common sense
heaters, portable electric heaters, air condi
when it comes to spending
Boners, 3-wheel Honda trailbike, boat, out
Safeguard possessions.
0
4
1
.0/
SAGITTARIUS
board motors, pumps, wet/dry vacuuma.
INov. 22 to Dec. 211
pesthole diggers (gasoline). circular saw,
You're liable to push too fast
and electric drills.
too soon regarding a career
REMOVAL: All items sold should
matter. Slow down and take
removed as soon as passible and MUST
time to consider things
removed by March 11.11111,
carefully.
TERMS: Payment mud be in full on da
CAPIUCORN
of sale by cash, certified or cashier's check.
Dec 72toJan. 19
bank draft, postal or express money order
Appointments are liable to
or personal or company check HP
be changed today. Travelers
companted by a bank letter of credit
double-check
should
dressed to TVA. Any other method of
schedules. Act in accordance
mint not acceptable to TVA will require
with your principles.
to leave the property at the
buyer
AQUARIUS
method of payment
until
satisfactory
(Jan. 30to Feb. 18)
received.
Don't loan money to others
NOTE: Other specific
now. An unexpected expose
may be made the day of sale.
could leave you short of cash.
TVA INVITES YOU TO COME AND PA
Friends are somewhat errsbc
TICIPATE IN THESE SALES
in behavior
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
PRICES
MARKETING BRANCH
(Feb. 1St° Mar. 20) XC
SURPLUS PROPERTY SECTION
As you get to know another
better, you may have some
CHATTANOOGA,TENNESSEE
doubts about your rabiesJoe C.liptstarta.Supervisor
ship. Difference,- b Mg*
141601
show up now.

o w• C.
• ,j

• •

WE GOT TA FIP412 o4OW ABOUT
A SIR Ti-IPAY
A DIGITAL
PRESENT
FOR
ZERO

•

CLOCKS

I DUNINIo ..IT
POESN'T SEEM QUITE
Ri&NT FOR I-41M

14EY! PERE
ONEy

2 -24,

I'M A COQTuNETELLER,
I CAN TELL YOuQ E

Your Individual
Horoscope

June 21 to July ?2i
A series of surprises has you

I'M GOING TO I
FILL IT WITH - -WATER AND THEN
PUT FLOWERS IN
IT

WHAT A CUTE
LITTLE VASE
AUNT FRITZI
BOUGHT,

company thç5jo..rwg Irne Brahma Quartet in B
in the firs violin. The Flat, Opus 67, was
first few measures im- ougnificently presented.
mediately indicated the It is a great moment In
quality of the concert as a quartet literature, and
whole, despite two or the Jailbird Quartet atthree moments of indeci- }eyed their work as they
sion, easily the result of brought it to a very apthe unfamiliar acoustics preciative audience.
This is the tad of
of Lovett Auditorium,
which was not designed Brahms' string gnarled,
for the intimate qualities and perhaps the least
popular, due to the fact
of a string quartet.
The glorious second that Brahms continually
movement, almost Introduced the unexSchubertian in character, pected, such as a horn
transports the listener in- call as the basis of the
to another world of beau- opening theme, which is
ty and perfection, which not characteristic of strthe quartet expressed so ing music. His usual
well. The other two cross rhythms and still.
movements were typical- tang of note groups betly Haydn, with the danc- ween two's and three's
ing tno of the minuet, and were evident.
The second movement
the brilliant finale in the
form of a perpetual mo- with its expressive solo
tion. Mr. Mann rose to the violin and tasteful romanchallenge of a very busy tic harmonies, becomes a
part admirably and fervent song of faith, and
even ends almost as a
cleanly.
In the second- offering surprise with a modified
of the quartet, the "amen" cadence. Most
sophistication of the au- notable in this quartet
dience was put to a test. was the rare opportunity
The quartet, subtitled Brahms gave to the
"The Fluttering of violist.
In the third movement,
Wings.". was written in
1981 for the Julliard the viola became the
Quartet by Morton Subot- leader, with the other strnik, who was, like most ings, mostly muted, quite
contemporary com- subservient. This role
posers, searching for new reversal is striking in its
ways of expressing effect, and Mr. Rhodes
himself in musical sound. rose to the occasion with
The piece is described some very exciting and
as being for string expressive playing.
The fourth movement,
quartet and an "electric
ghost score." Un- in some ways the most infortunately, the "ghost" teresting, is a series of
refused to materialize variations on a simple,
very effectively due to almost naive folk style
problems with the elec- theme. Brahms 'outdid
tronic gadgetry; and the himself in clever,carefulaudience was not able to ly worked out variations,
get a good idea of the with the finale introduccomposer's wishes. Only ing the element of cyclic
Frances DraIte " once, in the "halo" por- form, as the first violin
, tion, while the strings superimposes the horn
FOR SUNDAY,
were plucking, or playing call theme from the first
FEBRUARY 77,19&1
quietly, was the effect of movement.
Whet kind of day will tomor- depth, and layering
The enjoyment and
row be To find out whet the noticeable.
devotion of the players
stars say, read the forecast
The composer's treat- was noticeable, which led
gives for your birth sign.
ment of the instruments to a familiarity and
almost constituted a closeness with the auARIES
glossary of string techni- dience. There was a good
1
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19) ir04
ques
to do an orchestra- feeling about the concert
A travel plan may be ill- tion text proud. It Ls too and the sound' was Very
inebriation
advised. Avoid the
that another op- effective.
to take risks. Be more respon- bad
Murray certainly needs
with electronic
portunity.
and
duties
job
about
sible
express its appreciato
in
proper
equipment
health matters.
working order, is not at tion to the MCMA, MurTAURUS
hand to re-evaluate this ray Stte University, and
( Apit)to May 3),
A change in dating plans "new" music, which the Kentucky Arts Councould tel you off on a reckless could be very interesting cil for the aid given to
secure the appearance of
course of action. Show your and effective indeed.
After intermission, the such fine artists. It would
self-reliance without jeopardizing credit.
quartet showed its seem that the audience
GEMINI
"human" aide when two response showed true ap(May 21 to June 20)
players came onto the preciation and indicates a
Change is your middle stage without the correct mandate to supply more
name,but you may be surpris- music. However, the wait events of such high qualied at a loved one's sudden was worth it, and the ty.
show of unconventional
behavior. Remain flexible.
CANCER
By NEALE B. MASON
On Tuesday evening,
Fib' 22, Lovett
Auditorium was the scene
of a memorable concert
for members of The Murray Civic Music Association by one of the most
oitstanding chamber
&sic groups in the
world.
Since its founding in
1946, The Julliard String
Quartet has received international acclaim for
superb concerts and
recordings of the string
quartet literature.
Though the personnel has
undergone change — only
the first violinist, Robert
Mann, was a member of
the original quartet
their high standards and
superlative performances have persisted.
It is to the credit of the
Murray Civic Music
Association that they
have recognized the
musical maturity of Murray audiences to make
this presentation. The
size and reaction of the
audience was creditable,
and would seem to indicate that appreciation
of and interest in
chamber music Ls alive
and well in western Kentucky.
The program opened
with one of the gems of
the quartet literature.
Haydn's Quartet in D,
Opus 64, No. 5, known as
"The Lark." The first
movement begins with
delicate rhythms to ac-
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Vernons
Western
Store
PIIIPC

Ono rack of
selected shirts and
lockets. Itedorced

Ed Jennings
101 64
Murray Ky
12071

to
55_ '10

Hrs. 1-1 Deily
1-6 SWI41111

.ilea wossor, to
bright*, year day.
Chianti's tabs IS
,
'
4413.
Reminder! Contribute
your Political Party
on Income Tax Return
$1 00 for State Political
Party
SO for Local
Political Party
tinting ono
ryork is dont
right in our studio •
CART/R STUDIO
S
,vmm
73'47911
Patti's 1810 Restaurant
Grand Rivers, Ky
A
great place for lunch
dinner Of Shopping
Open 10 30 a m 7 days
a week
let

us

toile

cOmplete

Wedding

1111 photographs
• CARTER STUDIO
uu11441k

Will clean hooses
sod/ or will sit
with elderly
persist, day or
right. Call 733382 ask for Mary
I between
:00 a.m.. p.m.

CUSTOM
STONE
SETTING
Jewelry Repair,
Pendant Mounting, Gold Chain
Repair. Made to
order jewelry.
FURCHES
JEWELRY
cwrt Simon
753-2135

Two office trailers
10x60 central air and
neat, Sit 250 40.10. cen
trai heat $2 IISC
753
31$9

U. Instruction
Will give private
baseball lessons to boys
and girls Grades K 6
For more information
call 75.3 7791 after ap m

A 16 inch boys Raleigh
733 1393 after 5 30p m
Flat bottom boat and a
color T V Call 759 1478
after Sp m
German Sheperd. 1 yr
old or younger
Cats
901 24/ 53.36
Mobile home tires and
axle Call 753 2922

Found black Labrador IS.
Articles for Sale
on East 94
759 9676
Two 10 inch saws
after 6p m
1
table model. 1 floor
Found men's prescr to
mode Two 6 inch belt
lion glasses on. Gar
land's Used Car lot 510 sanders One 6 inch
Joiner Long Bed. ci
4th St
most new Call 413 412.5
Lost 12 inch black and
tan female Beagle. Two Prom Dresses. 1
wearing collar
Lost purple with white over
between 611 and Martin lay, the other mint
Chapel Road. 2 miles green. site 10: like new
Call Call 492 1125
South of town
7537325

16. Home Furnishings

6. Help Wanted

Couch, matching toot
Career opportunity for stool. recliner, queens
ite mattress platform
Qualify designs. draft
sman willing to assume bed. 2 end tables
responibilities and a 733 0921
demanding work pace
Full bedroom suite.
Minimum S yrs design dresser chest, bed and
experience, required nightstand
Call
starting salary based on 436 2819
experience
Advance
19. Farm Equipment
men, based on pro
ductivity Send resume 1910
245 MF Diesel
to
P 0
Box 616, Tractor, less than
100
Fulton, Ky 42041
hours. 11' Tufiine wheel
GOVERNMENT JOBS disc, 163 bushel gravity
- Thousands of vacan
wagon w/11 ton running
cies must be filled gear. 1240 John Deere
immediately 317,634 to planter, 2 row John
$ 50 , 111
Call Deere planter. 2 row
716 142 6000, including Ford rotary hoe
16'
Sunday. Ext 3000
Harvest Handler corn
GOVERNMENT JOBS. elevator w/k. HP elec
Cali
Various positions Inc Motor
available through local 753 6856
government agencies
Five ft Grader Blade. 1
370,000 to 3$0,000 Wen, ft Wheel Disc 3 point 14
tool. Call (retunable) inch Plav. 2 Roll Drill S
1 (619) 569 8304, deft, ft
Bush Hog, 1 Row
KY114 for your 1913 Cultivator. Herd Fer
directory 24 hrs
tilizer Spreader
Call
Male and female den 489 2711
cers. clOwns and unique Heavy gauge disk
characters
Inquire at wades, all sites, get our
753 9553, 105 After 5, price before you buy
753 1506
Also chisel 010V4 points
New Openings for and points that will fit
nationwide industries. all breaking plows
no sales, will train, Vinson Tractor Corn
315,000 plus a year For pony 733 4592
info call .1 112 931 70Si, New tractor tires and
ext. 1774A.
equipment tires, also
Field ser
PROCESS MAIL AT used tires
vice
Vinson Tractor.
NOME! $73 per hun
dredl No experience Company 733 4092
Part or full Urn,. Start One 2 row case planter.
irnmedlatiely
Details
model A Avery Procter.
send self addressed 6 ft John Deere Belly
stamped envelope to Mower, E Gleaner
C.R .1. 120. P0. Sox 45. Combine with corn
Stuart, FL 3303,
head, Case 407 corn
Taiwan* solicitors for head 753 3139
evenings
733 0165 or T020 Fergerson Trac
436 2411
tor. ideal for tobacco
Call 02 8122.

EDUCATION COORDINATOR AND
INSTRUCTOR.IIILT PROGRAM
Education Coordinator and Instructor,
Medical Laboratory Technology Program Murray State University. Duties will
include
didactic instruction, program
evaluation. recruitment, recordkeeping,
and liaison with personnel in affiliated
clinical laboratories. Masters degree
preferred: minimum qualifications:
medical technologist registration
(education and experience acceptable to
CAHEA ), B.S., and three years of
laboratory experience including one year of
commensurate with
teeching. Salary
training and experience. Position available
June I - August 1. 111113, at the latest:
application deadline April I. HMIS. Send
reams and three reference letters to:
Dr. Charlal E. Kupchella
eseo
rtabrom
and Chairman
fa
of Biological Sciences
Murray State University
Murray.KY UM
An equal opportunity/affirmative &died
employer

a

SALES-MONEY
MEN-WOMEN

Friday Feb. 25 &
Sat. 26 featwing
Tilt STRONGHOLD
BAND.

S. Lost and Found

ter yaw coovositeco,
Selter ht. ear Sales Dept.
be ot
from 6:30 PM to 11:fle P
ao Meeirrys. Tendert
Tiaid Ifieays.
1111160115, 01.115MINNU.
P04111AC, CAINIUAC
1454W. Sub

le. Business Opportunity

SEASONED

hard end make
$25,000 to
$40,000 a yew
commission. Call
1400-126-4175
r
1 -ROO AI 26 41126.

lc.

$100 Reward for the
return of a white gold
diamond ring. 753 1955. MA G Complete Glass
Co has all types of gibs%
Mirrors and plexiglass
Cut to all sizes and
stiaCreS We install store
fronts, replace
aluminum'cloors,
closers. hinges, locks
and weatherstrips
We
install auto glass. fix
storm winclowS, storm
doors and patio door
Make up
glass
cases and picture
frames MISG Glass. 116
Coldwater Rd 753015,0

Martin HOvseS
rooms. 37299 12 rooms,
133 99 15 rooms $4499
24 raternf $3999 Wallin
tolaraware Par.; •
Reminder. Contribute
to your Political Party
on income Tax Return
$1 00 tor State Politicol
Party
SO for Local
Politiciii Party

14. Want to Buy

your•

°Story

Well taper ,einc est man
n tobacco would like 10
snare crop about 2 to a
acres
Call 739 9645
after 5 00
Will keep and care for
elderly lady in private
nomao experience and
rel•r•nc•s
Call
1534392

Help
envretic
children in/incited
leads travel work

10

Nord

ILfitlitell1111014

AMVETS
POST 45
DANCE

!
Neve S minutes? Cal
1S1-44441 for mi 1-

9. Situatice Wanted

n.Exterrninatinq

32.Apes.Fer Rent

43. Real Estate

bodeoont. 2

Two

air. stove, refrigerator
and water turn...snob
near UniverS.ty
753
3949
TwO
bedroom
all
la
5th

OuPle•

Murray

492 8225

II.Roomsfor Rent

John

March

25 Business Services

tW

OGIS TAX SERVICE
el:v proper* ie.
divideol, betimes',
form end other
rotary's. 7)04 Form,
Murray. 759 1125

1

depose'
2'55

$173

treom
ng

mc.-"

required
_
ref.n.shen?
2

16 Homes for Sale

•C.,•••• • .. • .
0
4

• Cou••••^

Ala • ••

as

•...
3040. 1 1t6 angrily,
Ry.
Sales Associates.
Ivenimo Phones
mange Woo 733 3723
J

•••

Woo 1144 753 1514
boblity lialey 4119 1244

One sleeping room. one
2 beer oOns apt for one
Or two singles only Cal,
Seasoned hardwood
all
sites available UP to 22 731 5980
ncnes $79 rick Green
34. Housesfor Rent
115 rick Deiivered and
stacked 753 1476
Attract•ve 7 bedroom
Tillers. Shp chain drive duple. Carpeted
refripern'
'Briggs and 'Stratton StOwe
waiiin l,replace at Panara-,i
178999
engine
Snores
Ava ,, ane
Hardware Par ,i
FIREWOOD Cali
Boyer 7530335

.

199151...

753 2437

Oer interest in yois
paVI of.
a.

. c a a 1.••••••••

Pardee & Mermen
Imminence &
Reel Estate
Sontiside Court So
Horny K enteck y
753 1451

den
I.' hen

room

36..For-Rentor Lease

M.

2 bedroom Duplex, ray
$240a month 753921$
One or two bedrooms
opts
near downtown
Murray
153 4101. 743
6650 or 436 $41
One bedroom furnished
apt 121 North heat 10
the Fairgrounds
NO
pets 7S3 3139
One bedroom turnishod
apt • low utilrfleS 733
2949
Small neatly furnished 1
bedroom apt Inquire at
100 South 13M
Three room furnished
apt.. no pots. MS per
month, gas heat fur
mined Call 733 5763

ri

• 1

1

1.

Sabi 1/11 it Symms
num 753)I
Appointments mode
fee yew teavemistoce.
;ell time sole
associates steal.
phones.

rs3- n
him teigei awn
lirchtswern ?SIDI
113-1E1/
get Wm
£amIst15
753-247

•PIRSCRIPTIONS *ROM MIR KM
ellIMPVTAl HMIS RIO RENT Ale SAll
*MUNN IMAMS W MIMICS
*MOTU WONT Pl1001/CfS
Nee IMINvy on Freentorissi bON Is

24. Miscellaneous
1.250 Gallon water tank
30 ft neck over trails
753 17250f 719 4126

ATARI

57.00 ConsoLE 4CARTS
Soo CARTS
SveissiluetituAtatwao music.

[WPCs
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S CARPET
CLEANING

BAILEY
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Or,
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53 Service's Offered

Nor.

only 06 is square foot
for normal cleaning
Free Estimates
159 1983
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hardtop with *1wheel covers 8er P4.•
753 3713 after Sp m
1-9-75

Mercury
Wagon /II 3748

1977 Thunderbird p or
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trade Call 1SJ 0131
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PROBLEMS?

4 4111

GENE Fr Ac f4 0 M I
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IS year% .•.
per e". r

Carpi., •

Need a second
opinion' Build up
Residential
or

.

piornt,
on fele
sIdling . NO
r 001(nu
JOB 10 SMALL tree
estimates
Oav%. 13.1
6v7) nights 174 1216

references

local

Cell Hulk Oeflend.
759.1718 or 153

107a.
555

toil type
Owner
moving
must se
Ca,
Asking 149.300
Spann Realty Assoc
713 7724
IT YOU fedUffe a /of of
living space for your
Money. see
this re
modeled 1
story nom.
located in the northern
part of the court)
, 4
bedrooms. 1 baths and •
hreplace in the living
room Call KOPPERUD
REALTY 73.3 in?
Like new 3 bedroom -2
Air,
both home and SO acres
located approximately ?
miles from town Home
,s beautifully land
"caw well insulated
and has a fireplace
514/2104111114110r
Property
Includes 110Ck barn ancl
Other outbuildings
KOPPERUO REALTY
753 1222
1911 Cheveltt, auto
444,11 in me process of matic. 4 cylinder,
Si
being redecorated is the cotton? condition. 33700
Mee at 13110 Poplar or best offer Call
Location Ideal for 791 1915
Scheel children and
19151 Spirit. groat conqi
reduced to 1130.0001 Four
bedrooms. two baths. non, I owner 753 MI Or

5ifi Free Column
(4,•n.,sfurr
ol I

FOR
SALE

1916 Mercury
Inlets MX 1 door,
rid, a rust extra
deal, PS. Pk
$1595.

1534113

range,

1 al

•

Marquis

oztepravseupodrlao,

I

for all houses I

stops pointing

KiVe"
111 A,14.A ! .•

6u10MA1
gOOO
m04.45)4..51150 489 731S
iris Chevrolet Impai,i
needs .vork
512% Cali
Domino Pitta 753 9544
Ask

•••er

ii )'4 34. •..

49. Used Cars

1978 Malibu Class, /ow
mileage
good iOnd,
!ion Call 753 1713 ,

GrenadaOpublic

,"

•„
5•

A ',.111

d441. fenced Deck yard,
central heat and air in
addition to wood stove
beautifully landscaped
in excellent condition.
30 min
drive from
Murray . and' Paducah
Call 361 8570 after
5 30p m
Goodh r.
2t,m:,0vmoto
c:.
ebe
:o
Ehxnea1;Olus

1s3 1162.
1963 Pontiac

Phoenix.
Vacant and
reedy tor your viewing, Wooded with extra. extra
Roberts Realty CO.. nice. 3 de Coupe. priced
right. Call 713-7356.
7113-16.11

Carpet.
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A"I,

room

n.Apts. Fir Rent

"Orne

e'esporough do ,e rl IWO
• so:i burrIng
• -erives ) bedrooms

ro„

has
9..5 Pis' washer dryer
STROUT
ri0014 up
1450 mon fy
HAW
$100 depout 751 1207
Three bedroom
range
refrigerator
newly in
Joyce No. \ •
Near Univers
vice
Prices star, at sulated
37 SO for snort forms 'No I1 Y WS- CENTURY 7 1
waiting
cooies made Loretta lobs Realtors
on the spot and ready to 733 1492
mail 409 2440
Three bedroom 2 acres
Browns Grove gander
• 77. Mobile Home Sales
spot Others ava,'able
Coleman Real Estate
12x60 Fmbassy I bed
ream, 13-300 Of best 753 9191
Three bedroom no-,
offer Call 753 7737
south of Murray
S.
17•60 Mobile Nome 3
month
Deposit re
bedrooms. 1, bath
chaired - Call Span 44 Lots for Sale
753 8472
Realty Assoc 753 7714
17x72 Townhouse
1:'
3
rrs o• land close to
T *0
bedrOOT
house
bedrooms, all appiian
aar
East A' New
furnished
1 m. e.15, 01
cm all electric. under
Coe ord k y In v.ririi
irlusev -on 464
Call
pin CaH 437 4311
ftrooc! . 1;? , ver
Turn
459 7377
lest
01,Ohyda,
Ott
1975 Flamingo 12x63 2
Two
levels
14
a
res
Blood River Bapt.st
bedroom. l' 2 bath ea
y%,ii sell all or
tra large living fgOrri suitable for 2 families 3
hams, country private
bar' Of it
Phone 441
and a Si)? out building
Coleman RE 7539595
3915
included Located at 13 1
Fox Meadows 753 0134
Reduced fOr 444.6%.. "sale
after 3:309 m
$7 50C ,. ._arge lot in Lynn
For
Rent
100 or 110 (trove 2 a, re% 140 it
241144 Three bedroom 1
bath. $500 and take over tenable acres Calloway frontage on f.1*.., 191
Call nights Small barn
e4.
payment with approved County
41,
eie,tr i
credit
Call 753 7150 113 545 0491
pt,
stet754 441s
fl1ludect, (to
days.
est( tor Bert
37. Livestocklies
Jones After 5 75) S176
o • 4 11 1541 Affirr
Three bedroom 1969 English saddle
2, S,JOP 9,1
Mobile home
Two 'co,.
Owner bridles -and blanket
".."
will sell home and rent $200 751 7110
eai h''iii'
large lot to buyer Cali Pasture for dairy equal vaiui•
• Adler.,
733 7791 after ap m
drive vet,
,•••.1
heifers Call 753 0150
ter 7$t 2691
Quarter
Horse
Stallion
21. Mobile Home Rentals
acres
standing in Princeton. Will Sarr ,fi,e 1
elei. In ..
12.60 trailer $175 per Ky
Doc Bar, . Poco septic, well
near
Murray
$3 see
month. l'
miles out Bueno
Sugar Bars
9' 999 447 6768
south of Murray Cali Breeding For inform,.
after 4 30p m 7534517
hors call Sandy Boot
45 Farms for Sale
365 6356
A 1 2 or 3 BR. newly 3630193 di+.
night
extra n,(e
turnisrwo, natural gas
6 : acres
large mo0.1e. nOffir
or electric heat. Shady Saddles and erldtes
.
2 farm
Oaks 753 5209
new and used Horses,- ,ar garage
Three bedroom. 1'1 and POnleS The Saddle ponds stocked with
catfish f mile north Of
Shop
Princeton. ky
bath. mobile ROTe on
163 6336 Coldwater on 121 419
large private lot. HaS 165 0193 day
093
sight
_
al•aCbed
double Car
port, utility and storage
FISH WORK OR SIT
Pets Supplies
BACK AND RELAX ,
room
No pets
Re
ferences required Call
spring fed
1 19 acres
, montri AkC German
733 7791 after 4p In
Sheperd
male
11 lake 'Plus remodeled 4
bedr0Orn ranch home
month AKC Standard
Two. bedroom. fur
Good tillable creage
rushed in city
Only Bieck Poodle male 1
stock barns corn (rip
5150
Coleman Real year old Ft's Bull fern
completely
nay shed
Estate
753 9891. also ale 753 7110
fenced Call CENTURY
apts available
AKC Registered
21 Loretta Jobs Reai
Two bedroom trailer. '
Chinese Pug Puppies
katna at 7S) 1492, for yOtir
mile South of Almo 3100 each Cart 751 745t
personai showing
Heights on old 641
AC reg , sterea
133 3611
Doberman pupp.eS
46. Homes for Sale
. _
•cail
t_Mal__ 1125
30. &dint% Rentals
picking choice 759 43811 By owner newly re
or 753 7627
modeled lac) stOrY•
Airdate puppies 6 wood frame hOuSa. with
basement
garage
weeks Old Feb
II
Wombs's*
tireplac•. gas neat
Champion Blood Lines
3
bedroom
i'iKC registered
I'
bath 9'
wor
Sterna* Space
mect and nail shots Call percent assumable
Fur Resit
112 2429 nights and loan. close to downlosvn
733-4755
Call 153 0569
33.000
wet/kends
One year old female after 5 00 p m
ideal location for any Cocker Spaniel. $35
Charming cabin near
retail business or pro Call 759 141
the lake in Marshall
sessional office use 1250
County
Great room
per month Contact Bill 43. Real Estate
wilt' wooden bean
Kanosrud, 753 1722
k
ba
ittc
hnen
toth2
tv beid
sr
in
ooentst
'r

S 'v .e

lv 'J Ford
and runs

Br,' ranch

Odialer.

•

B.Services Offered

SO. Used Trucks

e

bath

WALLIS DRUG

AS Dick Mimeograph
and Suppl4s, good
condition, complete
pkg 3175 Call 733 7711
Air Compressors.
commercial 5 horse
power. 60 gallon tanks.
IS.) CFM per minute,
retail 11195. special
.
$495. We deliver.
901 /49 0091 day or
MOM.

path

apt . central neat ano

3E:
31r1

mother

pupp ,es
be'

to

and
diver

away free Carl 759 197s

Componi

Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum &

Steel

SO Yr. Warranty
Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel & Aluminum
Standing Seam

Aluminum Storm

Steel Roof

Windows/Doors

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 759-1600
DAY/NIGHT
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M=2:1111 Penalty
Mr. Lawrence
dies in Florida
Nathan E Lawrence,
Fort Myers. Fla..
formerly of the Lynn
Grove area died Saturday
morning in Fort Myers,
Fla.
He is survived by his
wife Barriell; two sons.
Thomas. Fallon. Nev •
and Joe, Murray; four
daughters, Lou Ann McCallon, Ht . 1. Ina
Vogaric. Cocoa, Fla •
Jean Eldon and Vickie
Wilkerson, both of Fort
Myers. 16 grandchildren
and nine greatgrandchilren
Uflefif I services will
be Monday at Anderson
Funeral Horne, Palm
Beach Boulevard, Fort
Myers

Baker resigns
FRANKFOR1. Ky
James Baiter has
I Al'
resigned as deputy
Justo r secretary to take
a post with the Public
ProtectoiiT and Regulation I'abinet
Neil Web h, the former
justice- secretary.
became public pr(auction
secretary last year

challenged
BURLINGTON. Ky
AP - A motion to set
aside the death penalty
for Eugene Gail has been
taken under advisement.
Neace concluded a
hearing Friday on the
motion for Gall. 34.
Hillsboro. Ohio. convtrted of the 1978 abduction. rape and murder of
a 12-year -old 1.tsa
Jansen. Cincinnati
The death penalty was
challenged by Erwin
Lewis. an attorney from
the Kentucky Office of
Public Advocacy
Gall was sentenced to
death following his conviction in the 1978
Lewis contended that
Gall's lawyers. Wilbur
Zevely and John Berger
of the public defender's
office, presented an inadequate defense
Zevely said that (;all's
persistence in partially
acting as his own attorney ruined Gall's insanity defense
The lawyers denied the
allegation and testified
Gall %as well represented
Gall was returned to
the Kentucky penitentiary at Eddyville

Queen will visit California
SAN DIEGO . • Al'
More than 3,000 people
received invitations to
cram the boardwalk and
cheer today as the red.
white and blue royal
acht Britannia sailed
toward San Diego Bay.
carrying Queen Elizabeth
II on her first visit to
California
To 2I-gun salutes.
heavy, securd% and a
massive floating reception party awaited the
queen and her husband.
Prim e
Escorted by water-spouting firels gals. Ow
Britannia was to dock at
Broadway Pier as the
royal ouple begins their
Ri-day visit to the Golden
State
The 56-year-old royal
head of the United
Kingdom Was to spend
her first day sightseeing
in one of America's most
popular resort cities
Harbor police expected
more than 400 welcinning
boats to jam the crescentshaped bay home of one
of the world's largest
naval bases
-There will be so many
welcoming boats you
could walk across the
said Robert
Johnson, Harbor Patrol
officer Authorities bad
Jrders , to arrest any
boaters who venture to
within 300 yards of the
402-foot, 5.769-ton yacht
In addition to the
.several thousand boat
greeters expected. Gov
George Deukmejian. Sen
Pete Wilson, R-Calif and
two ranking presidential
aides were to be among
the welcoming delegation
Forecasters predicted
mostly sunny skies with a
slight chance of showers
and temperatures
reaching the-60s during
the queen's 26'4-hour
stay in San Diego.
Heavy seas were
forecast along the West
Coast as the lints:Ws
made its way from Mexico after leaving 1-aPaz
on Tuesday.
hope she has her sea
legs because the waves
are going to be up there,"
said National Weather
Service forecaster Wally
Clegel. Fourto 7-foot
swells were expected on
t
of'-high tide, which
was to begin at 8: IS a.m.,

he said
The queen is on a
month-long tour that
began Feb 13 in Jamaica
and is scheduled to end
next month in Victoria,
British Columbia
From San Diego. the
royal couple plans to fly
to Palm Springs, Calif .
on Sunday to visit Walter
Annenberg, former U S
ambassador to Britain
Other California stops
will be Los Angeles for a
Hollywood gala, President Reagan's ranch near
Santa Barbara. San
Francisco, Sacramento
and ...Yosemite National
Park

America's favorite cot added to Ledger's comic page

•
0

5AG""
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)1976 unapt) F eat

sunday school lesson
Luke 34: 36-53
Filled with a joy they
had never known, when
Christ revealed himself
to them at the evening
meal in Emmaus, they
departed for Jerusalem
with quick and eager
pace to bring to the other
disciples the news that
they had seen and heard
the risen Christ As they
were discussing the matter Christ appeared and
stood in their midst They
heardrhrist say ''Peace
be unto thee'
Observing their questioning faces, Christ
showed them His hands
and His feet Leaning forward with wonder and
amazement, the disciples
beheld the print of the
nails, the proof of fits
sacrificial suffering Fie
invited them to touch
Him in order that they
might be sure that it was
His real body that they
saw To convince them
beyond any doubt that He
was alive. Christ ate a
piece of broiled fish and
some honey before their
very eyes _
Our lord convinced his
eleven discouraged and
frightened disciples that
He had actually risen
from the deaf! Then He

MSU department head
has article published
Dr N'ushin Yu°. head of
the reference department
in the Harry Lee Waterfield Library at Murray
State University, wrote
an article which was
published in the recently
released winter edition of
Kentucky Libraries journal.
Titled "Librarians On47all," the article
describes a new system
of on-call evening duty
adopted for professional
librarians at Murray
State. They are available
at home to provide
assistance to the nonprofessional library staff
in the evenings rather
than being physically
present at the library.
Von explained that he
initiated the new system
on an experimental basis
for one semester in an effort to adjust the
schedules of overworked
librarians while continuing to provide full library
services. After the one
semester experiment, the
plan was adopted on a
permanent basis.
You wrote that the
system has resulted in
'improvements in
library services and in
librarians' morales" at
no additional cost. He envisions the future
possibility of a similar arrangement for weekend
duty.
You, a member of the
faculty and library staff

S yncl.c ate ,,„

at Murray State since
1969, has published five
books and written several
other articles. One of his
books titled "Books on
Buddhism" was selected
by the American library
Association in 1977 as the
outstanding reference
book of the year.
He earned the B.A.
degree at Keimyung College in Korea and the
M.A., M.L.S. and Ph. D.
degrees at George
Peabody College.

A fat, cute. selfish,
lazy, cynical, endearing
cat by the name of Garfield is coming to the
comics section el the
Murray Ledger &
Written and illustrated
by 33-year-old Jim Davis.
"Garfield" darted out to
be the ongoing dory of
Jon Arbuckle, the cat's
owner [Ake Davis. Arbuckle is • cartoonist
But every time Davis
began a sketch, Garfield
turned out to have the
(unhiest lines and
gradually took the lead
•-Garfield just emerged

as the strongest
character." Davis says.
-There wasn't anything I
could de about it."
Davis, who resides in
Muncie, Ind., has been
cartooning since 1969
when he left an ad agency
to serve as an apprentite
to Tom Ryan. the pen
behind the comic
"Tumbleweeds." He
went on to try his own
first strip, centered
around a bug called
"Gnorm Gnat." But it
didn't sell, largely
because he couldn't find a
publisher very fond of

to do the work which He
assigns to them until the
Holy Spirit imparts to
them the enabling power.
When Christians are empowered by the Holy
Spirit, they are expected
to witness for their Lord
faithfully with their lips
and their lives.
After blessing His
followers, to whom He
had assigned the enormous task of proclaiming
His glorious gospel to the
lost everywhere. our
Lord led them' out. to
Bethany, the village in
which Lazarus, Mary and
Martha resided, and in
whose home He had spent
so much time
With uplifted hands
Christ bestowed His
blessing upon the
disciples. Then, "He was
parted from them, and
carried up into heaven.
Out of hearts of love they
worshipped Him, and
then they returned to
Jerusalem with great joy.
Surely, they must have
been ashamed of their
past failures, humiliated
by their recent doubts,
and overwhelmed with
the realization of the
gigantic task before
them.
In the course of their
daily lives thereafter
they praised God for His
wonderful blessings upon
them. each time that they
frequented the temple
services. We, too„ should
praise, honot and obey
Him while sojourning on
this ea

Calvary Temple
hosts guest at
Sunday service

The Rev. J T. Johnson
of Bnensburg Christian
Church who recently
returned from China will
speak at 6:30 p.m. services on Sunday at
Calvary Temple.
The pastor, the Rev.
William Cox, will speak
at 11 a.m. service and invites the public to attend.
Revival services will
begin Wednesday, March
2, and continue through
Sunday with the Rev.
Denny Callahan, new
youth minister of the
church,as speaker.
Rick Clendenen will
lead the song service with
Donnie Peal as organ*,
Stacey Stalls as pianist.
Tom Clendenen, Roger
Wallace, Ken Bucy, Dennis Johnson and Denny
GU
SPEAKER — Callahan as guitarists.
John Tyler will speak as a
member of The Christian
Science Board of Lectureship on Monday,Feb.
zs, at 6 p.m. in the
Misaissippi Room, third
floor, Murray State
University Center The
lecture will be sponsored
by Murray State's Christian Science Students'
Organization and the
public is invited. There is
no Minimize charge.

TO GIVE CONCERT —
Ann Downing, commissioned song evangelist for
the Church of the
Nazarene, will present a
concert at 6 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 27, at Westside Baptist Church, North 15th
Streeet This is free and
open to the public.

creating solely in the
mind, however. Cats
aren't allowed in the
Davis household. Why
not! Jim Davis's wife,
Carolyn, is ale& to
them.
"Part of Garfield's appeal is his human failings." Davis says. "If he
were human, people
would despise him. But a
cat can get away with
much more."
If you're a cat-lover
and even if you're a catheter give "Garfield" a
look,starting on Monday.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

by H.C. Chiles

opened their understanding concerning what
was written in the Old
Testament about His
death and resurrection.
He disentangled their
minds, took out the prejudices and wrong ideas.
and set them free to comprehend and appreciate
the Scriptures. Today
many of God's children
need that sort of treatment.
•
Christ taught that tits
death, burial and resurrection had made
available to them the
remission of sins. He then
told them what to do for
Him now that He had saved them According to His
plan and purpose, it was
their privilege, duty and
responsibility to preach
repentance, faith in
Christ, and remission of
sins to all who would
listen to them From
Jerusalem His gospel
was to be carried by
Christians to the uttermost parts of the earth
Power for the effective
and successful proclamation did not reside in -the
disciples. but in the Holy
Spirit Since any attempt
to witness in the power of
mental culture, personal
magnetism, persuasive
eloquence, or any -other
human energy was to fail
miserably. Christ commanded them to wait in
Jeusalem until they were
endued with the power of
the Holy Spirit.
None of Christ's
followers are competent

bugs
"Garfield" came Next.
Syndicated in 1478 by
United Feature Syndicate, the cantankerous
cat found a borne in more
than 450 newspapers.
Davis gets the ideas for
each comic strip by sitting back in a chair and
VisualisIng Garfield in
different situations.
When he finally finds a
gag he thinks will work.
Davis quickly pencils out
a rough sketch, checking
the facial expressions by
looking in the mirror.
He has to do all his
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Laughing
. 6 Prefix with
cede or sect
II Car feature
12 RtNn0,1110
14 — thee
sang
15 College officials
17 Slave
18 Ter
20 Food VOW NM
22 Lampce,,
23 Allowance lot
waste
25 Snares
27 The two of us
28 Variety of
corundum
30 Unity

14 South Atrium
Dutch
35 Induct
38
41 Note of scaly
42 Iroquoian
Indians
44 Solitary
45 Pre-holiday
time
47 Lance
49 King Cote
50 Ventilates
52 Lifts in•way
54 Exist5
Difficulty
57 Small
59 Chemical
compound
60 Trap

DOWN
I Amend
2 Election
winner
3 Surn up
4 Want
5 Characloristic
6 Urgent
7 Negative
8 Stalemate
9 Actual being
10 Resumes
11 One s strong
Point

36 Begrime
37 VINiwi's
glance
39 Empower
40 Maddervessel
43 Goes by
wafer
46 Transgresses
48 Check
51 Posed for
paired
53 RR depot
56 Hebrew letter
58 A Roosevelt
for short

13 Erases. in
printing
16 Roman tyrant
19 Cries
21 Utter
24 Common'
place
26 Slow one
29 Periods of
time
31 Sanger —
John
33 Pump
35 Mental imag es
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Open The
Door To
Murray and
Calloway
County!
Profile '83
Is Coming
Monday, Feb. 28

5
per
vbmarine
andwich
eaday

•

-Make it your
business to know
about your home'

..a/
11%.

Family Problems? or, 0.. ot, probi•ms. foloricioi
Votitenl%

result

of

'IC

rerneMbef Ot times legal problems

mony times ffieSe ore

Bey S LARGE SUB
SANDWICH end get
ti SMALL SUB...

°Drinking Problem!

Regional Alcohol Resource
le Prelf•O OP811181181111 0111880)

for further information Contact:

Regional Medical Center MadIsonville, Ky.

(502)825-5648 or(502)683-0133
Motor Medical Insurance ond Medicore Accepted.
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Mirrray Ledger & runes

tv week
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

ADIEU TO AIDA — Be II mason.dasithe 41117111 Ilisbei Army Surgical Hospital
fhwt set ug,tants in Korea and now its gersiiir the Wto are coming home again. Alan
Alda stars in and co-wrote the Pi hour flailSONO et one at televiaion's longest running
series, MASH,to air Monday an CBS.

Saturday, Fib.26, 1983
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THI. MURK Al .14.. LEDGER a T1MIF-S. Saturday. February

MONDAY
2/28/83
5:00 A.M.
11, - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins arid Pat Mitchell

talk with Tony- Geary Denise
Ale x ander arid columnist

Jr

_

MOVIE 'Marco Polo.

Marco sets out for Xan

ado where he/ ,
1 111kCUOS P00

Shining Moon to fulfill•
prophecy VOICOS
04
Bobby Rye**
Arnold
Stang Rated fi
toss

legendary

6:30 A.M.

12:00P.M.
_ MOVIE 'Barbary
Coast' An undercover opera

hoodlums arid

a

caster

Gould

Elliott

IV

tor utilues disguises and var
vain identities to 'impose
wrongdoer• in the bawdiest
city of the Old Vlbast William
_Sttetner Dennis Cole 1975
1:00 P.M.
MOVIE 'Yellowstone
Kelly' Fur trapper gets hen
urn involved in a Sioux nation
uprising over an Indian maid
captive
Clint Walker Ed
ward Byrnes John Russell
1959

•

In MOVIE 'Dirty Tricks•
A Harvard history profess°,
becomes
involved
volt)

Jackson

news
Kate

-

Haled PG

8:00 A.M.

_

MOVIE
'Human
After • woman s
husband kills her es lover
she finds • new lover to kill
her hutbend who will not let
twer leave him
Glenn Fool
tibia
*hen be
Br oderlc k
( rawlotd 1951
- Rich Little's Rohm
Hood The master imprel
bionist brings the Sherwood
F orest characters to life

•

dying

•

Shirley Eder
•

gunman seeking
peace in his final days is
hourided by. rivaik John
Wayne Lauren Baca* Ron
Howard 1976 Rated PG
A

•

Desire

•

_
-

A Harvard history professor
becomes
involved
with
hoodlums and a TV news
caster Elliott Gould Kate
Jackson Rated PG

•

8:30 A.M.

o

Spiderman

9:00A.M.
- Phil Donahue New
Yod. State Commissioner of
ducetson Gordon M Am
bath explains his controversial proposal to have children
enter school at thil age of

tour
.; MOO Reek: Please/reed

Ita
bye

In Concert Captured
at

the

LA

Forum

group perfomis old

this

and new

1:30 P.M.
Video Jukebox
2:00P.M.
MOVIE 'Dirty Tricks'

•

-

3:30 P.M.
MOVIE 'Marco Polo.

Jr ' Marco sets out for )(an
•du where he rescues Pun
case Shining Moon to fulfill.
legendary prophecy Voices
of Bobby Rydell. Arnold
Stang Rated G
4:30 P.M.
111 - Starcede
5:00 P.M.
•- Carol Burnett
- Consumer Reports
The Smart Shopper Show '
*pens awe.kiwtheri demon
and peanut butter are some

•

of the products examined

0 21 - 32 1. Contact

hits

Phe Donahue Dona
some of the
most popular stars of today s
adult film irxduatry
--

hue (Nefertiti

10:00 A.M.
MOVIE. 'Swamp

5:30 P.M.

Tonight

map a _ Family Feud
au _ Tic Tic Dough
- American Profession

•

Ms

•_ Fraggle Rock Visa the
world of Friggle Rock under
nesih the basement of an arc
centric inventor
•- 40ffersons

S'IL; - MacNeil-Lefwer
Report
0 21, - Joe Downing
Hidden River
Hockey
NHL
Pittsburgh at New York
o Rangers
• _ MASH
7:00 P.M.
- kll'APS•H
LO'.
12 - Alice Mal
lakes advantage of Alice a
sighting of • UFO
(3)
- That's Incredible!
Tonight a program features•
12 year old girl who saved
man from • crocodile. a one
armed high school football
,- star and a boy who survrved
being born with his heart out
side firs chest 160 mon
•

-

MOVIE ;The Ladies'

Man' Man plied by his ham
tee swears off women only
to fond himself as a houseboy
in a Hollywood boarding
house for girls only Jerry
Lewis Helen Traubet, Pat
Stanley 1961
(4)
- MOVIE 'Night
the Bridge Fell Down' A coi
lesion causes a bridge to col
hallPlf19 POI Plioble
James MacArthur. Doss Ar
nal. Jr Amalie Nielsen 1982

-

MOVIE: 'Ilharky's
Machine' An Atlanta vice
squad sergeant encounters
pimps. call mils. crooked poiamens and 01111 dellion

•

his everyday working world
Burt Reynolds Rachel Ward
Brian Keith Rated R
(1)- AN Creatures Greet
•

•

Mac In Concert Captured

They're going home! B J
(Mike Farrell. I 10 r), Hawkeys (Alan Aida) and Winchester4Dand Ogden Shots).
bld adieu in the final episode
of - M•A•S•H," airing
Monday. Feb 28 on CBS
(stations meow Me vitt
to make tast-ettinuto ortanow

-

•

and Small
a _ Bob Piewhart Show
et, _ Frontline Gunfight.
•
- HBO Rock Fleetwood
US A FRONTLINE looks at

love at the L A Forum this
group OlpnOnni Old and new
hits
•21)- Making It Count

Fond farewell

the debate on gun control
180 mei

- Greet Perform.
0
snare • Wagner's Ring' Doe
Mauro Fncka triumphs in
the debate over Siegmund's
fate and Brunnhilde is punished and sentenced to become a mortal woman (3
is)
-

10:00P.M.

ID CIAD CID GU CID CD
(L SI•efil - News
- All In the Family
-Benny Hill Show
- NCAA Basketball:
Arizona State at Oregon
Susie
10:30 P.M.
LE 11. GI) - Tonight

I

•

I

- Sanford and Son
CI) - Banter, Miner
- MOVIE: Without
Resentetione A couple of

•

marines out for fun and romance enCounter a lady novel
ist on • Hollywood-bound
train Claudette Colbert, John

Wayne. Don Defer* 1946
(1)- 'Tlwee's Company
Thing' A half man half vamp
- M•A'S•H
7:30P.M.
tation monster noes horn the
- Business Report
•
cu
• Crime's Toppers
6:00 P.M.
murky waters of • Southern
- MOVIE: 'The Night
ap
woo
Iit•A•S•H
swamp Louis Jourdan. Ad
CI)
CI)
a 0
fkather' A newspapermen
The Korean confhct comes to
'mono Barbeau Rated PG
al)•- News
imnostegaung a Genes of muran end. Maly resolving the
op - MOVIE: 'The •-(tomer Pyle
ders vAuch have baffled polwartime careers of the men
Millionaires** Because of
Businees Report
ice begins to suspect the
and women at tho4077th (2
her lather s will a mdlonix 413
killer is • vampire Darren
- Meellaed-Lahrer
hrs . 30 min
' MSS Mitt merry • man who
McGinion. Simon Oakland,
Report
4-41 good businessman So
8;00P.M.
Kethsiesn Maw 1071.
al Charlie's Angels
phis tore, Peter Selma
•cu (1)• MOVIE: • Twine Aft
•I2 CBS News
196 1
lintericon Giggle' A men
Dr Riverside** eareet le in
11:30 A.M.
6 30P M .
working es•paid companion
propardy Aar sue ofhit*e•- MOVIE "The Shootief
is framed by Murder Richard
Entertairwrient
• 2
vents is Oven BM
Geri. Lauren Hunan. Nine
medication by mistalral
Von Pallenth 1979
00 min
Ronan''Gunlight.
11:00 P.M.
US A FRONTLNE looks at
•(I)Trapper John. PA.0
the debate On gun control
- faglillkie
00 min
gamey Miller
al
- Orem Perkinsal - MOVIE''Making Love'
soaps Warm's Nng Doe
A young women must lam
Walkure ' Ffidia Muniphs in
the knowledge that her Pus
the debate over Siegmund"s
band is in love with another
Isle aid arunnlykle is pun
man Kate Jackson. Harry
'shed and sentenced to be
Haman. Michael Ondieen
come • mortal woman (3
The Fieest Ii, Hella• Health
1981 Rated R
hrs.)
Supply & Medkol Equips's*
al - M'A•11•14
ISCAA Sasketbdi.
Omni@ vaildwigst
0
- Skin Off
•Featuring*
Itsemsdoer
11:30 P.M."
9:00P.M.
1.41
411
•Whesi Chairs
IA Pal 1.1188
•- TIS Itresing News
0CE
- Pftetithrt•
now audisel Iona
*Coaches
(I) - Last Word
'Chanel
MCP4M:
hums
caw
II
Tee
ere
*Seas
Solliwire' Coco Chanel's
(I)
Late Night with
al peen et uldes
*Cause
struggle for success In the
David Lisetermen
*Suppe., sesclasiss
high fashion world is Orion,- MOVIE: 'Colurrilso:
owl muck ouch
clod Merle France Pow,Rut
Lath in Welting' Contention
Cease ie. Yes Is Out Tsailliee
Gar Hauer. Timothy Dalton
in a ferrety over a corporation
out TeNellowfe ensIlimarmarm
liSt.llsthd R
Mode to murder Peter Falk.
•

-

- Slushy and Hutch

•

•

•

• -

Leslie Nielsen
1971

Susan Oar*

12:00 A.M.
• di - Last Word
MOVIE:'Columba:
Short Fuse' The company
attorney is suspected after
the corporate head's lernouswoe explodes Peter Falk. William Windom. Ida Lupwio
1972
•CID - Sign Off
12:30 A.M.
- News
(4)
alD - NBC News
Overnight
- aen Bakker
12:45 A.M.

▪

op

-

•

so -

Two families
become involved in a feud with savage
Kowa Indians over the
adopted daughter of one of
the families Audrey Hepburn. Burt Lancaster. Audio

Murphy 1980
1:00A.M.

We're Open

▪-

L. HOLLAND
MEDICAL

•-

r

•

in cc -

Nightwatch

-

MOVIE: BusUn
Loose' An ex-con and •
muddle-class teacher travel
cross-coumry while bed guys
follow in hot mem& lichera
Pryor. Creek Types. 1901
Rated R.
•
- Neweillipe OM
pussimosh
- 4
M 1L4
•

CBS

News

1:30A.M.
- Face to Face
• CID - CBS News
Nightweteh
Cip
C1D - Sign Off
- Romance Theater
- News/Sign Off
0

•

2:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Summer
of '42' Herm* recalls his
15tn summer when he fell in
love with an 'eider woman'
Jennifer O'Neill. Gary Grimes.
Jewry Houser. 1971
(1)- CNN Nesillsie News
2:30A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Sharky's
Machine' An Atlanta vice
squad sergeant encounters
pimps. call girls. crooked poinciana and drug dealers wi
Pus everyday working world
Burt Reynolds. Rachel Ward.
Brien Meth_ Rated R

s

•

ap - Three Stooges
•

-

al -

Rangers

• (12

3:30 A.M.

- Rat Paired

•

4:00 A.M.

op CI) - Hers's Lucy
Mission Impossible
NCAA Basketball
Anions State at Oregon
State
4:30kV&
-%Wee Jukebox

•

-

•

TV DIALOGUE
WHF.RE'S WELLZIt —
Where have I sees Peter
Rogers' little hey, who ass Weller, she was se geed in
with him es the "Americas "IlLestacky Woman" before"
Has be bee* Is a movie er TV
Musk A is arts" sham
The little guy in the velvet shim recently'
shorts and hightop shoes is
You might have seen the
Christopher Cody
one-tune truck driver cruising
through the streets of Chicago More likely though. you
spotted him as Ali MacGraw s
"other" love interest in "Just
Tell Me What You Want"(daring which the two had a real
life romance. as well). or as
Dian/ Kestoe's "other" guy is
-Shoot the Moos""Kentucky
Woman" is the first TV he's
dose of note. hawing worked
primarily on the Nra York
stage and in features Most
recently, he's been thes==
Canada. filming IX U
." a romantic thriller
?orrttii 43 rebuilt
KESNI-S KIDDIE — Please
tell me the .ante of Kelsey

I III.%11 lift 41. ky..14.1)14.B

P4(.1.3

DAYTIME

saisniss. februars 26 19113

Cale
Chaviels

doseinels

0- %toys.
5:00A.M.
ABC News This
10:30A.M.
Nashville, TN
WNGE
2
Morning
Nashville, TN
01,- Richard Simmons
WNGE
urg, IL
Harrisb
WSIL
11:00A.M.
113 (J) - Hour Magazine
3
Nashville, TN
VVTVF
- Soap World
▪
o TBS Morning News
TN
4
le,
Nashvil
WSM
Atlanta, GA
VVTBS
- Early Today
News
•
le,
TN
Nashvil
5
VVTVF
Horne Box Office
HBO
3) so - Family Feud
GI'it - CBS Early Morning
KY
h,
Paduca
News
WPSD
Paducah, KY
WPSD
o - People Now With Bill
Tush
5:30 A.M.
Nashville, TN
WDCN
Jackson, TN
WBBJ
- Channel 4 Magazine
Ralph Emery Show
Cp Girardeau, MO
it KFVS
Nashville, TN
WDCN
- Just Men
CBS Early Morning
KY
Murray, KY
,
the
and
Murray
WKMU
Young
21
WKMU
News
•
Restless
TN
le,
Nashvil
5:45A.M.
WZTV
Iriewsti elle roceive
11:30A.M.
o CIF) - w•apth«
USA Network
USA
their toievisies sign& via
- Ryan's Hope
el(1,(3)
6:00A.M.
MO
Cp
KFVS
the
and
Young
U CL
ortownes sibesid refer to
CBS Morning
Restless
News
the white screen chanwel
- Search *or
CL) - Morning Stretch
mainisers.
Tomorrow
SuperStation Funtim•
Viewers who recaive
P.M.
12:00
0CID - Early Today
television signals via
diaumin- All My
O - Jim Bakker
the
after
cheeses
Children
Listings are provided by
- Carl Tipton Show
Mangy Cahlevision should
seat
schedules have been
12 - Breakfast Show
the TV stations, who
•
refer to the hind screen
CI CID0 - News
to the newspaper.
6:30A.M.
proven
make
es
seasetbn
channel numbers in the ac- Independent Network
- ABC News This
News
companying Miss.
Morning
12:30P.M.
0- I Dream of Jeannie
ID (5) 0 12 - As the
QEC- News
World Turns
III CID - Business Report
0 (I) 0 21'. - Electric
- Search For Tomorrow
Swaggart
Company
Jimmy
O [I) - Days of Our Lives
Moppet Show
6:45A.M.
I.,
*rat
If
rfli*
Get Smart
Enterprise
under the
By Jack Curry
Nevis
5:00 P.M.
titan%
And
1:00P.M.
For the mom part 1`111114. umbrella Es yrs thing from
7:00A.M.
Live on 2
that tilt.. 11.1111c
Life to
Mounts in the business the funding of the space t.i.e sions est Era
ment
(I)
0
-Good
.ate itel,e1..ptrient
4.0.1
Good Times
• CD EEC
El
Hong
of
a
finances
the
to
interest
as
community as fast
Live .1
Morning America
(1)- Hogan's Heroes
Kong designer )1..ins kingpin deals take toie‘vi
mounts in the bank But is
Ariother World
- My Three Sons
Burnett
March .1, has e and thrrrlori• h3%.. berndilli
Carol
,Thursdas
0
producer
executive
Dor-Ner.
Afternoon tnovi.
(4-.)
- Today
been presented as 16ir tier cull topics for Enterprise
Enterprise
4) - Tic Tac Dough
of the
the
1:30P.M.
Grner.ells
with an vie to
Guten Tag
series. believes that the dads explains
o iii - News
has
Ise
lit
Eiffel
name
good
dollar
million
c•potol
that
showing
'It
-Mr
el
b
inwchi
CI)
and
Rogan"
decisions tensions
0
- Sanford and Son
two lorars it 6,
Anottust World
amp
Neighborhood
11411011% by which 1norwy is deevkiorni arc nude h‘ teal Earned in the
,•(I) - Sesame Street
operi• (foots
air
on
the
been
gotten and spent can make people
- Greet Space Coaster
•
2:00 P.M
021) - Electric Company
du. at that still surprise the
the
Pt
U.111%
Act
television
Morning
dsnarnic
CBS
-Jefferson.
it
It .111111
•CI) X U - General
I
pi ndlit Et
t hi• best
Everybody is part of Atittlit s that sot111
News
glis
Hospital
th.UN Iii e••.* 111140 1,40.0111•••00
111 - Varied Programs
of
the
outside
fallen
from
hase
stories
business, he sass
tiring
is
7:15A.M.
on
informati
(I) SI 12 - Guiding
•
where
V.41(11%
P.M.
show
5:30
that umbrella in other
Boston offices where the
Light
Ile t ig,ut is this
II CID - Weather
Understanding they • have escaped his docu discussed
- ABC News is created
•
(1):3)
•
kimono
ion
SuperStat
in lea Cs what he hopes as the.
el 7:30A.M.
News
how business works is part of mentarv techniques
11e
4
,
of his ..4.111
- Fantasy
▪ - That Oki
understanding how the world always identils r stor so that best aspects in doing ;whit%
o Bob Newhan Show
believe
t
don
Ow
slate.
from
there
expansive
M.
be
2:30P.
we can
works That
CL -Instructional
(I) - NBC News
C4)
these
for
s
rnent seems appropriate given beginning and Isim right relations. he 545
Flintstonee
Programs
- Varied Programs
0
spectrum of topics through I!Mort unately we to companitthe
broad
▪ ap - Fantasy
00 Weather
ASCE)
0)- Varied Programs
• - Oulkelnide
•
111 - Newts
3:00P.M.
7:45A.M.
Instructional
Rhoda
*
Proems,
- Walton*
8:00A.M.
CU S- idgit of Night
•- Munster&
Cartoon Store
- Days of Our Lives
- Movie
•21)- Somme fawn
CID - Sown.Street
Woody Woodpecker
UM,Rascals
Tottletalsa
11:30A.M.
M.
3:30P.
Ploy
•ELBaverfy Hillbillies
111 - Varied Programa
CI) - Cartoon festival
9:00A.M.
Q
E
- Leave It to 0011001
aD - Itioherd Simmons
K 10 Otylart.
LOO
&
Sunny
It
Bugs
CID
ll
el
iso
- New
41. CID
Frlansia
1125.000 Pyramid
Ant* Griffith
Club
700
CLHIGH ANXIETY — Laiuron
Over laity (Closed
CL- PM Donahue
Nuttbn stars as the pub]
Captioned
IS(1)- Desuisso
lic relations director
oa
FlInesson
Hoer Pigagotino
ovorsosing this inaugural
CM - Nappy Oays Again
• al) - Inseructlanal
flight of a now
4:00P.M.
Previous
pot-hour Sistlinstr that
Worts
Law
71te
•(1)
- Jim *Wm
out al control in
goes
litevedlble 14014
it
9:90A.M.
"Startlight: This Plano
Foray
Addams
(1)
ap CL - /4seirs turf
that Coakley', Land.- air•- OM* Sundt
Sal-tamesmullaristor
Ilenday. Fob. 27 on
ing
CL - Pooplo's Court
Illeabla Carnpony
ASC.
•(JD - light Is Enough
in*
i se--Utio Moan on
lli
t
10:00A.M.
WHERE'S WILLIAM -Wig
Law bow
.Where ass I wQIe to William
feared' It. abkt a personal
SCES.- Mee la
RIO*
Saatlitr.
liseaby Dee
All matters. personal and
CL - lave Some
M.
4:30P.
otherwase. can be addressed
•
-PIMP/ Mann
•
CL - WIMPS
CLOSED MON.
to C.ograd Woe. Creative
•
Valley
Nardi
- Owe* Manes
Artists Ageaey,
fisimas
VaneW
(I)
•
Vadsd Piegrepita
Canoe Drive. Suite 211. Bev.
ts - inswesesswe
esie
arty MM.CA 12210.
/Wow
el
Moat
CL

-

“110011011M

-

os; -

alit-

.12 _

EL -

girardeau,

-

•- movie

•

•

PBS UPDATE

•

▪-

us Cl) -

•-

-

-

•

•

•EL -

•

ea 12

•cu -

-

-

•

-

•cu •
••

▪ ap -

For Wedding
0,t1i1.11.011 S
' Invitations To Fit
/140t.ittlit
litil Your Personality
(t hll't
It tti
Come In And See
This Unique Album.
[of'

•-

•t •cg)•

•CL -

-

Photo In

amape.

• - oars

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAY A

LLS STUDIO

IL-kir.*wow
=
•

cD.M.

2:2

r
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TUESDAY
1982 Rated 13(i

311183
5:00 A.M.

01)-Phdoonahu.00na

Hour Magazine
..sry Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Richard Thomas his
and nutritionist Dr Ju
dith VVurtritan

113

1,

-

-5:30 A.M.

•

a _

V1o1•04 Earth Nature
displays awesome fireworks
in this fools at volcanoes

6:30 A.M.
•Butch Minds the Baby
A vetoed safecracker takes
his baby sitting charge on one
last bank pob

7:00 A.M.
Is -

MOVIE 'Challenge To
Be Free After killing • ran
ger •trapper hews /*cross the
Arctic pursued by • team of
ir rock eft and riflemen Mike
Merlotti Vic Christy Jimmy
Kane 19/5 Rated G

8:00 A.M.
0 -

MOVIE 'Act of
Murder' A pudge is tried for
the mercy lulling of his wife
Fredric March. Flamm* lid
ridge
Idmond 0 Brien
1949 -

8:30 A.M.
- HBO flampartne
a - Superheroes
9:00 A.M.
C4, - Ptwi Donahue ivangel

•

ist Rev Ike discusses how his
ministry of self motivation
can help poor Blacks survive
in recessionary tomes
- MOVIE 'Chariots of
Fir.' Two dissimilar runners
compete in the 1924 Olym
pica Ian Charteson, Ben
Cross (Mime Christopher

•

hue ea arnsnes the consequ
sixes of iowering the legai
voting age to 13

10:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE 'Miracle of
Morgans Creek' Rejected
by the Army Norval loses his
giri`to•soldier but becomes
the greatest hero of them of
Betty Hutton Eddie Bracken
Diana Lynn 1944

•

11:00 A.M.
-

MOVIE 'Dragon
shiver' A sorcerer comes
alive when he is called upon
to slay a fearsome flying dm
gun Sr Ralph Richardson
Peter McNicol Rated PG

•

12:00P.M.
- MOVIE 'Murder at the
Mardi Gras' An unlikely paw
of tourists share romance
and intrigue during the famed
New Orleans sarnrval Mardi
Gras Did Conn David Groh
Barbi Benton 1978
1:00P.M.
111 -

Boy Meets Girl Bury
Crystal hosts this took at the
&rights scene
- MOVIE 'Track of the
Cat' Two brothers in In.
19th century California set
out to capture a mountain bon
that has been destroying
their cattle Robert Mitchum
Tab Hunter Teresa Wright
1954

•

2:00P.M.
- MOVIE- 'Challenge To
De Free' After killing • ran
ger. a trapper flees across the
Arctic pursued by a team of
trackers and riflemen he

INIMIIMIOIRMI11---

COUPON

Mazurti Vsc Chnsty Jimmy
Kane 1975 Rated G

3:30P.M.
-

Violent Earth Nature
displays awesome firework s
in this look at volcanoes

•

4:30 P.M.
fa - Bewitched
11,- Butch Minds the Baby
A retired safecracker takes
his babysming charge on one
lest bank job

•

5:00P.M.

o

Carol Burnett
MOVIE: 'Oregon
shyster' A sorcerer comes
Ohs when he is called upon
to slay a fearsome flying Ore
gon Se Ralph Richardson
Peter McNicol Rated PG
111
- 3-2-1. Contact
'Closed Captioned]

•

-

•-41.

5:30P.M.
-

Bob Neuiftert Show
0el) - Making It Count

6:00P.M.
•CD
CD CD CU CB
•
ap
- News

up - Gomm Pyle

111

(1)- Business Report
- MacNeil Wirer
Alpert
4.- Charlie's Angels
If
- CBS News

6:30P.M.
•cpj - Entertainment
Tonight
0(i)
(11)- Forn/ly Feud
(1) - Tic Tim Dough
- Andy Griffith
- Jeffersons
•
di au _ MacNeil Lehrer
Report
•21)- Kentucky Journal
- hil•A•S•H

7:00 P.M.
•
CID ap
•
- NIPPY 0Will

take a look at this year's Circus (60 men)
e - tinurailer;Part I Forst
of 3 p
svar'
Meng and historically accurate
tale of 'Smuggler Jack' WI
cent. • rum-running Robin
Hood who brings rebel to the
beleaguered citizenry of 19th
century Scotland Starring
Other Tobias. Lesley Dunlop
and Hywel Whams Elks 12
he, /
(1)0(1)- A-Teem The 'A
Teem is hired to locate a
mathematician
who can
break every casino on the Las
Vegas 'Strip'(60 'nun)
- MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fire' Two reeermiler runners
compete on the 1924 Olympics lan Chartemn. Ben
Cross. Dennis Christopher
19112 Rated PG
a(1)- Word on Words
ef)- Nowa 'Asbestos A
Lethal Legacy The currem
controversy over who is me .
ponable for the tragic use of

•

orme has to babsisn Heather
and Chsch brings Joarve
home due to • bad case of
the fki !Closed Captioned(
el MSS - 113th
Mingling Oros al Ilernunt 6.
Malloy Circus Super Ray
Leonard and his son are
guest ringmasters as they

NEED HOSPITALIZATION

00 dedUillede

-fitstimicriztie
I 4 Cu ft capacity•Top 'N
Bottom microwave feed system for
evenly cooked foods•Automatic
temperature control•60 Minute
timer II 3 Power levels -with detrain
cycle•Handsome black glau front
with simulated wood grain Cabinet
RE961

$20 antacid.'

An Microwave in stock
rT^
ASA
-111411:714/.831illk ...sun A

7534478

1

John Schneider and
Catherine Hicks portray loverswho find romance together alter taw retationantps
with others in' -Happy
Endings.' airing Tuesday.
March 1 on CBS
(Mahone noon* Me mai
to make al -menu,* manger)

Our health insurance
policy provides the
following benefits.
Does yours?
•$i
ser person ow veer

•Larger

On the rebound

•11/11101111110% al neat 112 000 ssponale anti
mills~u.
.
1.
1 0100 0.00,11101100
100% 01.
0111001011 01111 000 000

•Demi sees and pescemen
are mamma
•Ne Ind an rue mum ream us so
asaaansaaa mai
11111) bad an ease coshme am weenies up
111 000.000
Wee Messes. on0001 OFIHNIONg ones
OM INMAN
*OM be MOM On IMAM apes I 5 410 erst
41111118nliffio children under age IS
•sewer deducetese 4ria

bum Ooninl amouila
gorlIsr.
Oren two olunon nom otorf

Shirker's Coalarreheadva
Ihseapital-farrilcal-Mei•cal

basentace
Shaine Urt INSURANCI COMPANY

11

DAN McNUTT
522 MAIN 753-044S

SHELTER INSURANCE-

All the Shield vomit ever need.

asbestos is presented 160
min (Closed Captioned(
*lanky arid lar•sh
- PiCAA
VIllanove at Bream

•

-

7:30P.M.
- Laverne a
•cu up•
Shirley Squiggys sister
comes for a vise [Closed
CaptionedI
- Constitution. That
Delicate Salem*

8:00P.M.
up CID CU
- Three's
Company Jack bets Tam
and Janet he can do without
romance for a week (Closed
Captionedi
- MOVIE:
•CI)
'Happy Endings' A school
teacher, who pat broke up
with Ns gel. falls in love with
Ne neighbor John Schneider. Catherine Hicks. Ana Ali
cia 1962
GD 613 (I) - Bare Emma,
Tyree uncovers Ava's plan to
ruin the perfume company
and Pelio invitee Lady Rabbi
on•trip to &WIC* 160 mm)
- Atiworken
•
Playhouse 'File on Jill
Hatch' The life of J6H.tcfnis
examined from her let, teen
years to 1961 160 nun)
[Closed Capbonedi
- MOVIE:'Murder at the
Mardi Om' An unlikely pow
of tourists share romance
arid intrigue during the famed
New Orleans carnival. Mardi
Gres Dia Com. DOM Groh.
Barb Benton 1976

8:30P.M.
1111131)CD11-111011Judyis
troubied when the company
demands the return of an overpernent on her salary

9:00P.M.
•CE)(I)S-Hamt'oHwl
An actor -turned-klsr plots
Jamithr's death f60 mri
posed Cacitionedl

•-TUtNews
Gil
cip - Si. Bisewhees
Or Morrison martens* racial
preclude* afar hie is it
tacked by a black and Or Fiscus ednies • hooker to the
hospital (60 nun)

- Even

•

MOM UrIONOPOOr•

peed earary Hal The British
comedian returns with a new
of comely sksechas
SIft - Sams"awl
the Hwd Torighes program looks et the Wiel Natters; men who smirch for

us

former German Nails who
committed crimes in World
War R no min.1
- Pro likElmentridonsf
Tour

•

10:00P.M.
II CD II Cr CD GO0
al) • - Nelms
- All In the Family

•

- MOVIE: Ilirest for
Fire' The people of the Utem
mbe have learned the yaks*
of stirs, but not how to make
one Ron Perlman, Res Down
Chong, Everett McGill 1962
Rated R
11) - Bunkum
OD
Report
e - Denny Hill Show

•

10:30P.M.
•CL 0
- TorlI9h1
Shove
- Sanford and Bon
(I)- Barney Miller
11, - Portrait of America
Pawed,
ciD- Three's Company
- M•A*11•H
0 alp - PBS Late Night
This bye talk show features
newsworthy guests from as aund the worlds of politics.
antertairwrient. business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
- Shp off
611 - MOVIE: 'Who Was
That Lady? A professor
caught among a student
pets his'TV writer friend to
dream u0 in explanation
whch Ands hen an troubie
with the Fat Tony Curtis,
Dean Martin. Janet Leigh
1960
•(-Quincy Quincy does
an autopsy on a anion on
mete who is•suspected victim of brutality by the prison
guards in 100 min)

•

11:00P.M.
ap cc - Guam,
iii - alighona
GD - Sarney Miler
▪

hil•A•11•H
Predeselemi Boman.
Coverage of professional
boating is presented from Madison Square Garcien.rnevr
York. NY O hre )

113 -

11:30P.M.
CU
- Poskvm•
(1)- tart Word
- MOVIE: 'Cast s Dart
Sher/ow' A fortune hunter.
who hes murdered one wife,

•
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PAGES

WEDNESDAY
312183
5:00A.M.

•cu -

Naar Mitossine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with a wig maker, a man
who relocated fOr his wile
and Or Isadore Rosenfeld

5:30 A.M.
- cogs•g• A black teena

Maurey 1953
11:00 AM.
- Consumer Reports
'The Smart Shopper Show
Sports cars, kitchen cleaners
and peanut butter we some
of the products examined

•

11:30 All.

op - MOVIE:'The Shootier

•

ger faces unexpected (mob
kilns when he decodes to
become a doctor

8:30 A.M.
- Fraggle Rock Visit the
•
world of Fraggle Rock under
neath the basement of an ec
centric inventor

-

4:30 P.M.
- Bewitched
II - Andy Griffith

7:00 A.M.

MOVIE: 'The Bad
News Beers A rag-tag Little
League team improves when
a girl pitcher !dna the squad
Tatum
Matthau.
Walter
O'Neal 1976 Rated PG

•

8:00A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The
Macomber Affair Conflicts

•

develop when. hunter takes
a married couple on ratan
Gregory Peck, Robert Preston. Joan Bennett 1947

8:30 A.M.
•- Spidermen

A dying gunman seeking
peace in his final days is
hounded by rivals John
Wayne, Lauren Bacall, Ron
Howard 1976 Rated PG

12:00P.M.

O - MOVIE

'The Monte
Carlo Story' A gambler very
much in debt, sets his cap for
a beautiful woman, not
knowing she is also penniless Vittorio de Soca. Mar
lens Dietrich. Arthur aCon
nell 1957
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE. 'South Sea
Woman' A tough Marine sec
geant refuses to testify or
plead guilty or not guilty while
being tried for desertion.
theft. scandalous conduct
and destruction of property
Virginia
Lancaster,
Burt
Mayo. Chuck Conners 1953

•

•-

9:00 A.M.

- PM Donahue Donahue'.
examines the concerns of
college administrators about
alcohol abuse among stu
dents
- MOVIE:'I Ought To Be
in Pictures' A )(ibises
screenwriter finds himself reluctantly rediscovering love
and faith Walter Matthew
Ann-Margaret. Dinah Manoff
1982 Rated PG
CID - PM Donahue Guest
Bennie Johnson explores the
negative aloud* of the
general public towards the
poor and needy.

1:30P.M.

MOVIE: The Bed
New'Beers' A ragtag Little
League team Improves when
a girl pitcher loins the squad
Matthau. Tatum
Wafter
O'Neal 1976 Rated PG

3:00P.M.
s(1) - ABC Afterschool
But it $ Not My

Special
Fault

3:30 P.M.
- ABC Afterschool

s Not My
Special But
Fault
- Fraggie Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock under'teeth the basement of an ec
centric inventor
4:00P.M.
A.M.
10:00
The Law Wafts
118 - mom: *.Utde Boy
Wet' A U S war correspon- •- College A Mock
teenager faces unexpected
dent tries to locate his seirenproblems when he decides to
year-oid eon Barg Crosby,
become a doctor
Dauphin.
Nicole
Claude

•

•

cu-

5:00 P.M.

•

- Carol Burnett

- Consumer Reports
The Smart Shopper Show
Sports cars kitchen cleaners
and peanut butter are some
of the products examined
0 21' - 32t. Contact
!Closed Captioned!

•

5:30 P.M.

o - Bob Newhart Show

12:00 A.M.

axe-tam we'd
MOVIE: liiiMildow
Mehl Train to LA.'
&
When•police officer ie ~dared on a train on route so•
policemen's convention. iv
anyone on board is 'impact
Rock Matson. Steen Sant
James. Paul Burke le7S
-

12:30 A.M.

51:00 A.M.
ap - News

- Three Miseeima
▪ - Neese/Slaw ON
Mows
0
Allskensech
1:15A.M.
410 - MOVIE: Velem SW
An unaistfy convicted man
aboard•convict ship bound
for Australia. suffers under•
captain Alan Ladd.
James Meson Patricia Medne 19153
WV-

•, cu - JIPcssNessMillittwook
- wen oo
CD0
- Illomenos Theiraw
MOVIE 'A Strange. is
WessAinir A klieg holds
hoetegis in the tunnsis under
New Tett • Grand Cannel
Simon Rip Torn Rated R
55 Ilowelegit Off

5-

•••blI I.

6:00P.M.

e x_ Newswatch
El CID :/) 4i0

II)
News
Goma Pyle
op (y) - Business Report
- MacNeil Lehr*.
Report
0- Charlie's Angels
•12 - CBS News

5_

6:30P.M.
- Entertainment
Tonight

six• _ Family Feud
(1)- Tic Tac Dough
5_ Andy Griffith
e_Jefftesons
II
Report

- McNeElLehrer

woman inducted into the Na
bon& Chili Hall of Fame and
some amazing roitersk met s
460 min
-111- MOVIE 'I Ought To Be
In Pictures' A Jobless
sureenwriter finds himself re
luctantly rediscovering love
and faith Waiter Matthau
Ann Margaret. Dinah Monoll
1982 Rated PG
Help Wanted
021- Making of
MASH
op - NCAA Basked:we
Michigan St at Wisconsin
NCAA Basketball
Georgetown at Boston
C;11)

o

211 - Kentucky Journal
- PA•A•S•H
ID

7:00 P.M.
•(2) X •-

High
Performance 1PREMIEREI
The High Performance team
try to capture beck a stolen
prototype for the car of the
future (60 men
Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers
Adam is drawn away from
his high school reunion to
search for some cattle rus
tiers (60 min)
Sampler. Part II So
cond of 3 parts (2 hrs )
Neel People
GO
naught's show features •
look at • 'talking' cow. a

SIT!•(12 -

GBin

-

• - MOVIE: 'AiriCabe
and Mrs. NNW A crafty
small-time pantile. looks to
make his fortune WI • small
frontier Mining town But in
steed of sticking to the gambang titbit,. he alhes himself
with a modem and they profit
enormously Warren Beatty.
Juke Christie. Rene Auberionon. Milian Demme 1971
- CNN Swami News
3:00 A.M.
MOVIE: "Dro90/1.
'base A sorcerer corms
alive when he is called upon
to eley a feersorne flying dragon Si Ralph flicherdson.
Peter McNeal hoed PG

-

•

1:30 A.M. •
- Ann leaR

•

I,

ej - MOVIE 'Swamp
Thing• A hall man. haft vege
(ration monster rises from the
murky waters of a Southern
swilenP Louis Jourdan Ad
risme Barbeau Rated Pr,
la
- Another Peg*

2:00 A.M.

- News
(4) S 33 - MSC News
Overnight
Jim Beldam'

i4

•

I
!I% I.

a

TUESDAY CONE
meets Ise match in his second lin*, Dart Bogard*.
Margaret Lockwood. Robert
Flemyng 11157
Late Night with
David Lettermen
• - INA Off
0(fp - MOVIE: Idedillilen
&
Men" WIIIreut •
Facie' The Conwneisioner
goes to meet an old friend
only so And him dead. Nock
Hudson. Susan Saint Arnie.
Dana INvniar 1973
11:45P.M.
• MOVIE: 'The
affINISSIV enPiar TV re"Meiart/f4/0 Avli-In Iowa
NW cone.' with • crazy
.011osprig tom Morgan FeeAndrew Stevens
-sheet Sarum Resod R

High jinks

3:15A.M.

- MOVIE: 'wow(
400A.M.
crt- leares Les/

•

- Varied Premiums
4:30 A.M.
Nagler Field
4:45 A.M.
World/tame
HBO Magerine

•
•

• s_
•-

•

-

-

7:30 P.M.
O Al) - To Be Announced
8:00P.M.

ea)cu op -

Guy Con
pursues a bed jumper 160
mu)
- MOVIE
•cp) op
'your Pleat or Mine' A pay
duettist arid a former *dyer
hung executive disc.ovrat the
difficulties mature single per
sons encounter when they
try to meet sealable partners
Bonnie Franklin Robert Klein
Tyne Defy 1982
- Bob Hope's
Reed to Hollyiented Bob
Hope hosts ths look at the
numerous movies he s made
over four decades Guest
starring Rosemary °coney.
Jane Russell and Dorothy La
mour 12 his I
&mean
ID
al)

Federalism The Bettie of
the Buck 1 oriight s pcnqrarn
looks at Reagan a proposal
to Win special programs ova,
In the states 160 non )

8:30P.M.
Reagan
21

o

Federalism The Bettie of
the Buck Tonight s program
kmks at Reagan s proporsal
to tum special programs

OVer

the states 160 nual )
8:45P.M.
- Not Necessarily The
News I his show proems.,..
to be everithing the r (Merit

to

•

news os not

hopes to firid Stev•ii

alive in Singapore and Aleors
end

Krystle

are

stung

by

Meek s involvement with
MO min )!Closed Cap
tooned)
0- TIE Evening News
gi (I) - Soundetege
Swing The bog band revival
sound is featured,in thea ape
cal performance 160 men )
Starsky and Hutch
- MISL Soccer Buffalo
at Wichita
Ion

go_

•

9:15P.M.
- Rich Uttle's Robin
Hood The master emporia
soonest beings the Sherwood
Forest characters to hie

•

9:30P.M.
•311- Encounter
10:00P.M.
CI)0(1)(1)(C0
•

News

0 I 0
Report
O Benny Hill Show

11130P M
Tonight
O 2,0 0
Show
Sanford and Son
11)
3, Barney Millen
MOVIE 'Guns of the
Timbeeland I. ogger a tr wog

o

to r ligaf a Poll (if tanhey /111tIlr
the tovomponvie who
rawl

aim, if

their

land will tie fumed
Jeanne Crow
add

Alan

rslikie Avalon

9:00P.M.
1 , 1; GI DYnestV
Blake

12

o - Women21Watch
Business

1964)

41

Three's Company
- MOVIE
'Chanel
&Attain,'

•

struggle for %ix, rias .11 the
nigh fashion worki aciwon.
led Marie F fence Pox., Hut
ger Hauer

•o

Timothy Dolton

Rated It

1981

M•A•S•H
PBS Late Night

1)

-

This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from at
ounA the worlds of itoistii_a
enterta

wrnt

sports with
from

business and

telephone

viewers

arixind

the

country
0it - Sign Off
- MOVIE The Middle of
the Night' A secretary and
her boss plan to marry des
pew these differences Iredroc
Match Kim Novak t a. Phi
bps 1959
- Hart to Hart The
Harts investigate the death of
•

* *

An Individual Retirement Account
Offers you tax odvontoges that are
too good to pass up. We simply
wont to coil this to your attention
'and suggest 'you stop in at your
earliest convenience and get the

PEOPLES/BANK
MURRAY

KY.

Af.E K

IRV MI RR

THURSDAY
1 00 P.M.

3/3183

o

S
.

0

M

5 00 A

MOVIE

fife

Hour Magazine
I I ). 1,

•.

-Chariots of

runners
tf.• 1924 (Nym
I ir

Lir

,t .1
• r.,

t111.001011.1.,

t.,

e 17
I er,.e% v 1

'
,OH.
' 1440.1

O

MOVIE • Super Fui
ell/Pts

St/I/Oh-UMW

T

A

The Geisha
1114(11, 1411

blif.910

) 11111i,Ip
hiVJ JAI
Ir,Lifoa )efty le#0*.
Suzanne
Maa_ikalaral
1...•...ttette 1958

(v.
PUN'
f

Joanne On, Hated

11,if

MOVIE
1)

144

•••••

('r,

ill

300P M
Violent Earth Nature
s awesome fur-works
Irx4 at vol,
0 21 Sesame Street

•

7:00 A.M.

0
I *re

MOVIE "Chariots of
WI+

,I.Slotivriat runtter.%

Itw• 1924 tHyrit
110 Chartesor, Ken
Deriri.s thristinktter
'Itt2 Hated Pt,

4:00 P.M.
MOVIE 'Super Fuzz
"A mon e•posed to radvatton
develops superhuman pow

s

8:00A.M
MOVIE Suspicion A
°friar, be9rriS II, Subplot_ I her
chafirvelmi husband of murder
ous totem (sty (front Joan
f ()attain.. So Cedric Hard
ou. Se 1911

T vow.. e Hill Irneut
Hof 1105011 Joanne Dru Rated
Pt,
Mr
Rogers'
0 21
Neighborhood
v.vs

4:30 P.M.
0 Sewncited
0 21 - Electric Company

8:3QA.M.
o

Superheroes

5:00P.M.
o Carol Burnett
0 21 - 3 2 I Contact
ick,seo caphortwt.

9:00 A.M.

4

Phil Donahue

-

host of The f rugal
114 XJ(1111.1
(164, 111.1.4,S NS per
'.v viol. olinary Ineoirrgy and
,Ir•rfloristrati•• sortie to. viii
(wt., al dr., health,
'ritiklw•l.

5:30 P.M.
Bob Newberg Show
Dealing In
0 21

o

MOVIE 'Kill and Kill
o
Again* A Marlo41 arts Ousel

Discipline
6:00 P.M.

p4401 f7ttib1 telVe a Nobel Pro
ft...yarning iftern.st front the
tiarufs of a demented telloOn
all, James Ryan Aryweine
Kriel Michael Mayer 1981

El a)
•
(I) CU (4)0
(4)
- New.
- Gamow Pyle
•

•- HBO Rock. Fleetwood

Rated PC,
0(I)- Phil Donshue Dona

Mac In Concert Captured
love at the L A Forum. thes

hue dn.( 0516115 trout4p ori the,

group performs odd and new
hots
cp CI) - Business Report
•21, - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
•
- COS News
6:30P.M.

10:00 A.M.
CD MOVIE 'Cash McCall
A young totem-tie gerwutt

4 0 ê. - • Kids From
farne Trw cost of lame
gtrepare therTifiehreS for a tour
of Cireat Britian (60 min )
- MOVIE 'Shoot the
Moon' A 'softly goes throogft
Irving periods of separattort
and change Albert Finney
Diane Keaton Karen Allen
1982 limed R
Butterthes

be

Lome% interested in•plastics
company whose owner is
being forced to the wail and
renews his romance with the
owner s daughter James
Garner Natalie Wood. Nina

-

so

rntertainnient

Tonight
•(E)GO OD- Family Feud
(j)- Tic Talc Datiph
NSA Seeketball
•Washington et Adanta
GP - Jefferson*

loch 1960
1 1:00 A.M.
111 - MOVIE 'Cannery
Row' Along Monterrey s de
cropped waterfront a marine
biologist trim to forget his
past while a young runaway
drifts into life on • bordello
Nick Norte Debra Winger
Rated PG

C11) - Mechell.Lehrer
Report
Kentucky
• 21) Considered
311) - M•Alli•H
•
7:00P.M.

12:00 P.M.
- MOVIE 'The Longest
Hundred Wes'An assorted

o

0CD
•CD

- Condo
- PARIlfran•

TC s chopper is hocked
for tree in•prison break RIO
mat)
Jerry Falwell
- Illrinigglas. Part NI Un•
cession (2 firs)

group of cuopie band to.
"Mee in in attempt to flee
the Japenese occupation of
the Phpines during WWII
Doug McClure. Kethwine

ci)-

Ross 1967

•

•

$

0
Boy

;

& TIMF.%.•aturdal.Februarl 24.1963

.

Ballet guest
Famed ballet star Edward
Villella pr ) has a guest-starring role thcough the middle
of March playing himself on
"Guiding Light " also starring Gregory Beecroft. airing
Monday through Friday on
CBS

-

0 21

Sneak Previews

(in twists hied% ( iabier and
Jefirev 1 yons take a look at
rttgrvta and I hr. ( hJty.
der%
•- Starsky and Hutch
NBA Basketball
•
Kansas City at Detroit
7:30P.M.
el 2 0Amanda's
Tennessse
1
Outcloorsrnen
0 21 - Arts Express

o

ss

einE

2 3
- Too Close
for Comfort
0 5 0 12 - Simon &
Sumo
4)0 1 - Gimme A Break
Samantha finds out that her
father s Kit) is not like

lobs on television

- Sneak Previews
Co hosts Neel (i.able, and
Jeffrey Lyons taker a kxak at
Enigma and The Outsi
.tars

0

ID 21 - Mystery The Red
Signe( Dermot West beef
the rHif signal and ton•ght he
Snows it means danger 160
Min )1C10&ed Captioned,
- MOVIE 'Volcano' A
•
group of adventurers are
se/itching for sunken treasure
in the wavers new Java when
• volcano erupts Diane
Baker
Maximilian Schell.
Brian Korth 1969

8:30P.M
- It Takes
Two
(4)0(i) - Cheers Diaries
mother pays a visit to Cheers
and announces that Diane
should marry Sam
▪ cu - Portfolio

9:00P.M.
CD ao - 20E20
- Knots
•ar) di

- Rooldord Files
(1) - Barmy Miller
O MOVIE: 'Winchester
73' An as convict steals
one of the few Winchesters
in the West and the rifle
passes through many hands
before the owner gets it
back
Torn Tryon. John
Saxon. Dan Duryea 1967
14) - Three's Company
- M•A•S•l4
•
0 cip - Pas tat. Night
This kite talk show features
newsworthy guests from or
ound the worlds of patriots.

_

entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers wound the
country
- sign Off

•- MOVIE: 'Fireball BOO'
A stock car racing driver sr
rives in•town hoping to win
money at the local track
Franke Avalon. Annette Fun.
'cello. ChM Mk 1966
- Quincy Quincy tries
to track down • prostitute
who hes•pereciarn-resistam
strain of gonorrhea (R) 160
mon $

:00P.M.

Landing Valens is sated after
confessing to Cap s murder
160 mai 1

se - TBS Evening News
- Hi' street
Cl)•
Muss Copt Furelo's ex-rnfe
decades to have het baby and
LaRue finds•stage for•rambling comic f60 nun)

- MOVIE: 'Childers. of
Fire' Two dissimilar runners

•

corTIOthe in the 1924 Olympics Ian Chrieeon. Ben
Crook Dennis Ornatopher

alp

Nightline
Sarney Miler
- HBO Rook: Fleetwood
•
Mac In Concert Captured
kw at the LA Forum. this
group performs old and new
Ms
M•411•E•H

▪-

•-

11:30P.M.
•
CE - Pliehdine
•

ap - MIA

- Last Word
1962 Rioted PG
13D - Law Nepht worth
(3D
David Lettermen
(I)- Mrsary "The Rod
Signal• Dermot West.... • Off
the red signal and tonight he
•(-MOVIE 'McCloud:
knows is means danger
Sheiks(' McCloud is charged
nun) posed Captioned!
with interfering with the week
of another detective when he
UT Eckel
investigates a ruthless loan
Ctitaing•
shark Dennis Weever. Chris.
9:30 P.M.
topher George Lynda Day
-Writers'

•

021

(SHINE'S &

753

5940

CUSTOM W0006OROING

(nn," div ,.1)
Solid Wood Cnt,
• Onk • * •„# •(
•I• t,
I,
Guncii,• s • Montt, • •1
Cot-

n

COMPETITIVE PRICES

•

_ All In ihe Feenly

O(E0
h.r1

I 21:
. Moen

George

12:00A.M.

-

01)49(1)CIDGUID
'11)4000-Nows

t T

6..11

Workshop
NCAA Basketball
Houston at Arkansas
b
1 0:00P.M.

•

meld, tast•frunuto amino,. I

8:00P.M.

al

• 21 CUSTOM KITCHEN

In.right

oSfar.ona
to

-

SusMess

Report
- Benny Hi'Show
•

10:30P.M.

alcumm- TonigM
Show

et) di - Last Word
- MOVIE: 'Super Fuzz'

•

A men exposed to radission
develops superhuman powers Terrence HI. Ernest
Bowan', Joanne On
Pre 991 Intemetkinel
Tow

•-

12:30A.M.
II CD CID - News

•- MOVIE: 'Ali Babe and •
- Jirn Bakker
the
Seven Saracens' Sinbad
and his friends. ambushed by
the tyrant king, are aided by

enslaved rebels
Gordon
Mitchell. Dan Harrison 1952
14)
- NBC News

Overnight

1:00 A.M.
(1)- News

O ofj -

CBS News
Nightwatch
13) - Three Stoostits
- News/Sign Off

WEDNESDAYcom
an artist (R)160 mmn 1
11:00P.M.
Hart to Hart
- NigMline
(f)- Berney Millet
di - M*A•11•H
11:30 P.M.

-

•
CI)
•
- Pmghtsin•
cip - last Word
- lAte Night with
Cil)
David Lettermen
•CID MOVIE: 'Cover
Okla' A peer of high-fash•ore
modeis doubling as American agents arson the trail of a

al

-

refugee embeuler Jeri'
Kennedy. Commie Shupe.
Don Galloway 1977

12:00A.M.
Wood
•CI)
•
CE - MOVIE: 'First
Love' A young man falls in
love with•gel who is hewing
an affair with an older men
Wiliam Kan. Susan Day.
1977
12:30 A.M.
al)- News
1.0 - MOVIE: 'Finset of
OW A hen director is black moiled by a women claiming
to be Ns mistress 1954
(I)
(1) News

Overnight

id-MOVIE:'The Mosher
A dying gunmen seeking
once In he finel days is
hounded by rivals John
Wayne. Lames Oust Ilan
1117S. limed P43.
os Siker •
100A.M.

uairty and a decaying relation
shop with her husband
Joanne Woodward, Martin
Balsam, Sylvia Sidney, Don
Brenner, Win Forman "•

1973

•

- CBS News
Nightwetoh JIP
CID0
- Wen Off

- Romance 'Theater
•- NevesillOgn Off

2:00 A.M.

14) - CNN Headline News

-

MOVIE: 'Dragoon
LawWells PAISSIIChe
breakers. renegades and
fast-shooung levonen Me
caught on a stockade. with
ho"An9 44Plichlis Booroachmg Berry Suirvan, Dennis
O'Keefe, Mona Freemen
.1967
do- MOVIE:'I Ought Tees
In Pictures' A lobbies
screenwriter finds homed re-

tuctently reducovering love
and faith Walter Menlieu.
Ann-Margerst.Dansh Memel
1962 Rated PE

3:00A.M.
di(3)- MOVIE:'IUss Me.
=Me'A paha invattigstor
looking into the death of •
young achookeecher is &sham her work
who
wuniher superiors the* they
elm* here the crintiniL

Stele Stevens. tilkheal Ananon,Clouds Nuns. 1076
330AM

grerl

•

▪ ar)- Naves
- Three Stooges
- News/Sign Off

•

- NHL Ann WreedIng
ID
- CBS News
NIghtwetch

•

1:30 A.M.

s - MOVIE:'Sumner
Weems. Winter Dreams'
Wealthy women is forced to
cope with lin mother's
deeds, her sons homosex-

2:15 A.M.

•

- MIK Soccer

Eltillalo

at IMAM)

4:00 A.M.

- Varied Programs

4:15 A.M.
0- Moe People

•- Not Necieefierfly The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not

4:30 A.M.

•131)- Health AGM
4:45 AM.
0- WatedAtire•

PAGE 7

THE MI

'MOVIES—
MONDAY
2/28/83

R AI. Ky.. LEDGER S TIMES.

• Febru•ri 26, IRO

11:30AM
— 'The Shootist
12:00PM0— 'The Monte Carlo Story'
1:00PM 5— 'South Sea Woman'
1:30PM 5— 'The Bad Now, Boars'
5:30PM S 'Swamp Thing'
7:00PM
'I Ought To Be in Pictures'
8:00PM S(15)
(ft — 'Your Place or Mono'
10:30PM S 'Guns of the Timberland*
0— 'C./mm*1 Solitaire'
— Thrt Middle of the Night'
11:30PM S1Z —
Girls'
12:00AM0 5';— 'First Love'
12:30AM0— 'Finger of Guilt'
0— The Shootisr
1:30AM
'Summar Wishes. Winter Dreams'
2:15AM 0— 'Dragoon W•lis Massacre'
— 'I Ought To Be in Pictures'
3:00AM
2 — 'Kiss Me. Kill Me'

1 45AM 0 — 'The President • Analyst
215AM
2 — 'Road to Rio
300AM
'Shoot the Moon
•00AM
2 — "The Looking Glass War

ig

-

-

5:00AM S
Marco Polo. Jr.'
8:30AM 0 — 'Dirty Tricks'
8:00AM 0— 'Human Desire'
10:00AM S
Swamp Thing'
— 'The Millionairsiss'
11:30AM
'The Shooter
12:00PM0— 'Barbary Coast'
1:00PM 5— "Yollowstone Kelly'
2:00PM S 'Dirty Tricks'
3:30PM
Polo. Jr.'
7:00PM 0— 'The Ladies' Man'
Cl) — 'Night the Bridg• Foil Down'
giD
•— 'Sharky's Machirio'
— 'American Gigolo'
8:00PM 0CL) CS)
9:00PM
'Char* Solitaire'
10:30PM0— 'Without Resorvistions'
The Night Stalk.?
1100PM
— 'Making Loy**
11:30PM
cit — 'Columbo: Lady in Waiting'
12:00AM S CID — 'Columbo: Short Fuse'
12:45AM0— linforgiven'
1:00AM 0— 'Bustin' Lane'
— 'Summer of '42"
2:00AM 0
2:30AM 0—*Starlit?. Machine'
-

-

pg_

-

0— Marco
gp_
gp —
ap

TUESDAY
3/1/83

gp—

up_
5—
am_
5—
•
5—

ai

-

is_

WEDNESDAY
3/2/13
7:00AM S — The Sad News Sears'
II:00A/d 5— 'The Macomber Affair'
tOOMA 5— 1 Ought To Se in Pictures
10:00AM5— 'Lithe Bey Lost'

THURSDAYCONE
2:15A.M.

•

so it

1:30AM,

ex_ MOVIE. *The Carey
Treatment' When a doctor's
detest friend is charged with
murder, he decides to*mooget* the caaelernaell James
Coburn, Jannikts 0141•41, Pet
Mingle. 1972
CU 1111
-ft011_

3:30 A.M.

Noweilliga OR

1:45A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Shoot the
Moon' A family goes through
trying periods of sraparetion
and dienge Albert Finney,
Diens Keeton, Karen Alban
1982 Rated R

•

2:00 A.M.
Q)- CNN Needline Now,

-

PICAA Basketball
Houston at Mimeses

3:45

GI)- Ilsamiti6=i0646,

•

- H110 Rook: Fleetwood

Moo la Concert Captured
We at the LA Forum this
group performs old and new
Ms

0

ga,a,_

THURSDAY
3/3/83

500AM 5— 'Heartland'
8 30AM 5
On the Right Track
9 304M 5 'Giant'
10 30AM GO — 'The Big Noisit
1100AM5 'I Ought To B. in Pictures
11 30AM
5 — 'Fire'
12 00PM
— 'Th. Odd Couple
30PM 5 — Heartland'
00PM 0 — The lust Sunset
— The Night of the Gni:iv
4 30PM 5 — 'On this Right Track
700PM 0 — 'I Ought To Be in Pictures
8 OOPM 0 2 3
— Baby Sister
-

-

-

0

4 04 —

5:00AM
— 'Super Fuzz'
7:00AM 5— 'Chariots of Fire'
8:00AM 0— 'Suspicion'
9:00AM 0 — 'Kill and Kill Again'
10:00AM5 — 'Cash McCalr
1100AM
'Cannery Row'
12:00PM0— 'rho Long•st Hundred Miles'
— 'Chariots of Fire'
1:00PM
go — 'The Owens Boy'
4:00PM S 'Super Fuzz'
7:00PM 5— 'Shoot the Moon'
BOOPM 5 'Volcano'
WOOPM 5 'Chariots of Fire'
10:30PM
Winchestor .73'
— 'Fireball 500'
11:30PM
— 'McCloud: Shark sr
12:00AM
llupor Fuzz'
12:30AM0— 'All Baba and the Seven Saracens'
1:30AM
2 — 'The Carey Tritatm•nr
1:45AM 5 — 'Shoot the Moon'
2:15AM 0— 'Country Music Holiday'

5_

4:00A.M.
- Here's Lardy
PAlsoloa linposelble

4:30A.M.
•CT)- Hoselh Field

Demon Murder Case

gp_ Guest for Fir•
o cp..,,
.TT hecthnetr:
in 162 .
11 OOPM e

9 OOPP4

1145PM0 — Heartland'
12 00AM0 _ Secret Fill" Hollywood
1 15AM 5 — On the Right Track'
200AM 0— 'The Great John L
300AM 0— Gwent for F

WKMS

-

-

gp ,A2

•

gm

FRIDAY
3/4/83

—

5-00AM 5 'Marco Polo. Jr'
8 30AM S — "rho 'hoods(
— 'A Very Special Favor'
8-00AM
1000AM5 Thellenge To Se Free'
— 'Calamity Jane'
'Swamp Thing'
11:30AM
1200PM5— Velem Goes Hawaiian'
1:00PM•
— 'The Shootisf
ep — 'The Tel T'
2:00PM 5— 'Mateo Polo, Jr.'
7:00PM
'Guest for Fire'
II:00PM S — 'Eleanor and Franklin' Part 2
10:00PM5 — 'Nighthawks'
10:30PM 1111 —
and the Preacher'
▪
— 'Fifth Floor'
11:30PM011) — To Be Announced
•— The Crawling Hand'
12:411AMS 'Happy !Birthday. Wanda June'
1:00AM
— The Shootier
2:30AM
'Guest for Fire'
2.411AM
Big Moment
ILDOAFA 5Cl) — 'The Creeping Flesh'
4:30AM Sap — 'A Mena of Uhl end Death'
-

•_
•

S
-

-

•—
5—.111snelWe

mOV1E

'Country
Music Holiday' An .z'G I
come. to New York with his
buddies who talk • former
bookie into swung him with
record
company
Fortin
Husky, Zsa Zsa Gabor Rocky
Granano 1958

•-

•

-

SUNDAY
3/8,83

-

7:00AM 0— 'Challenge To Ile Free'
'Act of Murder
8:00AM
1100AM 0— 'Chariots of Fire'
10:00AM
— Wirecio of Moroen's Crook'
11:00AM
thegonalayor'
12:00PM
'Murder at Out Mardi Gras'
1:00PM
'Track of the Cat'
2:00PM S — 'Challenge To Be Free'
5:00PM
'Oregoneleyee
7:00PM•
— 'Chariots of Fire'
8:00PM
aus — 'Happy Endings'
up — 'Murder at the Mardi Gras'
10:001M
'Quoin for Fire'
10:30PM
'Who Wes That Ladyr
11:30PM
'Cast a Dark Shadow'
— 'McMillan a Wife: Man Without a
Faye'
11:45PM S — 'The Seduction'
(j.) — 'McMillan a Wife: Night Trek+ to
12:00AM
LA.'
1:111AM 0 'Botany Bay'
1:30AM
'A Stranger Is Watching'
— '1•40C.abs and Mn, Mills?
2:00AFA
3:00AM S — 'Dritoonelayee
3:1SAM
'Mutiny'

- NBA BasketbeN Kansas City at Detroit
- CBS I4ews
Peightwasch

am_
•

SATURDAY
3/11/113
1:30AM•
— 'Nobody's Perlekt'
7:00AM 5— tins. Me'
7304M 0— Son of AM Bebe'
vets. sis Men*
1:00AM
10:30AMS — 'Chariots of rw
2D0PM
— 'Behold • Pale Horse'
12:30PM
•
QD — 'Calker/
1:301M
— The Greet Miriam Caper'
2:30PM
?rook of the Car
Mc'
3:30PM•
—
71/0PM 5—Chariots of Fait'
ap a)up — 'Jen Sinew'
POOPM 5— 'Sheet the Moen'
— 'Anatomy of a Murder'
10:00PM
10.301PM Cl) They Were Expendable'
1100PM
•
— 'To IDS• Mockingbird'
11:11IPM
vhs• Zapata'
11:30PM5— Vide Me*
ILDOASIGD — ',Aden In the North Atlantic
-

5—

_
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FUN IN 11
4

eur town

COMMERCE CENTRE

1

1

ROY STEWART STADIUM

IMP

Lintlitie

dsninq
fr

Sunday Buffet
Friday Seafood Menu
UNIVERSITY CENTER
4.6

Open I I AM Deley
Chestairt et lath A Five P•onts

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
ROT SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

11011ERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

WEST IIItIIUT

2
Pizza • SOWS

Sandwiches
Speghetti
laiegge

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special

PAGLIAIS

lest Net Delivery
Om I I AM Dale

Open 4 p.m.Sundays

3

4

7

1.

THE MI H H%). k,.. LEIN:EH &

F

N MURRAY

•taturris!. Frbruavw No. l'43

l

our town
•

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARE

k 071,r

R,.,talirani

•

in the lillorroy Holiday los

Dasly luncheon SpecialS2.95
11-3 P.M. Moaday-Satvrday
iscsogr Sop *Niro lict Mill C111111
Chins! mud America Suiday Buffet $5.50
-

isSs14 IaNM &A

CluId s piiti 12

pair 12 15

Opes Sea. lien. elip. In Set Son lip.
Ildebsseis Chesits• feed 14..e4 I I •• lip.
Ihsy 641 lot*

616wwily

Corry OW 0.4•te 1141g46640

733 4411

7

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY THFATR1E

"Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf"
Fobreery 24-26 p.m.
Directed by James I. khompp
For reservations, call 762-6797
•

6

TACO
JOHNS.
EVERY
TUESDAY IS

et homily Stook Nous*
1.77 Luncloos Sorted

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99

Moo.-Fri. 11 o.m. -4 p.m.
Dines,Hightiy-Sun.-Thers. p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. on4I Sat.5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440S. 12th Wormy

for only
C.

S4s.m5 Coots.
Across from Hot%odium

l'Afil 10

THE. MURK AI.ky..LEDGER & TIMES.Saturday. February 26.1183
Tonight
•(1)
- Family Feud
(3)- Tic Tac Dough
- NBA BaoketbaN
12:00 P.M.
Washington at Atlanta
MOVIE 'Crocl9at Goes
- HBO Magazine
Hawaiian' Cedget on a
- Jeffersons
Hawaiian vacation, finds a •
0 (1; - MacNeil Lehhaf
group of lads vying for her
Report
snot tains until het boy
friend snivel, James Diffirfl
0 21 - Ccwnmont on
Michael Caftan Deborah Wal
Kentucky
tey 1961
- si-ri•s•H
1 :00 P.M.
7:00P.M.
e MOVIE The Shootist' • Ct - Benson
A dying gunman seertina• la (6)•it - Dukes of
peace, rnhis final days is
Hazaard Bo and krAii beIttottlitiNd
by
John
ftv•Is
Lome bog brothers to an un

FRIDAY
314183
5:00 A.M.
5 - Hour Magarrne
Gary cokins and Pat Mitchell

o

talk with consumer advocate
()ivid
With

VVayfie

t akar ELKO Ron

derpriveleged teen ages' 160

Howard

1976 Rated Pfi

min )

6:30 A.M

ABC

419

MOVIE

'Marto

Jr Marto sets out for

Polo,
air',

ado where he rescue* Pre,
miss Shindig Moue, li•
Y4444,
11tItity brocyhecy
liutiby

0 MOVIE
'

Hy11014

fulfill

a

Afillt4(1

'The Shoobst•

8:00 A.M.

0 21

'A

Very

8.30 A.M.
HBO Merjazine
ell Spiderman
9:00A.M.
4 Phil Donahue Donahue
I o.dttite.% ‘11 (*bat'. of thr
SufrOuttlittiti

NC AA s net& rule
I a
.$11)leto.s to

is

the

tiftlUsl

ni

tfttfliftlutli

Mattleell (1 Sulhvaii

1957

2:30P.M
New Shop*.

in

Education

fattier asks

taveyer to pursue has spats
Ter daughter Roi k Hudson
t e•lie Caron Charles Royer
1965

Till T' An

Ati/011a faltChet battles three
killers who hold up a stage
Ric hard
R•ridoipti Sr ott
E14)01.4.

MOVIE
-0
...`ipecial Favor A

The

MOVIE

A (Nail) gunman teek in9
(teat tt di his final days is
Jotat
,rtifert by rivals
.1 y rMt I a,.,..n Hai an Ron
140 1916 FiglIftfl P1t

SOPS

3:00P.M.
- MOVIE 'Marco Poe,.
•
Jr Marco sets Out for Kari
atdu *here he rescues Pre,
t es* ottirvt)
Jvwf To fulfill
hegermrtwy
ul

Bobby

LittifOWNey
Rydriti

Voices
A rnoki

Stang Rated G

0 21 - Sesame Street
. 400P.M.
Mr Rogers'
0 21
Norohborhood
4:30 P.M.
Bewitched
•_ Fipple Rock Visit the
-

Si.Of A 00 t. 011fttpit efilf ante A it
*MS
-

•

Hood

gangsters

Good

Hdterl (>

IA HI Dennis Weaver

`0.6041

•

Tracy (Tracy' Scoggins, I)
and Dancer (Robert Thaler)
are former gang leaders
turned undercover police
who make contact with the
sister (Kelly Palzis) of a suspect on The Renegades,"
airing Friday, March 4 on

woman

Horowitz - a
multopie

o

o

Rich Intl.'s Robin
The

roaster

InICKOS

110rUM brings the Sherwood

Forest characters to We
0(1)- Phil Donahue Dona
hue discusses roconstrui nye
breast surgery
10:00 A.M.
MOVIE 'Challenge To
S. Free' After killing • ran

world of Flag*. Rock

under

neath the basement of an et_
centric inventor

021 - Electric Company
5:00 P.M.
0- Carol Burned
- Video Jukebox
- 32-1. Contact

ger •trapper flees across the
Arctic pursued by a team of
it
and riflemen Mike
Christy. Jimmy
Mazurki
kin. 1975 Retied G
- MOVIE 'Calamity
Jane' The roughest. tough
eel gal of the wild west finally
wins the man she loves
Doris Day, Howard Keel. Phi
lop Carey 1953

•

11:30 A.M.
up - MOVIE: 'Swamp
Thing' A half man. hell yew
tahon monster rises horn the
murky waters of a Southern
swamp Louis Jourdan, Ad
twine Barbeau Rated PG

_

MOVIE 'Guest for
Fire' The people of the Ulam
!robe have teemed the value
of•fire, but not how to make
one Ron Perlman, Rae Dawn
Chong E verso McColl 1982
Rated R

- Too Young to Die
0rE) 21 -Washington
W_esk/Review our (like is

•

pined by top Washington
analyzing the
week s news

journalists

- Stersky and Hutch
di - u s Alpine Skiing
Championships Coverage of
the men s slalom and men s
giant slalom is presented
from Copper Mountain, CO
160 min .1

7:30P.M.
- - At Ease
•(2) (3)
(PREMIERE) Sgt Valentine
and PE C Tony Bakst try to
cook up a get rich scheme
(1)
el)- Wall Street
•

Week Lours Rukeyser analyzes the 80s with a weekly

•

I Closed Ceptionedi

5:30P.M.
0- Bob Newhart Show
- Boy Meets GM Bey
Crystal hosts this look at the'
singles scene
0 211 - Tony Ilrown's
Journal 'Reagan Civil Rights
6:00 P.M.
CU CE (4)0
(IJOCV
Sows
- IP/Inners
(j)- smans.• &Moil
tit - Mackleil-Lefirer
Report
all - Cherlie's Angels
Nowa
B:30P.M.
•(I) - Entertainment

-

up

•
(6 - cos

review of economic and in
vestment MIMICS

8:00 P.M.
- Romped*.
(PREMIERE)
•a)
•
(ts - Dams Bobby
discovers evidence proving
that J R as illegally shipping
oil to an embargoed country
(50 nen )
- Knight Rider Mr
(1)
chalet returns to hrs hometown only to get caught up in
a mo(.ey-laundering scheme
180 min)
Novo Asbestos A
Lethal Legacy ' The current
controversy over who is refportatiie for Ma tragic use of
asbestos is presented 00
min)!Closed Captioned)
- March 4. 1933
- MOVIE. 'Elsimor and
Fronlidn' Pert 2
- Friday Night Booing
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from
Tamps, FL (2 hrs)
•CI)(3)

•(J)-

•

•

lett ielertilt ere

SOS Dupes SP%

3istlasid lituffe
ito puke so

St

NON MIMI

11:45 P.M.

11011.01ISAY CV 0071

Steelie't Tee S.teselvies Mere Isseefill Plemsey
Cestemen Del
Nee Belled fisteseste ler AI
Veer 1es lesurssee Sees*
mxulietv
COMPVIIMMOics

MIN

reolieka SV011111a
PeetIONAL aillaffiets
LIVIOV leaVea•SlAti. Out
MI SAMOA

COI*41INCr 'most slums.*I

70018
oar wiew.aro map asisons es taresst a is es Alm
taassall bet op as NOW sessimut Li

L.

la as sae

(Stations noon* rho right
to maks iaol•martuttit &tangos 1

pkyres a computer dating sec
vice tor geniuses 160 mon I

o

-

•

4) 0 (I) - POWerS of
Matthew Star Matthew ei

- TIIS Evening News
•
9:00P.M.

•aD - audio 2 lies
ODOM-'dean Crest
•
ap•
- Tien of the Geld
Maidrry.linnasas Ksp hellas
Jake And a kidnapped bride
(130 nun)
(j)•ar) - Remington
Elteele Rerninomon and Laura
ere hired to protect • teievi
won news team 180 nen )
•- Rich Uttle's Robin
Heed The master 'mores
Sloe* brew the Sherwood
Forest ohereWers to Ni
•alp - Isesepriee 'Hong

Dr

Kong

Up

Hong

Kong entrepreneur S T King
and his popular clotg corn
pany Wearbest is examined
(Closed Captionedj

9:30P.M.
0 (I) - Profiles in
American Art (Closed Cap
tionedI

- Inside Business
9:45 P.M.
Man From Atlanta
Ted Turner
10:00P.M.
In CU
•CID(
11) GU0
CD
•
• - News
MOVIE:'Nighthawks'
A New York City cop is pined
*genet • European terrorist
looking lot putecny through
bloodshed Sylvester,.Stallone. Billy De* waiam,Autos( Hauer 1981 Rated R
0 a)0 21) - Business
Report
Bonny Hill Show
10:30P.M.
gp cp - Tonight
Show
- Rocktord Nes
CID - Barney Miler
- MOVIE:'Muck and die
Ifiteashee A trad guide who
protects former Awes seek ing to homestead is confronted by a con men Sidney
Poe*.Harry Beisionte. Ruby
Dee 1972
• - Throe's Company
Odd
Late N/elit
• This eye talk show features
newsworthy gnosis from at.
aund the worlds of politics.
entertainment. business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers wound the
country
0 Off
of hillisight
•ea
Splsis
- NOVI& VINIs
0
wow A um purses le IWO
prisoner In a MOO waft lict
Hopluns. Dionne KO. Pete
D'Arbenves. 1881.
-

•-

•
-

•

- 161•A•S•H
- Eflio Off
—0—MOVWL-The-Crowii.ag—
Hand' A college student
finds the dismembered hand
of an astronaut on a beach '
Peter Brack. Kent Taylor, Rod
Lauren 1963
11:45P.M.
- George Jones: With •
Little From His Friends
Tammy Wynette, Waylcin
•

•

country music get-together
12:00A.M.
(ID - Last Word
•
• Nighdlne
12:30A.M.
CF -Wrestling
- Last Word
(te - News/Sign Off
•
12:45 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Happy
Birthday. Wanda Juno' An
explorer returns home from
Africa after swan years and
finds his wee reedy to marry
•doctor Rod Sieger.Susannah York, George Grizzard
1971
1:00A.M.
gp a)- At The Movies
•

-

•

c4)5cJ-NSCN.we

- &Ad

&mit

•
• •
go au - MOVIE: 'The
Creeping Flesh' Two SCiefl
list brothers come in conflict
when one finds the skeletal
remains of a prehistoric man
Christopher Lee. Peter Cush
ing Louis Halbran 1972
4:15 A.M.
- Rich Little's Ro:1
Hood The master ensues
sorest brings the Sherwood
forest characters to lee
4:30 A.M.
•
CI)- MOVIE:'A Manor
of Lite and Medi' A dedicated nurse treats the terminally al with honesty and
respect. helping them to take
control over what is left of
their lives Linde Leven. Salome Jens and Gel Strickland
Winners
•

Jennings and other country
stars pin George for this

Ovanaglit
0-MOVIE: The IlhoodoW
A dying gunman seeking
peace in he final days is
hounded by rivals John
Wayne, Lauren Baca. Ron
Howard 1978 Rioted PG
1:30A.M.
• - Piladamo's Plano
(I)(1)- Nowa
0 - Nowsillign Off
2:00 A.M.
is cm sap- sip Off
OD - Three Mmes.
(3)- Nomemis Thsalor
2:30A.M.
• - News
ON
ap - CNN Neediese News
- MOVIE 1)11114 Nu
•
Nis' The people of die Men
11:00P.M.
Vibe hive Warned the yaks*
of *Pew but not how to rnske
GD- fierriey Mew
one Ron Perknan Rae Dawn
Chong Everett McGill 1982
11:30P.M.
Rated R
(i)- faulallna
•
2:45A.M.
•aD - MOVIE To So
Aeriewseed
MOVIE:'111endle's RIg
- Last Ward
Mentent" Dogwood smears
ply an an raw seamier who
a)
•
a)- Law Palm ww•
turns out to be he new boss
Daft Lafannan
-

Singleton. Arthur
Lake, Hans Conresd 1947

Penny

•

Library
bookmobile
schedule
Feb.a
Sleepy Hollow Nursery
9-19
llamas 11:39-12
!Unglues 12:314
Videadas,Miry 3-3
Jabs Beatty 3-3:39
Illereb 1
Zest glognadary 9:32
1:31Bans& bwy
2:311
nompsess, Bailey
Read 3:364:311
Mardi!
Theban Brains 11:31
11:33
Lyme Greve 11:39-12:30
Madre)
,HWY 1211:39-2
Crania l-2
Gtoilee3-3:42
Mardi 3
/1111 10:39-11:39
Black's N121 11:3912:30
Bassani 1:39-2:30
Raker 3:39-3
Patten-Pesuty Rd 3-4

•

•
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PAGE II

SOAPSCOOP
By !Nancy M. Beichardi
ducer of
Another World pprSearch for Tomorrow has
AW is one in a long, long list
replaced executive -producer of soap productions for
Fred Bartholomew with Potter who has been at thi
As
EMM y and Golden Globe-win helm of The Doctors
How torung producer director writ- the. World Turns,
er. Joanna Lee Ms Lee has Survive
a
Marrlag.penned the television movies
Brighter Day
and the
.'llatx.;. I Want. to .Keep My prime-time serial Our Pri
Baby" and :Children of vale World
Potter reports
Divoree. as well as a special 'he will be waking on new
two-hour Thanksgiving ern- nighttime TV awl film prof.
- sode of -The Waltons Bar- ects now that., his long-time
tholomew has joined Compton •tint with "AW has ended
Changes in soap opera castAdvertising Inc. as a televiing include the axing of David
sion program executive
Over at 'Guiding Light.: Casary as Steven Frame on
former 'Texas producer Gail
Another World tthe (-twat.
Kobe. has stepped into the ter died in a car crash)
executive producer spot Patrick - James Clarke has
k
Dined Canary
vacated bv Allen M Potter been dropped as Pat liven on for Malcolm Groomr who
DEPARTING
DOCTORS
Ilarek•ye
(Alan Alda.1 tor ), BJ (Mike Farrell) and Col
who moved to executlye proRyan s Hope" to make way originated the role of Pat
Potter (Harry Morgan) prepare to break up the 4077th and head hom• a• the war
Maria Adams ifielle on
ends on the final two and a half hour episode of M•A•S'H airing Monday Feb
-Secret Stortn:i brief
26 on CBS
stibbed for Carolyn Jones aS
Myrna Clegg on 'Capitol
when Miss Jones (WM' duwfl
2 3 4
4
with bronchial pneumonia
Barbara Crampton ISand'.
10
Horton). Scott Palmer 'Joshua
1:10.T.N1 .6 1•14111B ...Is' in
tic
Fallon, and Jests Bruce Seen D'. IJAnLIwis
3
ne "rid
I
111)1.1.VW0111)
long f tinning
The%
;Jessica - Fallon) "disa-p
'.1111 to,'. set Irs bull h.. i.. 1.1
peared- without explanation told me I was old at 28 It was
after one- season
mnrirti In limbo is the role of Wads' devastating fir ine
Mani
Liter
h.•
..!
narn says bitterly recalling
King played by Lame Caudell
I0e. I .11114.1. iii '.5 liii
11111, er
-the day his professional foot
•• •
Wiest
tW .4 VA.. 10.111
hall career r'rfl Iii an end
.111p4'.0stir .•
How would you like to he
I IA is
his' 11.171."111
IkIlled .11
told you re too old
over the
111.4111.:Its %RITE
1147s
but
h.•-%
lilt
I
hill at that age
,A ,,i11,1 .041, is,' .0111 I 1.4.4.1B1.*
Nhateyer happened to that
Now he s an actor doing
I • KUI11.41
gorgeous doctor Jeff Webber well as part of the ensemble
..i1.- go.
scf
%LB IB.111.. N.
on -General hospital''" Is it cest in NBC s lull Street
ur.timg
"id And finisheil
vs
true he's now ea a nighttime Blues
I can "be an actor
se,"oil in the Ileisman 1 tophi.
Mariner° 5.1!,.
series' K M ,•lareton. \J
until I die
y "ling iii 19.:t %hill. it
Anderson
is
Richard
lk•an
confidentls
44
is( intl
Is 12 V...61. 014
starring on the new series
After five -years in the NFL
114
.sl is 101
.111.1 I igoir r.
Seven 'Brides for Seven i with Minnesota Sew York
best role,
I limy tor roe
Brothers In the GH stors Jets and Seattle, his best sal
for Jubit,. and ectresves don t
line Jeff left town to accept a ary was $26.000 He was a
FA Mannar°
If
ohne for most of them until
Job in Arizona where he met a workhorse running back whir eti billowing Ito its.s season
4th
new woman and got married
did not command the Astro
You read articles about guys they arc in their AIN
ACROSS
I like the brother/sealer due nornical salary of the super who made the big dollars in he atrial es It happened that
1,6 Shown, plays Chache 32 Tune in
ral Gera Davies sad Wood? stars Now I make more in the NFL who are broke now ' way for I lint Eastwood
10 Actress Janet—
• 34 He's Ray on Hill Street
Burt
King on -Days el Our hoes. residuals drum replavs uJ be observes The guyw who Charles Hr 00.00
11 —Hoes
Blues
inn Look at
mid stare they look se mach pest and present series, than I made only between $30 40 000 Reynolds AI
13 This--House
35 —Mir Bit Du Schoen
alike l'un wandering if they're made in my best year in the are OK they learned to live liudley Moore. He sin lus late
14 Played Jock on Datum 38 Lugo or pung
related ia real Me - P J, NVI, he says
within their means while lOs
Prelim
with
phony
04
40
16 A—Kind of Faintly
He says because he wasn I a playing
DeRidder. LA.
goritcs
17 Plays Ante—mit
Lane Caudell and Anne high salaried jock it was east
'Hollywood exploited the
41 Monte—Show
19 High fashion gowns
There
Marie Martin are not related er for him to cope with the super athletes.
K111: OR 1s151
Mariner°
43 —and She
19 Charlie $ Lady
off screen
new life after his cereer end continued
Hollywood tried was a soling lady on "CHIP."
44 —carte
20 Miss Cannon
to make those guys do things awhile back named Kyle
46 Mr Flynn
23 —King Cole
as actors they weren I ready Richards in the credits Rut
47 Bikini upper
24 The Love —
the 11 listings said it was
for
I waint a Superstar
26 Mrtor city problem
48 Rote for Demond
Kim Richards (*Amin) and
first
role
My
wasn't
exploited
Wilson
26 Dams on Taxi
was six lines in an episode of the Professor") 11as there an
29 NV Gorshwin
SO Played Chicken George
•Kischied'
a short.lived error" Are there actually two
30 Before
52 Role for Robert Wagner
of them'
seriesi
police
NW'
Samantha—
Myerson
53
31 Miss
The listings were wrong
Mariner() continued study'
11.1 TUE
LETTERS 11..1
mg acting which he had You saw Kyle who is Kirn
DOWN
THE
begun the previous veer Ile younger sister
Struthers and Folds
36 Misdo
37 — —Lucy
2 MissCharisso
Jones or Butler
3 Running
at Pm4 Doltront Strokes star
S Amtrak ono!
42 Mr Cassini
6 Rots for WW1 Book' 45 I— — Camera
kV Guirtnoss'Instfro 47 Played Maude
49 Truth—Consequences
6 JanisSi Mr Claviers sign off
9 — —Of a Tim,
Itial17611, 77) er414#4t1
10 60110—
SOLUTION
I 1 TrompoSor Al
cdak.,'"
1
12 LONNUIDIMMIN
NOW la AREM6E
'I
Cita.
41'r t"
IS voice 01 AnI•OC4OD
kkrit' IC* '
FILLED ,
14
21 IT.
0-•
.•.0
5PE14 THE AIM GF A
r- ;
.34 Mr Kaitelf
." .r
•kill'.
Or Taunt
29
I MOM Mfge‘f:

TELE-PUZZLE

TUBE TALK

111111/1111911

Thy

WoRo•LINK!

FILL

MISSING
TV WORDS" BELOW.

ALIA Mil [FL WILL
MIfJDY 13_Ai
Ni
4v
ME IKE T5, z.w.114.
61*

n

cerrees Ibu

n ftions.•4

• al

r

PN.cr.:111

25
27 1.03:11=011711111111111
31 B6111 ler Louise Ilsonars

33 MscNoll.-1114po14
34 —People 36 WestOn

.

i-

40.1°

Electrolysis

Permonont Hoir Removal

For Frog? Consultation

Contoct Patricia Mullins, R,E.

753-8856

II
0.
(
4 41

sr. t-.1.r•Air. NI•
-irtrznr. (.
'21k-it]
•:iv.,
1191;•1...:-:

I I. 1.T1•1.-F-FT- Arn.

1

4

SAM Cam Praetor
United F•slurs
1

Wiest& Inc

rrs..

• •• v.•-•!•••• • • •

.
rr r •
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SATURDAY
-

3/5/83
is

5:00 A.M
Movor cent d
2

o

TBS Morning News

530 A M
11)

MOVIE 'Nobody's
Pertekr Throe friends seek

Li,mponsatiori tor • car i r,
dent Gabe Kiplari Robert
t( bin 1981 Rated IN,
6:00A.M.
••2: Heafth Fmk!
- Morning, on 5
.3, - Laurel & Hardy
0•Between the 1/0••
4 - Sign On
•t2 - Perspective

6:15A.M.
•

4 - Agricufture U S A

6:30A.M.
up 2

Children's Gospel

Hour

3

Deputy Diewg
- Vegetable Soup
A - Farm Digest
12 - US Fenn Report

o
is

Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley/
Font Hour

ai a)

0 12 - Sues
sunny/Reed Runner 5how-

Super Heroes

7:30A.M.
13)
- Pac Man/
Little Rascals/Roches Rith
3) 0
fit Pandemonium
- MOVIE 'Son of Ali
Baba A caliph uses a pm

Loss in • plot to seize th. Ah
Baba s wealth Tony Curtis
Piper Laurie Susan Cabot
1952
(71)
Shirt Tales
up - Spidorman
8:00 A.M.
.110(tz - %%albeit, 11

-

'4,0(3; - &nods
0(I) - Sid Gun Her0411
•- Jterwhy Houston
8:30A.M.
• .11.) 0
- Bugs
Bunny/Rood Runner Show
• Lon• Ranger

- Weather

•-N.".

7:00A.M.
Super
ID .2 (3 ID
Friends
0 5 0 12 - Posey./
Olive Comedy Show
Romper Room
4 0 .3. - F Muttons,
Funnies
• MOVIE 'Unto Pito'
Maureen Connolly becomes
the first woman to win 'he
Grand Siam of tennis Glynnis
0 Connor. Michael learned.
Anne Bailer 1976

Teacher's pet

•

10:30A.M.
Lynn Redgrave plays Diana
Swanson. a school guidance
counselor and Norman Fell
plays Ben Cooper. the school

- MOVIE 'Chariots of
Fire' Two clisssmolar runners

•

compete on the 1924 Otym
ptcs Ian Chafteson Ben
Cross Denoes Chrtstopher
1982 Rated PG
ar": interaction

principal

in

"Teachers

Only.
airing
March 5 on NBC

1 1:00 A.M.
(I) it) S - ABC
Weekend Special
rI2 - Gilligan's
Planet
(4)0 cu) - The Jotsons
0
American
Government
31, - American Gov't

Saturday.

(Stations resierve r Vett
10 mar•saaurrwsur.aldingel• I

Li) a

&SNIP/

- Wrestling
11:30A.m.
▪ (t) au - American

•

9:00A.M.
0 (1) (I)
- Sconbv.
Scrappy Doo/ Puppy How
MOVIE 'Little Sig
Man' A 121 year old man
renwissces about his Me as a
young pioneer Dustin Hoff
man Faye Dunaway Merlin
Balsam 1970
CD (I)- way In the World
- Daniel Boone
-

6:45A.M

(4.)
(1)- Incredible Hulk
and Spidennan
up cu) - OED Course
02t; - Interaction
- Wild. Wild West

9:30 A.M.
0(I)S 12 - The Dukes
(4)
(11) - Gary Coleman
Show

-

Rod Skefton's More
Funny Faces Marcel Mar
ceau loins Red for some
mime routines

•

10:00A.M.
up (2) (3)0 - Most &

Bandstand

•Cf)0

- New Fat

Albert Show
(4) - Don DeVoe

Southeastern Conference
Wild Card Game
(u) - NCAA BasketbaN:
•

(4)- Flash Gordon

•

-

American

(I)
Government
121, - American Gov't

Teams to be Announced
18
- America: Second
Century
fal - Ever/Amt.,'•

Duane**
•

Survey

-

Wake

12:00P.M.
- swickstir

•ur)

5-MOVIE''Behokl a Pale
Norse' After the Spanish
Cord War, two enemies con
time to oppose each other
until the final showdown
Anthony
Gregory
Peck.
Quinn. Ornar Shenf 1964
CI) - NCAA Basketball:

NCAA Basketball
Forest at North

Carotins St
12:30P.M.
OP(2)- MOVIE:'Callow' A
Texas marshal is sent to ar
rest his former wartime friend
who is now a cattle rustler
Yid 8rynnee. Richard Crenna
1971

•1:0

0,1 1 - Childran's
Film halve'

(1) - Big

10 Basketball
Previesv
- HBO Rock: Fleetwood
Mac In Concert Captured
live at the LA Forum, this
group performs old and new
h.ls
- Nogan's Heroes
0(I) - America. Second
Century
0 2j) - Everybody's
Business

•

1:00P.M.
0CL -Outdoors
- Road to Loe Angekes
5-News

nap_ Focus on Society

- Understanding
Human Bakes.
0(II- Star Trek
1:30P.M.

•

Solid Gold PAusical
Countdown

Hey, Cablevision
Viewer!
Are You Watching...

•-

MOVIE: 'The Greet

Mult1I4/1 Cathie' The moppets act MI•trio of reporters
trying to solve a mass "we'
then Charles Grodin. Diana
Rigg. Jack Warden. Rawl G

- Public Altars
• - Foals an Sookoly
- Undemanding
0
/lumen Behar.
2:00P.M.
CIO - SIN Canoe Outdoors
GD - NCAA Sealeadsoll:
Southeast
Cesderestat
Wild Card Oaths
Besitetbell:
0
Tams to be Anasuneed
- Swaim*
•
al CL - Understanding
Human Behar.
NCAA Seskelbell:
•North Candles at 0411141
- Moak Adirevw
III
moms in American History
•

Shoot The Moon
to

The critically acclaimed hit of the
breakup of an American family stars
Diane Keaton and Albert Finney.

•
•
aftek

I

Chariots of Fire

de

to

The award-winning, highly acclaimed film exploring the meaning of friendship and winning.

•

2:30P.M.

au - Carter Country
•
(I)

S - Pro Bowlers TOOT
Coverage of the S110.000
Cleveland Open * Pre•ontod
from Sucker. Lanes. Cleve
Wiwi ON MO- ran ).
- MOVIE: Trask of the
Cat' Two brothers in in.
19th century California set
out to capture a rnounusin bon
that Pies been destroying
their cattle Robert Mn.
Tab Hunter. Teresa Wright

•

'CABLE •
VISION
MUMMY

Coil 753-5005

)
31

•CL

-

Undemanding
Human Wow
• - Meldag It Came
300P.M.
Need as LA.

•

-

of

GED Series

5J2 - Ron Shumate
Show

3:30P.M.
•(1)- Monsters

- mow: -UM*

•

scu-

•

0 CL -Mac
Decorative Ptng

FAci"
Maureen Connolly becomes
the first women to won the
Grand Slam of tennis Glynnis
O'Connor. Micheal Learned
Anne Baiter 1978

•

•aD - Lap Gulling

• - GEO Series
- CBS Sports
Saturday Today's program
Mauro* World Cup Skiing
MO net.)
4:00P.m.
VAde World
of Sports
CampbeN
Show
OD
a)- Honda Inventory
Closeic Coverage of the

ammo-

•up -

semi-final rounctis presented
from Lauded. FL 00 min

▪ ap -

This Old Newts
[Closed Captioned)
- Feedval 113
Preview
Dance Fever

-

4:30P.M.
CI)- Gunsendup
0- Motorweek Illustrated
- Magic of 00
Palming
Marx Wethers in a
Nutshell

▪

-

- Austin City MIT**

•

5:00P.M.

5- World Chempionehip
liVreeding
(4) - That Nashville Music
(i) - FA0nmOs
- Portfolio
110 - Sung Fu
• CID - News
5:30P.M.
USFL Football
KNIBINIMs
- Hee How
al
(1)- At The Mesas
(1)
(I)News
- Reiland Moth,
Tarry brown's
Jamie' Aswan Cord Rights
O all- CU News
8:00P.M.•
Nays
CL - Maisteele• WM
Lawmen** Welk
MOO Seek: Weetweed
Mac in Cowart Capered

(2)

-

ecucuscoso-
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SATURDAYcomr.
13 a:* - Hoe Haw
0 CID - Bobby Jones'
World
C) - NCAA Basketball:
Sunbelt Conference Semifinals
6:30 P.M.
•cL-AnnHoitat Large
61 al) - Noon
(I)- Paint to Point

aim -Accent

al (I) - Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
7:00 P.M.
uu cu
- T.J. Hooker
•
•GE)
Wizards and
Warriors Prince Erik is forced
to postpone his wedding to
fight off an assault by evil
Pnnca Dirk Blackpool 180
mm)
- NCAA Basketball.
Houston at Baylor
GO al
rent
Strokes Mr Drummond buys
Arnold a good luck charm to
end Arnold's streak of bed
luck [Closed Captioned'
MOVIE: 'Chariots of
Fins' Two dissimilar runners
compete in the 1924 Olyrn
pica tan Cherieson. Ben
Cross. Dennis Christopher
1982 Rated PG
SOD - Austin City Limits
'Michael PAurphey/Gary P
Hum ' Musicians Michael
Murphey and Gary P Nunn
present thew own special
brand of frOUSbC (60 min)
•21)- Pearl and Friends
at Center Stage
- NCAA Beekotball
Syracuse at Connecticut
7:30 P.M.
(3)0(1)- Silver Spoons A
man from Kate. pest drops
in on the Stratton household
9:00P.M.
III a)
Love Soot
Vicki makes•decision about
a pd-using teenager. Gopher's uncle NON for
employee and • sportsman
meets an athletic women
050 min [Closed Captioned(
- MOVIE.
CI)
'Jazz Singer A New Yort
cantor sings his way from
synagogue
to
stardom.
straining family (relations
nond
along the way Ned
Laurence Obwer, Luca A;nits 1900

•021-

o

•-

•

cue-

•

• up -Atente'sittelete
Marne gets a ob se recaptoned
Wasn't That A
lima The Weevers
8:30P.M.

•cE -

Dana's es-husband uses her
apartment to pal off•rental
sown
- Kingseen Trio &
Friends: Reteden
9:00P.M.
Fantasy
CP
Islind An author wants io
Ind the perfect child and the
fiancee of a missing doctor
discovers he's under • voo
doo sgell 00 non)
- roe 1Nesherld Nears
la)0 CP - La«
Premised Land Mee Jensen
reports on the labor movement in America 00 met)
- mow: 'Sheet the
Moen' A fernily goes dvough
trYln0 Pena& of esperseen
and change. Albert Finney.
Diane Keeton. Karen Also
9:30P.M.
• CID - Torahs. In

• a)•-

•

•

Concert: Pete S•ogor and
Arlo Guthrie
- NCAA Basketball
Utah at Brigham Young
10:00 P.M.
1111(2)CU CC0CIL - News
Tushi
- ABC News
021) - Austin City Limits
'Michael Murphey/Gary P
Nunn
Musicians Michael
MurpNry and Gary P Plum
present their own special
brand of music (60 nun )
•- MOVIE:'
a
Murder' A small toyWlattoi
my battles to saiIan Army
lieutenant who is charged
with murder James Stewart,
Ben Gazzata 1959
10:15P.M.
- ABC News
- Wreeding
10:30 P.M.
(1)- NCAA Basketball:
•
Vanderbilt at Mississippi
Ci)
- Nowa
(I) - MOVIE: 'They Wore
Expendebee' The PT boas.
used in fighting the Japanese
in the Pacific during World
War 2. prove their importance Robert Montgomery.
John Wayne, Donna Reed
1945
(1)- Saturday Night Live
(I) - Thst Mashy**
Musk
11:00P.M.
Mane/mks
MOVIE: To Kill a
Mockingbad' Racial pretud
ice via smell southern town
is seen through the eyes of
two youngsters whose lather
defends•black man accused
of assaulting a Mute girt C.
gory Peck. Mary (When+
1962
119 - Net Moamar* The
News This show promises
to be everything the carom
news is not
Austin City Lnets
Encore
- Sion Off
•
tiw - Deno' Feviar
11:15P.M.
MOVIE: Viva Zapata'
The biography of the famous
Mexican leader and of the
people trying to create a de
rnocracy Marlon fkando
Anthony Own'. Jean Peters
11:30P.M.
O MOVIE: 'Unto Mo'
Maureen Connolly becomes
the first *omen to wet the
Grand gem of tennis Glynnn
O'Connor. Midmost Loomed.
Anne Sanwa 1975
- Setunkif Night
Live
CD - art off
- sea of Midnighi
0
Speeds
12:00 A.M.
0OD - seed Gold
(1)- MOVIE 'Action In the
North AtIontic' The story of
the Merchant Maine in action
ageinst Non submarines and
torpedoes Humphrey So
9111. Raymond PAlleatlY. Rah
Gordon 1543
- Pearre/Sigit ON
2:30A.M.
111(1)- Eneedeirwitent This
Week
ap - Three
0
- fieererree Mehl
Uwe
•

o

-

Coburn Godfrey Cambridge
Joan Delaney 1%7

3 04).- Sian Off
1:30 A.M.
ABC News
0 2
0 5 - News

2:00 A.M.

_ MoineCntd

1:45 A.M.
le 2 - News
0 MOVIE
'The
President's Analyst' The
president s analyst is forced
to nee for his life When the
head of a spy agency feels he
knows too much James

01

- Sign OR
alp- HBO Rock Fleetwood
Mac In Concert Captured
five at the l A I orum this
group performs old and.new
-hits
2:15A.M.
▪
MOVIE 'Road to

—SPORTS—
MONDAY
2/28/83
6:30PM
8:00PM

1:00AM
1:00AM

— NHL Hockey. Pittsburgh at Now York
Rangers
NCAA Basketball: Georgia at Vender•
bill
NCAA Basketball: Arizona State at Oro
gm State
— NHL Hockey: Pittsburgh at New York
Rangers
— NCAA Basketball: Arizona State at Orepon State
TUESDAY
3/1/83

7 OOPM 5 — NCAA Basketball Villanova at Syr.
cue*
9-00PM 5 — Pro Ski International Tour
11 OOPM
Professional Boxing
2 00AM 5 — NCAA Basketball: Viiienove at Sy'sC Use

WEDNESDAY
3/2/83

•

alp-

•-

-

7:00PM

— NCAA Ilask•tbell Michigan St. at
Wisconsin
NCAA Basketball: Georgetown at Boa
ton College
9:00PM up- MISL. Soccer. Buffalo at Wichita
1:00AM
NHL Arm Wrestling
3:30A/A
— MIII. S000er Sulfa° at Wichita
•

up_

1,1411
1..I

e

trft a,ijow

#4.4140,1,1‘01
ii)f Ws%

Pi.'

Ralph

•••14,t"leo k

I111.%1

har I
Iget‘i

Nice Peopiii

4 30A M
0 Agriculture U S A

Sochi finals
700PM 0— NCAA Basketball Houston at Baylor
— NCAA Basketball Syrecuse at Connoc
9 30PM S — NCAA Basketball Utah at Brigham
Young
10 15PM5 Wrestling
1030PPA0'2 — NCAA Basketball Vanderbilt at
Messissipor
-

SUNDAY
3/6/83
*I .owitm

— NBA Basketball Philadelphia at
New Jersey
1200PM t:0 I • — NCAA Basketball Memphis
State at Louisville.
12:30PPA CI 2 3 : — USFL Football Timms to bo An
mounded
I OOPIA CD I — Sports America
1•30PIA
5 ag it - NCAA Basketball Mar
watts at DePaul
2:00PM 4)0(L)- Honda Invarery Classic
3 30PM SID aD 111 !It — CBS Sports Sunday
3:46PM (.3)
— Wide World of Sports
4:00PM 5(2)— Professional Tennis Virginia Slims
Finals
f 0 0 — SportsWortd
— NCAA Basketball: Sunbelt Conference
Championship
6:00PM 5— NHL Hockey Edmonton at Boston
11:30PM
— US Alp4no Skiing Championships
1:00AM•
— NHL Hockey Edmonton at Boston

•

•

in—

•

Oast/

THURSDAY
3/3/83
6 30PM 0— NBA Sasketbal. Washington at Atlanta
7 00PM
— piaA IlseketbsH: Kansas City at Detroit
9 30PM 5 — NCAA Basketball Houston at Arkansas

12 00AM0— Pro likr International Tour
100AM ID — NSA Basketball Kansas City at Detroit
3 30AIYI ID — NCAA Seeketbett Houston at ArkanSall

FRIDAY
3/4/83

•

6 30PM 0— NSA Basketbell: Washington at Atlanta
7-00PM el- U.S. Alpine Skiing Championships
SCOPM
Friday Night Dosing
1 2:30AM ' ) — Wrestling

a—

SATURDAY
3/S/113

•

100A.M.
•
CL- Anterlee's Teo Ton

-wankS
ni qt,1

5-

•

e

300 A.M.
'Shoot the
MOVIE•
Moon A family 9UOS thi
toionq periods of sopa:81.0o
and Itlanqe
Albert f inney
Diane Keaton Karen Allen
1982 Rated H

400 A M
•
MOVIE
IS 2
The
Looking Glass Wan A

tscut

S
-

10:00PM

•

Rio' A ,osiole of ono tome toy
,otism 'ails stow alerrhy (rn a
kin tar v liner bound for Rto
Rob flops Elms; Crosby Do
romy tarntjur 194 1.

1100AMS Wreedlite
12:00PM(1) — NCAA Basketball: Southeastern
Conference WIN Card Game
NCAA Seeketbelk Teems to be Annoioneed
NCAA Sealusiline Wake forest at
Neigh C.orellne St.
12:301/M(1)— Nig 10 Seakethell Preview
2:00PM
— NCAA Ileekeabell: Southeast Conferees*, WIMZerd Cisme
NCAA Ileaketbelt Teams to be An.
eserbeed
11pererbeet
NOM Seeks*** North Carolina at
Duke
•
&SOMA CI)
— Pre Seeders Tow
S:SOPM 0
COS Yens Saturday
40010111
11)OD
— Wide World of %Dana
3) (8)— Mode inverriary Clessis
500PM
— Warta Chseapieriship Wrestling
11001111 11— NCAA Ilesitelbelk Swabs" Cseterenes
-

now—
•—

F

February
Color Special
$500

OFF
Coloring 8. Highligliting
:

el

OTUAPIC MAUL
1111111111AT, 7S34141
UNIX mawsswig MINIM 44W" .
Ile Appekilmet
Ilssessigi

1111. MI RIM . by.. IF.IMER & TIMES.Saturday. February 26.

Pki.111

WNW&
aa

316183

5.00 A.M.
Week In Review
Heartland • A
O
tali es fief yourvit
deuyIttet61 ois% the (II air WS,
viokterneks
t'W
ft.(t I OW Conchalj f erten
't.lia Sit ala 198 1 Hated Pt,
CD

MOVIE

5.30 A.M

O

2

Its Your Business
Mornings on 5
e 6
o World Tomorrow

1100-11 0-

•2

6:15A.M.
Eyewitrioss Magazin*
Weather
#

6:45A.M
Farm Digest

7:0()A.M.
2 World T
Jerry Falwell
5
Amazing Grace B

Class
o Cartoon Carnival
4
Community Worship
Rich Little $ Robin
liocxl T Pin ITlintro, .yyttoeu

0

S.10(1111 10011)1 the Stlf•f by()4,41

IF ((test Neat Des hi life
#
Montage
ID Christ Gospel Hour
# CD 21 - Sosarvie
Street

o
•

_

America's

Black

Forum
•iz- Robert Schuller
7:30 A.M.
OD 2. 0 0. - Amazing
Greco
- Day of Discovery

4 - Bobby Jones Gospel
Show
- James Robison
- Old Timis Religion
•
8:0()A.M.
:12 - Jimmy
•(I.)
Sweggert
(1) - It Is Written
•
(3) - James Robison
- Lost In Specs
(A) - At Home With the
Bible
- HBO Magazine
(I) - Young at Heart
•
•

•

•

8:30A.M.
Jimmies Robison
5

o

MOVIE On the Right
Track' A tett year old or
phart• amazing abilities to
pri It winner's at the race track
attract attention from numer
ous lIly officials Gary Cole
maw, Maureen Stapleton
Norman f elf 1981 Rated

•

Cartoons
It Is Written
Accent
#
12 Perspective

3

Sesame Street

'I. Reborn
4 0 - Day of Discovery

0

6:30 A.M.
2 - Face to Face

o
O

8.15 A.M
113 21

0

Here's Lucy

600 A.M.

4

Trinity Tabernacle
Undo/sea World of
Jacques Cousteau
GB Show My People

oi

- Paducah Devotion

- Larry Jones Ministry

9:00 A.M.
e 2, Kenneth Copeland
- Orel Roberts
3 Kingdom livewa
O - Lighter Side
.4:- Silhoustlifs of The City
- Rev David Paul
o I - Mystery The Red
Signal Dermot West sees
the red viral and toneiht he
knows it means danger 160
Min I ILlosed Captioned'

- Ernest Angley
CO ft - Jerry Feiwell
9:15A.M.
- Harmhon Bros
9:30A.M.
, 6, - Two Rivers Hour
'3: - Work' Tomorrow
- MOVIE 'Giant A

•

•

wealthy Texan marries •
strong willed beautiful girt
train Maryland Thee adiust.
monis to Me on thew ranch
we interwoven with mob
lean Elizabeth Taylor Rock
Dean
James
Hudson
McCambrwige
Mercedes
1956
(4) - Nashville Gospel

Show
Herald of Truth
311 - Orel Roberta and You
•21)- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
10:00 A.M.
al - Rex Humberd
CID - en Chili
- Jim Whittington
CC
Religion
•cL Clamped Uwe
Matinee at the
Ilijou 'Winds of the Waste
-

a (I) -

land

Lone Ranger

-

•,12 - Oral Roberts
10:15A.M.
- Electric Company
10:30 A.M.
•2, 4 - Baptist Church
- Face the Nation
▪
' 3; - This Week with David
Brinkley
- Fraggie Rock Visit the

O 21

Keith Jackson (r) will do
the play-by-play and former
pro Lynn Swann will be
expert commentator for the
United States Football
League's first season, beginning Sunday. March 6 on
ABC

•

world of Fraggle Rock under
the basement of an ac.
im!ntriC inventor

'path

o(0)- Christopher Close
up
- Way of Life
The Big
- MOVIE
Noise' A retired manulac

•

(Sterrone reserve the wet
to make met-~lute changes

teams up with a young
man that was cleaned out by
Kibbe,
Guy
rock steers
Warren Hull Marie Wilson
1936
00 12 - Jim Whittington
Religion
tufft1

11:00 A.M.
6 - Newsmakers
4 Virgil Weed's Fishing
- MOVIE 'I Ought To Be
obless
Ni Pictures' A

•

O

5meeriwritnf finds himself re

rediscovering love
and faith Walter Maithau
Ann Margaret Dinah Manoff
1982 Rated PG

kX-lanilV

- First Baptist
(11
Church
CD 21 - Kingston Trio &
Friends Reunion
e 12 - NBA Basketball
Philadelphia at New Jersey
11:30A.M.
- This Week with
e
David Brinkley
- MOVIE 'Fire' A Br,
tish engineer. horribly dish
gored trying to save his wife
and child from • burning
house, vows revenge on Ns
who
mistress.
repotled

stetted the fire Barry Ss*
van, Martha flyer. Sherry
Moreland 1963
(3) - Jerry Falwell

(.4) - Meet The Press
Sneak Previews
Co.hosts Neel Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons present *A
Consumer s Guide to Who,
duna
12:00P.M.
PrCAA
,
. Memphis Stele
at Louisville
•
- afffritiml Waft
In
- Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is 'caned
by top Washington journal
sets analyzing the week's

-

no

still
news

Marquette at

Basketball
DaPaul

- MOVIE 'Heartland" A
widow takes her young
daughter across the prairies
of the American wilderness
Rip Torn, Corichata Ferret
LA* Skala 1981 Rated PG

•

2:00P.M.
MOVIE: 'The Last
Sunset' Three men vie for

-

•

the love of a woman during a
cattle drive from Mexico to
Texas Rock Hudson. Kirk
Douglas Dorothy Melons
1961
MOM- Honda Inververy

Classic Coverage of the fins
round is presented from Lau
dirndl, FL 12 his)
- To Be Announced
•
American
•cri
Oevernewint
• 21) - Everybody's
Matinees
MOVIE: •The Night of
the (frizzly' An ax lawman.
trying his hand at ranching to
make a better Ilfe for his fa
may. finds thet his greatest
enemy is•grizzly bear Ckm
Walker. Martha Hyer. Keenan
Wynn 1966
2:30P.M.
Amencan
Government
3:00P.M.
(1) - America: Second
•
Century
Understanding
Human Ilehev..
3:30P.M.

-

-

•

ap -

World Cup Bobsled Chain
Poorhlhil) 160 mff,

0al.. Focus on Society
21.) - American
Challenge
NCAA Basketball:
Sunbelt Conference Championship
4:30 P.M.
8)- Jacques Cousteau
di - MOVIE:'On the Right
Track' A ten-year-old or-

•

_

phan $ amazing abilities to
pick winners at the race track
attract attention from numer •
ous city officials Gary Coleman, Maureen Stapleton.
Norman Fell 1981 Rated
PG

•(I)- Focus on Society
CID - Weedirnight's
Shop
5:00P.M.
0OD Gi)0 - rem*
- ABC News
a)
- Understanding
0
Human fiehav.
North to the Top of
die World
(12 - CBS News
•
5:30 P.M.
MIMICS - Merle
Ci)- CBS News
- Jack Anderson
Confidential
- Nies People
News
GI) UHL - INN Dona Outdoors
•(1) - Understanding
Monsen Behar.
• - Catkin' Capin

al

021)-

•

•

6111) - MOVIE: 'The Odd •
6:00P.M.
• - Cos own.
GU
Couple' A sloppy man arid.
Believe
Sunrise Today's program
aD(1)
fussy men share an apartfeatures• 10-round CrweerIt Or Net
ment Jack Lernmon, Walter
weight bout between Leon •
kIltenee
Meitheu John Fiedler 1988
Sprits and Carlos DeLeon •
Beet Of World
and World Cup Skiing (90
12:30P.M.
Chortiplemehlp Wrestling
met)
USCL Football
nonfatal Pal,
'
- Rich Utile'. Robin
Teams to be Announced
•
rues takes Jeff to Flonde for
Heed The meson miresthe 1969 hoer launch but
•Search the Scripturee
sorest brings the Sherwood
Week
they end up nieseng Gorman
Forget dierecters to NA
rocket pioneer Weans' von
Lows %krone analyzes the
Crl - Anterior Second
Braun ISO min )
'90s with, weekly review of •
Csittioy
- Sid OW
economic and investment
miners
3:46P.M.
• Q) - Washington
Ilepett
- Fempisi '83 •
vi
!
•Z
Pait
- River elfiaNd
-' Whip Weald of
(1)
•
- Na.ody Dew tairwri
1:00P.M.
glom
Mew
HMO filapoins
4:00P.M.
Flederr.
.p.L
.
with
David
Week
This
•
tie) SerionSen at"Men
• .Vbglais
•i)- Some Anverfee
6:30P.M.
Mimi •
•21) - Animism Clan
Ping* Mak Visit Owl
1,981111
08
(1)
11
,
11
,
Up
Stever
mold el hag.Beek andwTodatee ;warm lesuiroo
wade boannam of an sotits Weald ROM likelleg
1:30P.M.
awns imisstar.
0 - IICAA Chongioastaos and Ow
99 OD

ci)-

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 1 49

Football fever

-

cu
co• -

- Was heat

.1115

O-

-

-

- How to Build •
Knife
7:00P.M.
ID •(2)
Houston

SI CD 0

-

hust
Ares*

Bunker's Piece
•- Piaelivilie Mee
- CHOP. Ponch
0
and Bobby pose as motorcycle gang members to crack a
)
gang of thieves (60
'I Ought To Be
In Pictures' A jobless
screenwriter finds himself reluctantly rediscovering love
and faith Walter Matthew
Ann-Margaret. Dinah Manon
1982 Rated PG
0(I)- Life on Earth *Lords
of-the Air • David Anenborough &ovate* the uses and
advantages of the feather (R)
MO mm)(Closed Captioned(
•21)- Al Onetime* Greet
and Smell
Ernest Anatomy
7:30P.M.
- Wane
CD
•
8:00 P.M.
PAOV1E:
•
liabv sifts? A beautiful
young women becomes involved with her sister's boyfriend Phoebe Cates. Pamela
Bethvood,Efrom ZInthaIlsi .k
1962.
(ID - .1•111orsons
•
QD
Week In Review
(4)
(l) - MOVIE:
'Demos Murder Come' A
young boy shows none of
demonic possession causing
his ferndy to call for a demonologist to aid hen. Kevin Bacon. Joyce Van Patten. Andy 13eiffidi 1992
41(1)5
Mentsiolsee
Theatre- Winston Churchill
The Waderneee Years •
Chianti is ihe pommy person people look to as the
countdown to war kepis
110 Mini Posed'Captioned'
Sleek Pubs

a-MOVIE:

-

up co

-

op-

-

9:30P.M.
al) 311- Ons Moatd
Thno Whams takes e Nip
to improve her own linenciel
etabNy
119 - Mosso Proditadens

900P.M..
0 CD• - TIMMY
Jain. M.D. GontoS mother
Inoltes o ammo= vim to Ian
rponcioos. 00 min.)
TO Woshond Nowa

.5-

P41.1. IS

THE MI RH 41,14y.. I.F.D44.R a 1IMI.Y1."%monist. Februoin 24. 140

—SPECIALS—
MONDAY
2/28/83
8 00AM 0— Rich Little's Robin Hood
9 00AM • — 1480 Rock: Fleetwood Mac In Concert
I 30PM
— Video Jukebox
500PM
— Consumer Reports
5 30PM
— 1400 Rock: Fleetwood Mee In Concert
8 30PM
Freggl• Rock
7 30PM O Cr
M'A'S*F4
4 30AM
— Video Jukebox

_

•

_

•

TUESDAY
3/1/83

4.30PM O
Butch Minds the Baby
7:00PM 0 5
113th Ringling Bros &
Barnum & Bailey Circus
O — Smuggler. Peril
9:00PM O — Even More Unexpurgated Benny Hill
21 - Hunter and the Hunted
4 45AM O — HBO Magazine
-

0 -

o

WEDNESDAY
3/2/83
5 30AM 0 — Coop.
8 30AM 0 — Fragglo Rock
1100AM0— Consumer Reports
3:00PM53)— ABC Afterschool Special
3:30PM l.1)
— ABC Afterschool Special
-!regale Rock
4:00PM 0— College
5:00PM
Consumer Reports
7:00PM
Smuggler. Pert II
8-00PM (4)5(3 — Bob Hope's Road to Hollywood
8.45PM
Not Necessarily The News
9.15PM 0— Rich Little's Robin Hood
4 I5AM 0 — Not Necessarily The News
•

O-

5:30AM
Violent Earth
6:30AM
Butch Minds the Baby
8:30AM•
—1400 Magazine
1:00PM o
Boy Mesita Girl
3:30PM
— Violent Earth

e_
_

•

-

•

•
-

e_

SUNDAYcow
•-

MOVIE. 'Guest for
Fire' The people of the Ulam
tribe have learned the vakze
of afire. but not how to make
one Ron Perlman. Rae Dawn
Chong. Everett McGill 1982
Rated R
American
Playhouse Who Am I This
Time? An actor and a ac
tress in a smell town play fall
in love IR)160 min 'Closed
Captioned'
Flight to Survival
•
Jerry Falwell
10:00P.M.
CI)0CID (3) CC0

oCID

gi)-

1111

-

- Jerry Falwell

•

- ABC News

•

- Joe NM Show
0
- Wrap Around
10:15 P.M.
- ABC News
S- Jim Bekker

•

10:30P.M.
C . Newton
•
Show
al
- Rockford Film
al) - 700 Club
Miler and Co.
Ron ermine Show
ID CID - Son Off
OS-Denny Cnint Show
Jack Van Inv*
•(12 - Norm Stewart
Show
(I)

-

e co-

•-

10:45P.M.
Mob Utde's Aeltin
Hood The master mares
garret bnngs the Sherwood
Forest characters to st•
11:00P.M.
al
&Kurds" Night
Uwe

ap -

at) - op.. up
•
Go _ Fifteenth

Annusd
NAACP knees Awards
MOVIE
The
IstIonhee
- Sign 0
"
S- 700 Club
•ii- MOVIE • 'Teachers
Pet' A city editor becomes
involved with • woman pro
lessor of an &dun night
schooliourneesen class Clark
GmbH. Dons Day. Mamie Van
Doren. Gag Young 1998
11:15P.M.
- An* Clellath
•
11:30P.M.
•alD - Aimesrisen Slink
Achbevement Ainarile
- Us Algthea
Championships

ap

•

-

1 1:45 P.M.
'Heartland' A
widow takes her young
daughter across the prairies
of the American wilderness
Rip Torn. Conchal. Ferrell.
Lika Skala 1981 Rated PG

al- MOVIE

THURSDAY
3/3/83
3:00PM•
— Violent Earth
6:00PM S —1480 Rock Fleetwood MSC In Concert
7:00PM
Smuggler. Part Ill
(4)0AL, — Kids From Fame
—1480 Rock: Floeneirood Mac In Concert
1100PM
3:45AM•
— HI10 Rock Fleetwood Mac In Concert

_
0_

SATURDAY
3 5 83
9 30AM 0 Red Skelton s More funny Feces
11 00AM0 2 3 0 ABC Weeksind Special
12 30PM0 14110 Rock Fleetwood Mac In Concert
2 OOPM
Black Achi•v•misrits in American
History
300PM 0 21 -- 010 Series
3 30PM an 21 - GED Series
600PM
— HBO Rock Fleetwood Mac In Concert
900PM 4 0 3 -- Labor in the Promised Land
1100PM0-- Not Necessarily The News
2 00AM 0— HBO Rock Fleetwood Mac In Concert

co 12 _

SUNDAY
3,6 83

-

12:00 A.M.

FRIDAY
3/4/83

ap - Dir

tione
MOVIE: 'Secret File
Hollywood' A detective in
vestigates a scandal maga
zone to learn the odentity of
the bog boss Robert Clarke
Francine York. John Werbur
ton 1981

4 30PM 0 — Fraggie Rock
500PM 0 — Video Jukebox
5 30PM 0 — Soy Moots 04ft
6 OOPM 0 — Winners
6 30PM 0 HBO Magazine
900PM
Rich Little'S Robin Hood
11 30PM 4 0 3 - late Night with David l•tter
man
11 45PM0 — George Jones With a Little From His
Friends
4 15AM 0 — Rich Little s Robin Hood
4 30AM 0 _ Winners

e_

8:30AM 0 — HBO Magazine
Rich Little's Robin Hood
9-00AM
2:30PM 0 21' — New Shapes in Education

_

_

7 00AM• Rich Little a Robin Hood
800AM S — 1480 Magazin*
10 30AM5— Fraogle Rock
100PM 0— 1480 Magazine
3 30PM 5— Pitch Little's Robin Hood
6 30PM 0— Fraggle Rock
10 45PM0— Rich Little's Robin Hood
11 30PM0 5 - American Black Achievement
Awards

12:15 A.M.
- Sign Off
12:30 A.M.
•(1) - Jack Anderson
Conftdential
(LI- Three Stooges
GID - CNN Hisedline News
(1:1 - Popl Goes the
Country
- News/Sign Off
1:00A.M.
ID CD - AOC News
cgs blows
Nightwetch
lat)
al) - Sign Off
111114.
HockeyEdmonton at Sateen
1:15A.M.
• - Sign OW
- MOVIE:'On the Night
Track' A ten-year-old or
amazing abehes to
pick winners at the race track
attract attention from numerous city officials Gary Coleman. Maureen Stapleton.
Nonnan Fell 1951
2:00 A.M.
MOVIE: The Greet
John L.' The life story of the
greet boxer. John I. Sudven.
Pie nee. and his lea this to elcolsolmins Linde Darnell Gr.
McClure.
gory
Barbara
entton 1941

TimeMachine

ewes-

•

-

j
st

•

d

-

FAMILIAR DUKES — Tom Wopal (I.) and John
Schneider. playing Luke and Bo Duke, become big
brothers lo an underprivileged teen-ager on "The
Dukes of Hastard." wring Friday. March 4 on C00
•

•

-

3:00 A.M.

MOVIE- 'Guest tor
Fire The people of the Ulam
MM. hive learned the vaiu.
ore Are. but not how to mat•
.000..RsnPertaten. Rae Down
Chong. Everett McCdI 1982
.
3:45 A.M.
- Nor People
4:00 A.M.
•- Varied Programs
4:15A.M.
Waft/taw

By Terris Ilyrae•Dudge
Alter a successful film carver arid, solid background in
TV comedy. Ann Sothern became llw voice for "My Mother,

the Car"4195640)

•

Whe starred as Dave Crabtree. the family mas elm
boys a 1298 car that hr believes is the rrierarsetbee el his
mother'
t)What model rar s as "mother" supposed to be'
1) What 19S3 S7 series starred !Unbent as outspoken 4winie
MacNamara'

•

4:30 A.M.

2

SOF TSHR
TACOS

Offer Good All Do,

TJJAINIV

59
No Limit

TACO JOHN'S

..A.F1111J.,h15.10)114Lid„ It
Jatiod Sid I IZ
elIACIlleA War I

•-

•- We Your Stiainese

SOFTSHELL
*/ SUNDAY

753 9697

saturdas. February 2.19IU

1111 stl RKt,k. LI IR

tv commentary
By FRANK BLOIX;F.TT
often said that
it
television refleils contemporary society We've
certainly seen a lot of difference in the world of

Lucy and Ricky and that
of Jack Tripper and his

nmininiates on "Three's
Two new
limited series t that
means they're trying out
for regular slots, on NBC
show us how far we've
come in dealing with Ow
family. They reikeserit.
as the saying- goes, two
sides of the coin.
"Mamma's Family,"
Saturday at 8,. is, of
course. based on the
'family" skit on the old
"Carol Burnett Show."
'The fart that a pilot
movie for a senes about
Eunice didn't go
anywhere ought to tell us
something right away ;
The "comedy" skit as a
Company

thorinighly

distasteful,

harsh and bitter look_ at
life It hasn't improved
much by being turned into a series Momma, who
is well acted by the much
younger Vicki Lawrence.
is still the sarcastic, complaining matriarch of a
miserable family. They
have toned her down a bit
so we can stand her for a
half hour at a time. Betty
White and Ken Barry
reprise their roles as two
of Mamma's children
with a guest appearance
by Carol herself as
F:tuuce
For some reason the
cast is made up almost
entirely of women except
for Barry. who plays
Vint, the gullible weakling son. and Visit's own
son who, along with his
sister, is thoroughly obnoxious. No one in the
show is likeable. All of the
women are confirmed
complainers who are bit-

ter about their lot in life.'
How we are supposed to
care about tftkse people is
beyond me I just want
them to get Out of my Irving room.
The only smart people
are Harvey Korman and

Tim Conway. They chose
to avoid the series all
together I though Korman
introduces each show in
''Masterpiece Theatre"
style as "Alastair
Quince."j
If you like constant
bickering, depressing
situations, cutting problems and a lot of yelling
and screaming by a
bunch of disillusioned
gripers. I suppose "Momma's Family- is your
show.
I, on the other hand:
prefer a program more
like NBC's other new
Saturday night limited
series "Family Tree,"
seen at 9. It's produced by
the folks who brought us
"Family" and you can
see the "family".
resemblence. Veteran TV
actor Frank Converse
and Anne Archer star as
Kevin and Ann, two
divorced people who
marry each other thus
creating a new family
and, of course, new problems.
Don't get the idea that
"Family Tree" is a bland
opposite of "Mamma's
Family." As a matter of
fact the plots have been
upsetting at times.
Kevin's daughter, for instance, comes home with
the news that her husband has been unfaithful
and she's going to leave
him. The house is robbed
causing a lot of anxiety.
And both Kevin and Ann's
older sons feel left out of
the new family and try to
Leave home.
No, "Family Tree-

isn't a throwback to.
"Make Rooft1 for Daddy"
but neither is it the bitter
indictment of life that
"Mamma's Family" is.
The parents and kids con- •
front real life problems
and deal with them in
real, if imperfect, ways.
Sure.There are some pat

answers just before the - there have been interesting stones and conthat's
final fadeout
flicts or we wouldn't have
series television. Then
a drama. But, that's
again, Kevin's daughter
secondary to the way the
didn't solve her problem,
she just agreed to talk to . people react to the situations and to each other.
her husband and try. •
The writing, acting and
"Family Tree" is a prodirecting of "Family
gram about people and
Tree" is excellent While *
their feelings. Of course

ABSOLUTELY LAST WEEK

Trainload

SALE

- t-

25" DIAGONAL
COLOR CONSOLE
AtarAIINK"re

• Color Monitor System adjusts
color picture before you see it
• Automatic Frequency Control
locks in channel settings
without readjustment
• In-line Black Matrix picture
tube
• Performance II solid state
chassis

VIVI COL
SYSTEM

ONLY
COI.011
SYSTUI

11•1101 2111C11da5 Alastasso.
,
anstr,
Sayand
cabort consaue od of
Mon hook lowttoto tawO000d
toads oiled comp:mm..0n board ond
t•Atuklied .430[1 accoms

NSW lailiCaaddisd(dames t notts,,ssod o.
..atort plow

19" DIAGONAL
COLOR TV

13" DIAGONAL
ORTA COLOR® TV

Viyi-Color System tor lockod•in channel
tuning
In-line Black Matrix picture tubs
Automatic Color Control
Pmformance 11 Solid Slate Chassis
Custom Picture Control

vi Color '"Systarn lot locked in channel
fling-AFC Automatic Frequency Control
Lino Black Matrix Picture Tube
Automatic Color Control
C
II % Solid State Chassis

$268

stecnisaaw
-.v.,0...

Mow

$358
HEAVY DUTY
LARGE CAPACITY

:

att
P 4ST - lie
always bee, a big las of
I.eorge Peypard eser liner
-Breakfast at Tillaas 's
Some Peypard questions
What year was that most,
made, Bow old Is be sow'
▪ 'Whew did "Itaaareii- torsi air
sod what was the same of his
other T% series, a medical
slastr"
The 53 vrar,old ai tor made
Breakfast at Tiflans s back
in 1141 Banacek prnmierrd
II
years later as part of
:SW s Wednesdas Msstery
Movie package and ran until
. 1971 The lolloo mg season.
Peppard was back on the net
work in "Ihx-tor s Hospital
sums mg onl) lour months as
a neurosurgeon His partner
ship with !SW seems to be
'pasta; off now with The A
Team
rough and tumbling
it way to the top of the
ratings

it's not an artistic
triumph, I 'find "Family
Tree" absorbing and
even a bit enlightening at
times. I hope enough people agree with me so that
we'll see it in NBC's fall
lineup and not Momma
and her depressing
group.

WASHER
Odd r

airk.

$368
SPACE SAVING 13.9 CU.FT.

REFRIGERATOR
hinny door
ctwast tray

FREE GUIDANCE — Lynn
Illedgrove gets her own
series M which she ploys
Diana Swenson.•school
guidance cementer with
strong Wedge. Wi "Teachifs °oily.- stria. Sahaday evenings on

REMEMBER THIS IS
ABSOLUTELY THE LAST
WEEK FOR
014R ANNUAL
TRAINLOAD SALE.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 EAST MAIN STREET

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753

1 586

Ask about
Direct
Deposit.

For social security checks ....
other government and business
checks . . . come in and arrange
now for direct deposit.

rBank of Murray
im!
T
ILI! "THE FRIENDLY
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itAir ABOVW
24 Pagas of exciting now spring fashion values for
you, your family and your hornet 4 Days to save
before this sale is adimrtiud to the general public.
SHOP SUNDAY, MONDAY,TUESDAY
FEB. 27, 2S & MAR. 1
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Hp.$71
Save on this fully lined classic blazer with
2 front pockets. Navy, red. kelly. black, or
white. Sizes 6-18.
MODERATE SPORTSWEAR

MISSES CHAUS siousis

24.90 neg.$32
DENIM JEANS

19.900..
$34
MODERATE SPORTSWEAR
Supine/went to The Louirolib• Canoe Journal. The Pere Cloy Mile. The
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SRyderS

sportswear fashions
MISSES POLO STYLE
SHIRT

MISSES SHIP 'N SHORE
BLOUSES

9.90

16.90 Reg. 122

Interlock polo style shirt
with banded cuff. White
navy, kelly, red, yellow &
more

Short sleeve silken wonder
blouses in assorted colors
Sizes 8-18
Great Lady sizes 38-44,
reg $24
19.90

MISSES POPLIN
UMBRELLA SKIRT

16.90 Reg. 22.00
Drawstring waist, multicolored piping and buttons
White, royal, khaki, kelly,
red or navy
POPULAR
SPORTSWEAR

GREAT LADY
GABARDINE PANTS

MISSES DEVON
COORDINATES

25°/6 Off
-Reg. 19.00-34.00
Choose from skkrts. pants
blouses and jackets Blue
or sand
POPULAR
SPORTSWEAR

ULTIMA II BEAUTY
SEMINAR
GREEN TREE MALL
CLARKSVILLE

March 8-9-10

12.90 Rig. 15.90

Call today on how to regssfer for
an appointment 283 0711 ext
241 Your 8 50 entry fee is good
towards your Ultima II purchases

Polyester gabardine pants
in assorted colors Sizes
32-40
GREAT LADY Sf:40P

FUGI SILK
BLOUSES

16.90

Reg. 20.00
!Aye now 00 this hand
some blouse in your Chou...
of white, red, royal, pink
green or yellow
Sizes
38-46
GREAT LADY SHOP

GREAT LADY
PULL-ON PANTS

8.90 Reg. 10.90
100% polyester pants Iii
assorted basic and fashion
colors Sizes 32-40
GREAT LADY SHOP

Sr•der%

"Ask About Our
Free Alterations'

MISSES
EMBROIDERED
T-SHIRTS

9.90
Interlock

knit

T-shirts
with embroidered trim on
neck & sleeve Kelly.penk.
white or navy
POPULAR
SPORTSWEAR

•

MISSES DRESS
BLOUSES

9.90 No.. 14.00
Three styles to choose
Stand-up ruffle, bow front
and Peter Pan collar
styles. Pastel shades
POPULAR
SPORTSWEAR

GLORIA
VANDERBILT
DENIM JEANS

29.90
Save now on these popular 5 pocket denim jeans
Sizes 6-16.
BETTER SPORTSWEAR
•
Sizes 3-13
JUNIOR VIEW •

Sale!
DRESS & CASUAL SHOES
R•11. $30-$38

9.99-23.99
The savings are big on this
special group ol shoes by
Connie, Lttestride, 0-West.
Bass & more. Flat sandals.
dress & casual sandals and
dress shoes in the group.
SHOES

MISSES FARAH
SUEDE BLAZER
& MATCHING SKIRT

39.90 Blazer Rog. 70.0019.90 Skirt Reg. 35.00
irity lined Dacrun•-poiyester suede blazer in am her teat lilac mauve berry
and brown Matching dirndl skirt with side pockets
Both sizes 8-18
MODERATE
SPORTSWEAR

NATURALIZER SALE
Reg. 34.00-42.00
Choose from a select group
of dress and casual styles.
Sandals, pumps, flats with
canvas or leather
uppers
'SHOES

MISSES CHAUS
BLOUSES

KORET FRANCISCA
ACTIVE GROUP

MISSES ASTOR I
LINEN BLAZER

24.90 Rig. 832

25% 00

49.90 Reg.$TO

Solid or stripe blouses in
stand collar shirt with roll
tab sleeve 2 front pockets
S-M-L

Reg. $24-$48
Choose from skirts slacks
and knit tops in blue cerise
and jade Sizes 8-18
MODERATE
SPORTSWEAR

Fully lined classic blazer in
navy, kelly, white or red
Sizes 8-18
MODERATE
SPORTSWEAR

MISSES COUNTERPARTS
SLACKS

26.90 Reg. 345.00
Double pleated trousers
and novelty styles to
choose Sizes 8-18
MODERATE
SPORTSWEAR

MISSES ASTOR I
LINEN SKIRT

29.90 Reg. $33

Reg. 20.00-20.00
Long sleeve style blouse
on great selection of
spring pastel colors
MODERATE '
SPORTSWEAR

19.90 Skirt
V-neck tops and elastic
waist skirt Butterflies.
frogs, sailboat, flowers &
more. Red, navy, yellow.
white, & kelly
POPULAR
SPORTSWEAR

Classic dirndl, fully lined
skirt with side pockets
Navy, kelly, white. red
Sizes 8-18
MODERATE
T A AR

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG MISSES FARAH
PLAID SHIRTS
MOVEABLE PANTS

16.90

MISSES MATCHING
APPLIQUE TOPS &
SKIRTS

16.90
Reg. 22.00
Save now on these poly/
gab pants in basic moveable ,style. Navy. black.
. khaki. Sizes 8-13
MODERATE
SPORTSevr..XR

MISSES SPRING
LONDON FOG0
PANTCOATS I COATS

25% Off -7-Reg.
$1111-$140
Now 43.1141-106.00

MISSES SPRING
RAINCOATS

59.90
Oft. VI
Poplin & polyester styles
with fashion details. Sizes
6-18

Page 4

important spring savings
19.90

20% Off

SPECIAL! PURCHASE
NEW SPRING DRESSES

14.90

ENTIRE STOCK MISS ELAINE
SLEEPWEAR

FRESH SPRING DUSTERS
SPECIAL PURCHASE
-

Great time to buy new fashions for youi
spring wardrobe and save! Choose from
poplins and polyester blends in a wide
variety of styles and colors. Sizes 8 to 16
DRESSES

Reg. $25-$45 Now 820438
Choose from matching coats and gowns
in variety of styles and luscious colors
Sizes P-S-M -L
LINGERIE

Reg. 18.00
Save now m these pretty poly cotton
dusters with gripper front raglan sleeves

Buy 2 - save $5

from

assorted

prints

Sizes

S-M -L
LINGERIE

25%
Off
ENTIRE STOCK

MAIDENFORM BRA SALE
Says $5 when you buy any 2 of these
sensational seamless Maidenform bras.
03070 Body Shimmers Contour, white or
beige. 32-36A. B. C. Reg. 11.50 Now 2ler
$1.030119 Body Shimmers Padded Bra in
- white or beige. 32-30 A & B. Reg. $13
Now 2fey$21 WU Pretty Shapely Straplest whit* and beige. 3246 A.8,C. Rog.
$12 Now Ns Slf
FOUNDATIONS

Choose

3070

DIXIE BELLE
PANTIES
Rog. 1.50-1.119

Now 1.10-1.42
3089
-

•

Choose from nylon
and cotton briefs
and hipsters at
a big Savings,
Assorted colors
Sizes 5-10
LINGERIE

4158

4

junior savings

Snyder§
/A\

JR. LINEN
JACKET DRESSES

TROUSER STYLE
CHEENO'S

JR. IZOD
SHIRTS

39.90

14.90

12.90 Reg. $17-18.50

`), Jridress with short
%Ieeve jacket Navy white
red and kelly 5-13
JUNIOR DRESSES

Great price on these popular cheeno's White navy
khaki kelly .3-13
JUNIOR VIEW

Solids & stripes knit collar & cuff S-M-L
JUNIOR VIEW

JR PLAID
BLOUSES

9.90

Ripg. 12.00

ong and short sleeve
styles Bold and pastel
plaids 5-13
.JUNIOR VIEW

COOUI ROMPERS

19.90

[1]
SPRING

FASHION
SHOWS

GLORIA VANDERBILT
TWILL SHORTS

Reg. 24.00-26.00

14.90 Reg. $22

3 styles with snap d-ring
piping detail Navy red.
white & more S-M-L
JUNIOR VIEW

5-pocket styling. Gloria
Vanderbilt • logo Khaki.
navy, red. white 3-13
JUNIOR VIEW

highlighting the many
looks of activewear
Bashford -Sat,Feb 26-3 pm
Green Tree- Sat. Feb 26 - 1 p m
Bowling Green - Sat Feb 26-2 p.m
Paducah - Sat.. Feb. 26 - 2 p.m

SPRING
COAT
SAVINGS
ANDY JOHNS
JR. JACKET

29.90
Nylon jacket with cotton
flannel lining. White, blue.
melon. S-1.4-L.
JR. COATS
JUNIOR KNIT
TOPS

4.90
Novelty styles in popular
knit tops. Screen prints,
stripes. S-M-L.
JUNIOR VIEW

ENTIRE STOCK
JR. SWIM WEAR

HANG TEN
ACTIVEWEAR

ACTIVE SHORT
UT

25% Off

25% Off

6.90

Rog. 119-$38
Now 14.21-27.00
Choose from one and two
oleos styles in a wide
variety of colors
JUNIOR VIEW -

Nog. $13-$31
Now 8.71-23.211
Shorts. pants. solid and
stripes knit tops Sizes
S-M-L
JUNIOR VIEW

20%
Off
9-WEST JENNY
Rog.S40

Roe.$12
Knit tank too with puN-on
shorts In asaortetr.L:Nors.
JUNIOR VIEW

swatCW--1
I.

$32
Mamas punch dookpn
loather upper with peeka-boo Soo Loather wrapped scoop wades host
Wins or taupe.

PArip

for the young set

SRycier
A
"FUN APPLIQUES"
Th wo. fun

pro.sk,o ,1

Are !,)(

rn,C1,

1 50-2.00

GIRLS CHEENO'S

14.90 Rag.$15
Twill pleated pants with
belt. Navy, khaki, raspberry, violet. skipper blue.
Sizes 7-14. Sizes for teens,
Reg. 1900. 11.110
GIRLS OXFORD SHIRTS
8.90 4-6x
9.90 7-14

11.90 Teens
Short sleeve.. oxford cloth
shirts with button-down
collar, tab button cuff
GIRLS

GIRLS JORDACHE
JEANS
18.90 4-6x. reg 23 00
22.90 7-14. reg 27 00

24.90 Teens, reg

2900
Save now on these popular
leans
GIRLS JORDACHE
KNIT SHIRTS

9.90
Rog. 111.00-20.00
Solid and. stripe short
sleeve knit shirts priced to
save Sizes 7-14 and teens
GIRLS

JJ

GIRLS LEVI'S JEANS
10.90 4-6x. reg 12 90
15.907-14, reg 17 90

17.90 teens, reg

19 90
Save now on they popular
ieans

SELECT GROUP GIRLS
120010 SHIRTS

10.90

—

GIRLS
DRESSES
SELECT GROUP

ENTIRE STOCK
INFANTS TODDLERS
DRESSES

15.9017.90

25% Off

Reg. $20424
Select group spring dresses
in assorted styles and
COIOIS Sizes 4-8x, 7-14
GIRLS

Rog, 13.00-44.00
Choose from 1 and 2 pc
styles in assorted prints
and solid colors Sizes
12-24 mos . 2-4T

Rog. 17.00-11.00
Striped short sleeve knit
shirts priced to save Sizes
•
4-6x, 7-14 Teens,
reg 19 00
11.90
GIRLS

•

TODDLER
CASUAL TIME
BLAZERS

INFANTS 11
TODDLERS
BOYS SUITS

21.90

25% Off

Rig.1&I0
Save now on this handsome linen blazer in red.
navy. light blue and more.
SWAB 2-ar-TODDLERS

Reg. 13.00-32.00
3 pc vest
Choose from .
suits. *tons in short and
long pant styles. Assorted
COWS. 12-24 nuit. 2-4T.
INFANTS II TODDLERS

SELECT GROUP
CHILDREN'S
HEALTH-TEX

Off
30%
Reg. 4.00-18.00
Choose from polos,slacks,
Coveralls and more Assorted colors and styles
Sin 12-24 Mos.. 2-41.
4111b girls if-ex. boys 4-7

'GIRLS POPLIN
BUTTON-FRONT SKIRT

11.90

10.90
Rig. 14.00

•
Rog. 14.00
Choose from navy, khakired and white Sizes 7-14

•

-de

GIRLS SPRING BLOUSES

Short sleeve blouses in
assorted plaids and stripes
und. ruffle collar Sizes
7GI

Paw/

b

save up to 50%
20% Off

19.90
IA KT. ADD-A-BEAD

R4P9- 30.00

HANES" TODAYS GIRLS
PANTYHOSE

STARTER SETS
Save now on these popular
Add-A-Bead starter sets
16" chain with 3-4mm beads or
18" chain with 1-7mm bead

Save now on this popular
pantyhose in your favorite
colors
Control Top
Reg 220
1.76
Sheer Support.
Reg 325
2.60
All Sheer,
Reg 165
1.32
Sheer Knee Highs.
Reg 1 65. 2 pr pkg 1.32
HOSIERY

7tarn gold beads,
orig. 6.00 ....2.99
Starling Silver
!Mortar Set
18" chain with 1
7mm bead,
orig. $24
1249
FASHION JEWELRY

AQUA-SHEEN RAINCOATS
Reg. 12.00
Shiny vinyl rain
slickers Linings
in an assortment
of whale, duck.
sailboat and turtle
motifs as well
as solids
ACCESSORIES

GENUINE LEATHER HANDBAGS

14.90

11111111114

Rag. 20.00
Handsome genuine leather handbags in a wide
assortment of styles and
smart spring colors

''
; 1611°1°

/
1
2 Price
MELINI FASHION CHAINS

2.9910 9.99

LEATHER
CLUTCH BAGS

Rag. $11-$20
Choose from rope, cobra, herringbone
chains and more Save now on these
tarnish resistant chains to mix and
match. 7" to 36" sizes.
FASHION JEWELRY

12.90
Rag. 16.00
Save now on these popular
clutch handbags in variety
of spring colors and beige
HANDBAGS

$12

Sale!

SPRING ESPADRILLE SANDAL

14 KT. CUBIC ZIRCONIA

Save now on this popular canvas
pump in your choice of navy, red,
black. white Or sand. Sizes 6-10.
HOSIERY

Save now on this beautiful jewelry
with sparkling stones set in 14 Kt.
gold.
1/4 ct. Earrings.
reg. 39.90
29.99
1/2 ct. Earrings.
reg. 49.99
99.99
1 ct. Earrings.
49.10
reg. 59.90
1/4 ct. Pohdant.
reg. 29.90
19.90
FINE JEWELRY
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save now on boyswear!
BOYS GOLF
JACKETS
Rag. 14.00

FARAH POLYESTER
SEPARATES

CASUAL TIME
LINEN BLAZER

BOYS LINEN
BLAZERS

12.90

25% OFF

25.90 Reg. 829-830

36.90-43.90

19.90

Choose from navy, tan and
light blue Sizes 8-18 (Lt
blue not at Eastland or
Indian Trail)
BOYS

Sport coat and belted dress
slacks Choose from navy.
tan or heather blue. Sizes
8-12 reg & 8-14 slim slacks,
26-30 prep Coats 8-20
Coats Reg $40-$44
Slacks Reg. 17 50-19 50

Fully lined linen blazers in
assorted colors Little boys
4-7 boys 8-14 and girls
7-14

Rag. 141-848

Rim 24 00

BOYS DEE CEE
TWILL SLACKS
Reg. 15.00
Basic twill pants in navy,red,

12.90

kelly, khaki or royal. Sizes
8-16 slim. 8-18 reg.

BOYS VAN HEUSEN
OXFORD SHIRT

9.90 Rag. 12.00

,

iii

'.11 44.•P'..I', 1
' .1.,

FARAH BELTED
DUCK SLACKS

Whit*.

5.90

250/o Off Reg.$18-$21

Hi

Button-down collar, short
sleeve oxford cloth shirts in

Navy. yellow, tan green ur
light blue 8-12 reg 8 14
slim. 28-30 prep

assorted colors Sizes 4-7

Button-down collar shirt in
blue, white, oyster, yellow
and more. Sizes 8-20
BOYS

BUSTER BROWN
SANDALS

ENTIRE STOCK
KANGAROO ACTIVITY SHOES

50% Off

20% Off

Reg. 14.111 Now SAD
Big savings. on Buster Brown
shOes with strappy leather upper.
leather cushioned Insole. Adiustable strap for pertect fit. Infants
and children sizes. 5-12 medium.
SHOES

-A

LITTLE BOYS
OXFORD SHIRTS
Reg. 8.00

Fully lined blazer with
ter vent Navy re t1
Sizes 8-20

BOYS WARM-UP
SUITS

Reg. 25.00 Now 20.00
Save on the shoe with pockets for
keys, money or whatever. Nylon It
suede uppers. padded cofier. Of
hits/grey trim or navy In children's sizes 12-6, mans 7-11 & 12
SHOES

to'.

M
%,1

I
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SIMlers

young and active!
200/Q Off
LEVI'S' ACTIVE COORDINATES
Rog. 14.00-40.00
Save on these handsome pull-on pants
racquet shorts solid and striped shuts and
jackets Poly cottons and polyester cotton
and nylon blends Khaki, red. black •catcus.
biscuit, wedgewood pecan combinations
Sizes S-M -L -Xt
MENS

30°k Off

—1

TENNIS WEAR BY NIKE'

REGISTER to WIN!

Poly.'cotton gabardine twill shorts with contrast piping White. cream, light blue
Reg 19 00
now 12.90
Poly/cotton pullover in mesh with fashion
collar White, cream, light blue. navy
Reg $20
•
now 13.90
Cotton )ersey.contrast stripe, snap pockets
collar White cream navy
Reg 27 00
now 18.90
poly'cotton mesh shirt in royal, navy, green,
scarlet, ivory, white. burgundy S-M-L.:XL
Reg 18 00
now 12.80
MENS

"VItamaster's DMus'
Slendarcycle Exerciser"
You'll get in shape in no time
with this fabulous stationary
cycle
No Purchase Nocoaaary

YOUNG MOWS KW SHIRT

12.90
Rs& $1 •
Saturday's short sleeve knit shirt with
collar placket styling. Multi-color stripes,
pastel bloc* Stripes. S-M-L-XL.
YOUNG NEWS LINEN SLACKS
FROM SALVATION

21.90

I

Plow PM
Belted poly/cotton slacks Sizes 20-36
Blutt. grity, taupe. tan
YOUNG MENS

V

t4).. 1

SRyder

20% off menswear
A

20% Off

SPRING LINEN BLAZER

Reg. US $68

Learn aerobics and physical con
ditioning with

Shapenastics

HAGGAR* DUCKCLOTH SLACKS

Bashford

Choose from khaki, navy, kelly, yellow and
other colors Sizes 32-42

$28 Now

Sat

$16
Reg. $20
Save now on these tapered.
fitted dress shirts in white.
blue or ecru Sizes 14,34
to 17-34

Marty Sinquelkild

MEN'S ARROW DOVER*
SHIRTS
Reg. 21.00
Save now on these long
sleeve classic dress shirts
in white, blue or ecru Sizes

MEN'S COTTON
KNIT TIES

25%-Off 20°k Off 25% Off
Neg.9.00.111.011
ergots. reg.1/11.50
ism 3/LS3 New 7.00-13.20
Athletic Shirts. reg.3111.50 .Tex Tan beftlf In reversible
-styles. Black and brown.
sew
•
Sitie_30-4(1 waist.
T-Eihirts. reg. 3413 -elm Ma. WENS
V-neck shirts, reg. 3413
new MOS
MENS

Neg. 10.00 New 7.110

ChOoso from a wide selection of 10 basic and fashion
colors in thee* popular knit
ties
•
MENS

Mar 5 1 30-2 30

MEN'S AIGNER•
DRESS SHIRTS

20% Off

- 16.80

Short sleeve
reg 18

TEXTAN•
DRESS BELTS

3p m

Tennis Town

21.90

MEN'S ARROWS
BRIGADE SHIRTS

Mar 5 1

Bowling Green - Sat Mar 5 2-3 p m
Paducah - Sat

MEN'S JOCKEY*
UNDERWEAR SALE

Ej
1

JOIN THE
FITNESS CRAZE!

Classic blazer in your choice of natural blue
rose green and other colors Sizes 36-46

•

1

f \\

Solids. reg. $111 now 14.40
Strips., reg. $19 now 15.20
Save on these full fashion.
'1.11 cut designer dress
shirts

14.40

MEN'S AIGNER*
FASHION TIES

MEN'S BURLINGTON*
HOSE

11.50 13.50

20% Off

Fresh spring linen-1°0k hes
in 12colors including kelly.
navy, cot's*. Sky blue and
mpre

Rog.2.75441Now 2.204.50
Choose from crew orlon.
Midlength. over the tilt
nylon Assorted colors
MENS

,SlisdintiCameohos

Nib
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sporty menswear
20% OFF
REVERSIBLE
BASEBALL JACKET

36.00

Reg 45 00
Poly-cotton poplin shell reverses to nylon cire Khaki,
beige or grey
Sizes S-M-L-XL

20% OFF
LONDON FOGa
GOLF JACKET

36.00

Reg 4S 00,
Comfortable 65% polyester
35% cotton golf jacket that is
completely wash &wear 36-46

save 20%

tS% OFF
ARROWS STRIPE
KNIT SHIRTS

20% OFF
ARROWS TOURNAMENT'
KNIT SHIRTS

l2.9OReg

11.90
Reg. 15 00
America's 01 selling jersey

17 00 •
Multi-colored stripes with
assorted flair collars & self
collars S-M-L-XL

knit. 60% cotton/40% polyester
Wide range of colors
S-M-L-XL

20% off slacks and jeans
COOSA CHINO SILTED SLACKS

TROPICAL CROSS COUNTRY stAcics

Lam JEANS CUT FOR SION

21.90

$24
Rog. .
Save on these tropi-

21.90-24
Rag. $211430

calstocks in navy,
taupe, sand or
blue. *
32-42.

Choose from esvoral styles in this
jeen that is tatWed aspsoisily .
tor elan. 32-44.

Riog.,23.00
Choose from navy, khaki
and olive in those
fashionable slacks
with coordinating bath.

32-42.
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7 styles seeded voiles
A. DACRON- SEEDED VOILE
SMOCKED DOOR PANELS

A

Shir-top smocked top & bottom door panels.
eggshell or white
8.48
7.88 27 x 40"
27 x 36"
10.48
27 x 45"
8.88 27 x 63
27* 72*
11.48

B. JUMBO WIDE DACRON* SEEDED VOILE
PINCH PLEATED DRAPERIES
Beautiful window dressing in jumbo wide draperies that are so easy to care for Choose yours
in white or ivory
34.811
17.88 75 x 84"
50 x 84'
44.88 125 x 84"
54.88
100 x 84"
150 x 84"
MANI
,
41

C. DACRON* SEEDED VOILE
SUPER WIDE PANELS
Choose from a rainbow of colors in popular
65 x 84" size White. shell, rose, blue, gold. wheat.
rust, jade, peach, brown or natural Other sizes
white or shell only
7.88 65 x 90"
10.18
65 x 63"
8.1111 130 x 84"
111.88
65 x 84"

D. DACRON* SEEDED VOILE
SMOCKED CURTAINS
Smart shir-top smocked curtains of handsome
textured seeded voile Perma-press, machine
washable Eggshell, white, rose, blue, wheat.
brick, navy or coral.
17.118 pr
12.118 pr 54 x 63"
54 x 36"
19.88 pr
pr 54 x 84"
54 x45'
11.118
Shirred Valance. 54 x 14" lona .
6.11$ pr.
Shirred Tiebacks. 4 x 25" long

E. DACRON* SEEDED VOILE
CAPE COO CURTAINS
Lovely permanent press cape cods that will add
beauty to your windows, now specially priced'
white. ivory, rust, gold, wheat or lade

84 x 24"
84 x 45"
84 x

LSO
SAS

8.44
12.88
Valance 72* 12" 3.88

84 x 36"
84 x

P. MOWN* SEEDED VOILE
LUXURY RUFFLED CURTAINS
Wide, luxurious ruffle curtains that look so nest
and fresh. bnng such beauty to your windows
Choose yours in white, ivory, blue, peach. dusty
rose Of-bads
41.88
17.0. 190 x 84"
100 x 63"
84.88
84"
x
270
WM
100 x 84"
31.89
150 x 84"
G. SAVE ON SEEDED VOILE TIERS & SWAGS
•

Machine wash, permanent press seeded voile
Dacron o polyester Choose tiers swag and
valance in banana, white. ivory rose By Ellis
Tailored TKOs
11.$11 pr
7.61 pr 82x36"
82x2411.811 pr
*82x45"
LSO
Riattto Swag. 90x38"
3.118
Ruffled Valance. 54x12"
If your size is sold out, order will be filled at sale
price Dacron* is a registered T M of DuPont
Not at Lexington Of Bowling Green
CURTAINS

0
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antique satin savings!

SnYrier
1".,.)A\

11.1L5)-)1-AlA
r9

ANTIQUE SATIN DRAPERIES COURTAULDS FADE
RESISTANT COLORAY* RAYON IN 13 COLORS
48 x 45
15.99 '48 x 10831.99 96 x 84"
51.99
48 x 63"
18.99 72 x 84'
39.99 120 x 84
71.99
48 x 84
19.99 :72 x 90
42.99 144 x 84"
83.99
'48 x 9()
22.99
Choose white gold maize quince oyster champagne, lade apricot brick sky
dust rose, wheat or cocoa Matching tiebacks available If your size is sold out. order
will be Idled at sale price 'Asterisk indicates special sizes available at Dixie Manor
('ireentree Bashford only in white quince, gold oyster
'Registered T M of Courtaulds North America Inc
A. AUSTRIAN VALANCE B. SMOCKED VALANCE C. ENGLISH PLEATED
(SHOWN)
VALANCE
40 x 14
44 x 14' Valance
10.99 ea
10.99 Valance 48 x 16- 11.99
66* 14
17.99 ea Smocked
72 x 1617.99
93 x 14
Tieback
29.99 ea
7.99 pr
Nair/ Tieback
7.99 pr
146 x 14
Wee ea
COLOR MATCHED BEDSPREADS
Bashford Manor only. oyster. dusty rose, quince, sky Fitted style
Full
8949 Queen
79.88 Dual King
99.89

REGISTER to WIN!
A trip for 2 to Nassau.
Stay for 5 days and 4 nights at the
Paradise Grand Hotel via EASTERN
No Purchase Necessary

EASTERN

Aznerica'sfavorite way tofly.

• 29.99 Any Size
READYMADE 1" MINI
BLINDS BY LEVOLOR
Buy them today-hang them tonight!
23". 27", 29", 31", 32". 35". 36" wide,
all 84" long. Bring the beauty of these
Levolor blinds to your windows at this
low, low price! Choose white or alabaster in any of the sizes above. Made of 1"
aluminum slats with steel headrail and
bottom rail, wand tilt control.
90x114" Patio door size, two 40" wide
blinds with one heedrall
legs

19.88 my size
VINYL 1" MINI BLINDS
A great low price on these handsome
vinyl mini blinds In whits or ivory. 23".
27", 29". 30". 31", 32", 35", 39" wide,
all 84" long.

Buy 1 - Get 1 Free!

9.99

sumo VOILEIOANIELS
Maar
Buy one and get one FIVEI Choose
from white, ivory, rust7blue. rose,
apricot or flax.

10.88

21r-ir wide
ROOM DARKENER SHADES
BY JOANNA WESTERN
Great prices on these energy Saving
shades Handsomely styled with fringe
and scallops White or Ivory
33%37" wide
38"-48" wide
18.119
47-49" wide
211.811
All 8' long.
CURTAINS

G'Acp•

energy savers!
r_

2ZAL Ei

FIGHT BACK AGAINST THE HIGH COST OF HEATING
and cooling your home'Energy efficient
insulated.and foambacked, and lined
draperies layered with panels, blinds
and shades reduce winter heat loss and
maximize air conditioning efficiency

SPRING

FASHION
SHOWS
highlighting the many
looks of actiyewear
Bashford - Sat Feb 26 - 3 p m
Green Tree - Sat . Feb 26 - 1 p m
Bowling Green - Sat , Feb 26 - 2 p m
Paducah - Sat., Feb 26 - 2 p m

14.88 48)(63" Reg

1/99
A. ACRYLIC FOAM SACKED DRAPERIES
Decorative polyester/acrylic malimo with acrylic foam
backing for insulation, energy conservation Machine
washable permanent press Brown or rust
48x84-. reg 18 99
MIS 72x84", reg 39L99
3448
96x84", reg 45 99
39.88 120*84" reg 59 99 55.88
144x84-, reg 69 99 84.8$
Patio, re() 49 99
44.8$
1/3 OFF Matching Roman Shade
30x66-, reg 27 99
17.88 36x66". reg 29 99
19.8$

15.8848)(84
B. FULLY LINED OPEN WEAVE DRAPERIES
Save now on this great energy saver with horizontal
striping in nattiral, brown or rust Completely machine
washable Compare and you'll see the savings
ne4
29.1111 96x8439.88
41.88 Patio Panel
120x8439.1111

-15•88_ 48x63", rag 1899
C. LINED LENO WEAVE DRAPERY
Smart looking separately lined lerno weave draperies with
matching tailored panels for perfect over/under treatment.
16.88 72x84", reg 35 99
48x84, reg. 19.99
29.88
96x134", reg. 49 99 4288 120x84", rag 59 99 52.811
Matching Tailored Panels
45x81". reg. 4.99 .
4.44 ea
White or natural. Wonderfully washable.

21.88 4843. reg. 24.99
D. NATURAL LINED LENO WEAVE DRAPERY
A spectacular value on these permanent press draperies
lirwod with Dacron. polyester In natural color to go with
any decor The look of-luxury at very special pricer
48x84", reg. 26.00
72x93". reg. 39.90 *LOS
72x84, reg 49.90 ..44.811 98344". MI. 64.99
MIS
120x84", reg. 79.90 .74.111 144344". r•9. 94.90 MIS
Patio, mg 69.90 ....Nig Fringed Valance.
reg. 12.99
10.15

1`

Pay, 14

save on ruffles 84( panels
A. EXQUISITE EYELET PRISCILLAS
Save now this exquisite eyelet ruffled priscilla
curtain made of polyester, rayon 96" wide x 84"
long White or eggshell

27.88

Reg 29 99

B. DACRON"' NINON RUFFLES
Choose from white or ivory They're washable dripdry
16.611
MIS 100 x 63"
100 x 54'
UAW
173111 100 x 81100 x 72"

100 x 90"

20.88 144 x 81-

144 x 90"
31.88 190 x 81"
42.88 270 x
190 x 90"
270 x 90"
$4.8$
,fiRegistered Trademark of DuPont

29.88
39.11$
59.11$

C. CRYSTAL LACE PRISCILLA
FROM SUZY CURTAIN CO.

24.88

Reg 26 99 94 x 84- long
Choose from white or eggshell
MATCHING DOOR PANELS

1.8$ 60 x 54"
60 x 36"
7.44 60 x 63"
60 x 40"
7.88 60 x 72"
60 x 45"
MATCHING PANEL. 60 x 84" long Reg 999

$.44
9.44
9.88
tea
*is

D. MUSLIN PRISCILLA CURTAINS
Super curtains at Super prices' Washable, permanent-press Choice of white or natural
17.88
14.118 88 x 63" long
88 x 45" long
19.11 134 *81"
32.811
88 x 81" long
44.118
162 x 81" long

EMBROIDERED LOOK PANEL
These embroidered look panels can enhance any
window view They're easy-care 100% polyester,
machine washable Choose from white or natural

El:

kn
! I
.

l
{ • • fil

fe•

4
;

12

.99ea 60x84" long

F. DACRON* VOILE PANEL WITH EUROPEAN
TUCK BY CROSCILL
A great price on these lovely sheer Dacron voile
panels with their decorative look Choose from
white or ivory

10.8860x84'
O. MACRAME VOILE PANELS
Save now on these beautiful macrame voile panels
an your choice Of white or Ivory.

22.8800x84" panel
Valance

14.88

H. PAINTED arimoloaREO PANELS
Dress your windows In beauty with these exquisite
painted embroidered voile panels Lovely pastel
colors to choose from

19.8880,184"
11.1111
Matching Valances
CURTAINS
Malt.
Louisville; BIlahlord Manor. Dixie Manor. Indian Trill. Clerkeville. IN: Green Tree Mall. Evansville; Eastland
Center.
Eastland
Lexington;
Mall.
Oaks
Ky.
Paducah:
Mall.
Greenwood
SowNng Green:

Page

save on luggage, lamps,rugs!
C/CFON Ii
FASHION TOTES
1/2

Price

Each tote made of 420
denier oxford nylon with a
protective urethane coating with adjustable shoulder strap Burgundy. black,
navy or gray
grey
21" square and duffle,
reg $40
19.99
17" square end duffle.
15.99
reg $32
15" shoulder tote,
14.99
reg $30
20" roll bag.
19.99
reg $36
LUGGAGE

Save 1/2
BRASS PLATED
FLOOR LAMPS

39.99
Reg. 90.00
Choose from two handsome styles
in either swing arm or down bridge Both have shirred shade

20% Off
ENTIRE STOCK
PICTURES AND
MIRRORS

29.99
DELUXE GARMENT BAG
WITH FREE SHOULDER BAG

Choose from a wide selection of
styles and sizes in a variety of pictures and mirrors
LAMPS

A bonus shoulder tote when
you buy this deluxe garment
bag with 3 extra zippered compartments Available in tan or
black The handy shoulder tote
is lined and has 2 extra zippered compartments

THIS TOTE FREE
WITH 29.99
GARMENT
SAG

9.99

0x11*
$99
100% WOOL
ORIENTAL DESIGN
RUGS
Repeat of a sellout! Beautifully styles 100% wool
oriental design rugs in
red or tvOry,14i1 sizes approximate
9x12'
$199
Available in Kerman or
--Chinese -designs.-Not all
sizesIcolors at all stores
--PseAler sizes available at
Louisville stores
RUGS

Your Choice
BRASS PLATED
ACCESSORIES

Attractive brass plated pieces
from Westbury. a division of
Leonard Silver Choose from
magazine rack, wine rack, end
table or plant stand
GIFTS
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the bes for your bed!

1.\\'1 r)

J-D\

A

REGISTER TO WIN ...
A

ININNIRFER
"CLASSIC" FROM THE
No Purchase Necessary

INC.
SAILBOAT SHOP INNS RIM BOAC)
AT HAWN SALES & saw=
LOUISVILL1. KY MISS
WANK BALDING. MN. NOR. IN3-314$

24.88 A,sb.
A. FLORAL
BEDSPREADS
Save now on this beautiful ensemble
with blue ground and multi-colored
floral pattern. Machine wash. Twin,full,
queen or king.
Matching Sham, 9.119 .
Matching Draperies, 19.11111
CURTAINS

_

34.88 Twin.

Reg. 311.N
S. COUNTRY RIBBON BY LORRAINE NOME FASHIONS
Natural look polyester/cotton tailored curtains and spreads
trimmed with polyester grosgrain ribbon. Machine washable
and permanent press. Natural/rust, nattwal/coffes or natural/
green.
SPREADS
Full, reg. 49.99
44.99 Queen, reg. 50.99
94.98
King. mg. 89.99
84.88 Sham. reg. 17.99
13.98
MATCHING TAILORED CURTAINS
62x45. reg. 16.99 .... 14.811 82x03". reg. 18.90
ISIS
8244". reg. 19.99 ... 17.119 Valance, reg. 7.99
6.88
Tiebacks. reg. 4.99 .... 4.44
.
3910
29.88 Tl•in.
C. DUBARRY BY REX FASHIONS
Beautify your bedroom with this classic floral stripe printed on
machine washable. non-iron polyester/cotton. Quilted with
DuPont Dacrono polyester fiberfill. Matching quilted sham
and drapery, complete the look. In green.
QUILTED BEDSPREADS
Full. rep 39.90
UM Dual King. reg. 49.90 .. 44.4111
Owen, reg. 48.90
Stall OuNIsd Sham.
Draperies 411x114,
reg. 10.90
14.1111
reg. 19.90
17.18
*Dacron is a Trademark of DuPont.

5.88
EYELET OR CHINTZ TOSS PILLOWS
'Filpg..11.1111
Savo now on these deo/sere toes pHlows, Eyelets in white or ecni. Round.
square or heart *haps. Chintz In 15"
turkisli comer.square-ruffled. Rainbow
of colors.
DRAPERIES
77

-

29.88
A,
D. TWIN, FULL OR QUEEN COMFORTERS
Choose any size for this low, low price, Blue/white or roso/
green trimmed with lovely eyelet
Matching sham. LSO
Matching Priscilla Curtains, ULU
Matching Dust Ruffles, 18.1111 twin, full or queen
DRAPERIES
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linen specials!
Buy 1 - Get 1 FREE

Springmaidlt Pinafore Solid Percale Sheets

PLUMP POLYESTER
BED PILLOWS

4.99

STANDARD, QUEEN, KING
When you buy one of these
comfortable polyester pillows
you get one FREE! All sizes at
one low price!
LINENS

Twin
Handsome solid color sheets to mix and match with any of your
Springmaid patterned sheets No-iron percale
Full, reg 13 00
7.99 Queen. reg 18 00
11.99
King, reg 22 00
14.99 Std Cases, reg 10 00
5.99
King Cases, reg 11 00
8.99

14 Colors

ULTIMA II BEAUTY
SEMINAR
GREEN TREE MALL
CLARKSVILLE

• Bone
• Peach
• Primrose
• Pink
• White
• Brown
• Jade
• Light Blue
• French Lilac
• Coral Blush
• yellow
• Navy
• Porcelain Blue
• Rocepaper

March 8-9-10
on how to register for
an appointment 283 0111 ext
241 Your 8 50 entry tee is good
towards your Ultima II purr hases
Call loday

11.99

Std. Orig. 15.00
OUALLOFIL*
THE LUXURY PILLOW
Dacron* polyester "OualWM*" by DuPont is so easy to
launder, can be kept fresh
clean and odorless
Queen, wig $18
14.99
King. orig. $22
17.99
LINENS

:re
'e

SPRINGMAIDR QUILTED BEDSPREAD — SAVE $10
Choose from 8 of our best bedspreads All at great'sayings Select
from florets and geometries Patterns include
Key Largo
"Ombre" **Blossom Stripe- 'Starfire
"Liana and Spring
Blossom'
Twin, reg 29 99
19.99 Full, reg 39 99
29.99
Queen. reg 49 99
Sem King, reg 59 99
49.99
LINENS

Buy 1 - Get 1 FREE

9.99Any sin

80% MATHER-20% DOWN
COMFORT PILLOWS

TWIN. FULL OR QUEEN
KENTRON MATTRESS PAD
50% cotton/50% polyester top.
100% polyester filled. 100%
nylon skirt fits snugly over
mattress to hold in place. Noiron. machine wash and dry
LINENS

$20 Standard
8280~1
834 King
01,_LINENS

14.99

Any slze
TWIN, FULL OR QUEEN
SPECIAL PURCHASE
TOP S SIDES
BY LOUISVILLE BEDDING
Deluxe all around cover lets
you fully upholster your mattress for comfortable long term
protectiop Poly/cotton

Ara

4.99 Twin
AMBROSIA SHEETS
BY BURLINGTON HOUSE'
Full reg 10 00
7.99
Queen, reg 14 00
10.99
King, reg 18 00
13.99
Std Cases. reg 8 00
5.99
King Cases, reg 900
8.99

9.99 Your Choice
CLOSET ACCESSORIES
BY BOGENE
Reg. $15 to $17
Wild bouquet pattern jumbo
dress bag (shown) 10 pr shoe
shelf, jumbo suit bag, underbed chest 5 18 pr shoe file

38" GARMENT
RACK

19.99 R.92500

Page le

bath shop savings
FULLFILLMENT COTTON TERRY
TOWELS BY CANNON ROYAL FAMILY

5•99

Bath

You must touch this new towel to believe it' Softer
thicker, lighter than any towel made 100% pure
cotton terry loop for extra softness and quick
absorbency
3.99
Hand. reg 4 99
1.79
Wash Cloth. reg 1 99
LINENS

12 COLORS
• Forget-Me-Not Blue
• Porcelain Blue

• Peacock
. Petal Pink
• Dusk Rose
• Cornsilk
. Parchment
• Creamy Peach
• Teaberry

• Cognac
• Cocoa
• White

15 colors to mix & match!

CUSHION SOFT TOILET
SEATS BY GINSEY
Orig. $15
Save on these leather-look
grained vinyl seats in your
choice of white champagrte.
blue, brown or blush pmk
LINENS

...11111.1.

BATH RUGS & ENSEMBLES
BY COLLINS & AIKMAN
BATH FASHIONS
. SW
21x36". reg 10 99
Contour. reg 10 99
6.99
24x42. reg. 15.99
12.99
3.99
Lid Cover. reg. 4.75
5.99
Tank Set. reg 10 49
Wall to Wall
reg 31 99

reg 42 99

DYNASTY VELOUR BY
BURLINGTON HOUSES
IN 14 COLORS

23.99
30.99

Choose from suede, yellow.
slate blue. raspberry, English
rose, powder blue and more
2.99
Hand. reg 4 00
Wash Cloth. reg 2 00
1.79
LINENS

LINENS

go.

111
11,1•
^

SATURDAY KNIGHT
VINYL SHOWER CURTAINS
Reg. 23.00
Save novflIrthes• decorative
shower curtains that will transform your plain bath into a
jungle scene or somewhere

over the rainbow, Some styles
with matching plastic accessories by Ransburg. 20% OFF
LINENS

20% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
RANSBURG
PLASTIC ACCESSORIES
Choose from whste, brown,
yellow, blue. pink, beige or
cognacin these attractive plastic batniatessories
Tumbler. reg 1 10
IRK
NH
Soap Dish. reg 110
Waste Basket. reg 600 4.90
Brush Holder, reg 12 00 9.00

Hamper, rep 19 00
LINENS

15.20

20% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
WICKER ACCESSORIES
BY WICKERWARE
Round waste basket.
rep 11 50
9.20
2-tier shelf. reg. 30.00 24.00
Hamper. mg- 36.00
211.110
Tissue Colter. ?IN 8 00 6.40
Soap Dish. reg 8 00 .
6.40
Shelf with bar.
reg 31 00
Towel Tree. reg 14 00

24.90
11.20

t.tier shelf. reg 10.00

too

LINENS

30% Off
*ENTIRE STOCK
KIRSCH HARDWARE
Reg. 4.10-36-211
NOW 2.67-26.77
Bring added touches of beauty
to your bath with these decor,five accessories and Nivel
LINENS

save on cookware!
FARBERWARE

•• .••
ir•. ••

club-

REVERE
'••WARE
•••.•••

•

Save to 65%!
Save to 66%
Save to 50%!
FARBERWARE OPEN STOCK
Stainless cookware with aluminum clad
bottoms.
12.99
3 pc container set
1 qt. cov'd Saucepan, reg. 23 99 15.99
3 qt. stainless Colander. reg. 19 99 17.99
1016 Fry Pan, reg. 34.99
17.49
2 qt. cov'd Saucepan. reg. 29.99 .22.99
3 qt. cov'd Saucepan. reg. 33.99 24.99
Open Roaster/rack, reg. 32.99
29.99
4 qt. cov'd Sauce Pot, reg. 35 99 29.99
_6 qt. cov'd Sauce Pot, reg. 47 99 34.99
2 qt. Double Boiler. reg. 40.99
35.99
12 qt.Sauce Pot. reg. 59.99
54.99
16 qt. SIM-de Pot, reg. 86.99
59.99
HOUSEWARES

REVERE OPEN STOCK
Stainless or Copper Bottoms
Double boiler insert. reg 11 00
Measuring Cup. reg 6 00
7" Fry Pan. reg 18 00
10" Fry Pan, reg 31 00
3 pc Mixing Bowl set, rag 23 00

3.99
4.99
5.99
9.99
10.99
7" Fry Pan/SilverStone, reg. 29 99 10.99
Steamer/colander, reg 14 00
12.99
1'4 qt cov'd saucepan, reg 24 00 13.99
•10" Fry Pan/SilverStone. reg 34 99 15.99
2 qt cov'd Saucepan. reg 27 00 17.99
6 cup egg poacher inset. reg 24 0019.99
3 qt cov'd saucepan, reg 30 00
19.99
8 qt Dutch oven, reg 50 00
29.99
10 qt Stock Pot. reg 60 00
39.99
•12 qt Stock Pot, reg 68 00
49.99
'
available in copper bottom only

Special!

Specials. Ammuliek

FARBERWARE 3 PC.IMMO
BOWL SET
ceampisie with
Reg. 15.99. Osseo Ilde

SOLID COPPER
REVERE 2 OT.
TEA KETTLE

9.99

15.88 Reg. 111.99
Other styles also on sale
whistler. 11§82. orig. 29.00
3 qt. stainlins whistler.
935. orig. 26.00 .
2 qt. solid copper.
92262. wig 3200.

.

- - ---

... _..
.,
-

.,

%

Special!
12.99

non111.99

haf both
Both are useful sizes
and have easy dean,
SihrerStone• inter-

10.99

10111
•

.
-p
-4

19.99
".

,

-:, ---

HOUSEWARES

10" CLUB CELEBRATION
FRY PAN AND
9" SAUTE PAN

alk •
4441111;sf A
2 qt

CLUB OPEN STOCK - SUNRAY
9 Saute Pan '0,niav req
')i)
7 99
10 F ry F'an Sure iy reg
9.99
1 qt coy d Saucepan Sunray,
reg 30 00
13.99
qt cov'd Saucepan
Sunray rag 26 50
18.99
10 Fry Pan Silyer'-;t,
mg 31 50
19.99
2 qt coy d Saucepan Sunr,i
19 99
reg 33 00
I?'" Chicken Fryer Sunray
reg 43 00
19.99
3 tit cov'd Saucepan Sunray.
reg 31 00
3.99
4 qt coy d Dutch ayen SUM ay
roc) 42 00
26.99
12" covA Chicken F ryer Silver Stone
reg 49 00
29.99
8" qt coy'd Dutch Oven Sunray
reg 50 00
29.99
Harvest gold, chocolate or almond color

-

SPECIAL PURCHASE - SAVE 92%
REVERE 10" OPEN FRY PAN
WITH SILVERSTONE
STAINLESS BOTTOM

12.88
Is

A'r"

__

1
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china savings
REGISTER to WIN!
A trip for 2 to Nassau.
Stay for 5 days and 4 nights at the
Paradise Grand Hotel via EASTERN
No Purchase Necessary

HERITAGE

EASTERN
AttiericaN favorite way to fly_

7.88

Reg. 12.50

PFANTASTIC PFALTZGRAFF
HERITAGE, FOLKART,
VILLAGE OR YORKTOWNE
Choose Village with rich brown on tawny colored
finish or Yorktowne with handsome blue pattern
on salt glazed stoneware
Medium Platter, reg. $14 7.88
-umwmommilrVIL L AGE

YORK TOWNE

NEW

PFALTZGRAFF
.COUNTRY COLLECTIBLES
BY GENERAL HOUSEWARES
VILLAGE, FOLKART OR YORKTOWNE

20% OFF ACCESSORY PIECES
VILLAGE, YORKTOWNE,
HERITAGE OR FOLKART
Choose from salt and pepper sets. candlesticks,
bakers, corn dishes, butter dishes and much,
much morel (Exclude* medium Platter.)

7-pc porcelain-on-steel cookware sets in your
Village. Folkart or
three favorite patterns
Yorktowne Durable but amazingly trghtwesght.
easy-to-clean and dishwasher safe Set contains 1 & 2 qt cov'd saucepans. 10" open skillets. 5-qt covd casserole (lid fits skillet) 118.1111

50% Off

29.99

ONEIDA 5-PC. PLACE SETTING
Over 35 patterns to choOsa.
Profile. Reg. 17.50
3.71•
11.21
Deluxe. Reg. 22.50
.14.11
Community, Reg 28.50
Heirloom. Reg 40.75
ISM
Heirloom LTD,.Reg 60.00
WWI
'Community Silver Plats. R60.415.2521.48
(*Not at Lexington. Dixie Manor Or Indian
Tree)

STONEWARE - 20-PC. SET
samince FOR 4
Save now On this beautiful pastel floral

•

stoneware that is oven and microwave
sate. Dine In style with four patterns to
choose. 20-pc. set contains. 4 each, dinner plate. soup/cereal bowl, salad plate,
tea cup isaucer.COW(Coordinated solid
banded Computer.
CHINA

SPECIAL PURCHASE! NORITAKE
43-PC. CHINA SERVICE FOR e
Sew to 67% on this handsome Noritak•
china. Choose from Normandy. China
Song and Paradise. Reg. 6650. Greenhill,
Reg $465.
Includes 8-5 pc place settingseoval platter. oval vegetable.
CHINA

Pj

housewares sale!

StAytier

3.99
3 TIER
COPPER
BASKET
Great for storing fruits vege
tables, just
about everything,

7.99

9.99

50% Offv,Of. Orig. $15

COPPER TEA KETTLE
WITH CHINA HANDLE
Save now on these gleaming copper tea kettles
with decorative blue and
white Delft handle
Choose from several attractive styles
HOUSEWARES

CORNING WARE CASSEROLE
Also at special prices
3 qt cov'd casserole
comp. 20.39
14.99
5 qt cov'd casserole
18.99

2ZA\L
COOKING
DEMOS
FOR THE
ACTIVE YOU!
Bowling Griten - Sat . Feb 26 2 p m
Bashford - Sun . Feb 27 - 1 4 p m
Evansville - Sun Feb 27 1 30-4 30
Paducah - Sun . Feb 27 1 4 p m

•

59.99
CAR VEL HALL
10 PC CUTLERY
BLOCK SET
Great price on this
versatile set of knives
in handsome hardwood block

17.88
MINI CART
BY INGRID
Reg. 19.99
Attractive enough
for any room in the
house. Suitable for
any type of storage.
Choose from red.
white, yellow or
chocolate
HOUSEWARES

ii

29.99

FREE!
WITH THE
PURCHASE OF IRE
CARVEL HALL
CUTLERY SET
6 STEAK KNIVES,
19.99 VALUE IN
WOODEN BLOCK

46
SERVICE
FOR S PLUS
22 EXTRA
PIECES
• 8 Seafood
forks
• 8 tall drink
spoons
• 4 pc
Hostess set'
• Butter knit*
• Sugar Spoon
70 PIECES
IN ALL!

70 PC. FLATWARE SET
NORTHLAND ST/UNLESS* IMPORTED
BY ONEIDA
Save now on this 48 piece service for 8,
Phis S seafood forts. plus 8 tall drink
spoons. plus 4 pc hostess set, plus butler
knife and sugar spoon
HOUSEWARES

•,A1

PRESTO PRESSURE
COOKER 8 CANNER
4 qt. size, reg. 29.99
Cooks foods 3 to 10 times faster than
ordinary methods Retains nutrients
REPAIR CLINIC
Bashford 8 Dixie Manor 10 to 4
Only charge is for parts

4.99 Your Choice
ANCHOR HOCKING
MICROWAVE COOKWARE
Rog. 6.99
A Very special price now on this oh-so. useful Microwave Cookware Ch001111
Ow) Versatility Pan, Divided Dish, Bacon
--Week. Baking Sheet. Cake Ring, Muffin
Pan. Roast Rack
HOUSEWARES

9.99 For Both

_
REGAL 10" SAUTE PAN AND
REGAL I% SAUTE PAN
Two Regal deluxe saute pans with SilverSton• interiors for a mere 9 991 Buy for
yourself and to give as gifts'
HOUSEWARES
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one day specials!
ONE DAY SPECIAL?
BANNER HOUSE
HANDBAGS & COVERS

ONE DAY SPECIAL,
14 KT GOLD
PIERCED EARRINGS

Hurry in for the very best selection.
"Shop our Pot of Gold at the End of the Rainbow."
ONE DAY SPECIAL!

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
LESLIE FAY
DRESSES

25% Off

SUNDAY ONLY, FEB.27

FREE!

Orig. 58-520 Now 58-515
Assorted spring colors
and motifs Handles not
included
HANDBAGS

Entire stock now priced to
save'
DRESSES

MONET $10 OR LESS
SURGICAL STEEL
EARRINGS
With any Monet Fashion
Jewelry $25 purOase

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
SEIKO WATCHES

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
MISSES TEE TOPS

200/o Off

25% Off

ONE DAY SPECIAL?
MISSES
COORDINATES

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
ENTIRE STOCK
BOYS IZOD

Reg. 65.60-5250
Save on these smart Seiko
watches for men & women
FINE JEWELRY

Rog. 12.10-15.00
Assorted styles & colors
POPULAR
SPORTSWEAR

25% Off

25% Off

Selected groups Korot
Talbott Sizes 8-18
MODERATE
SPORTSWEAR

Rog. 15.50
Choose from solids and
stripes SIMI 8-20
BOYS

14.99
Orig $40
A ssorted fashion styles

ASHION JEWELRY

20% Off

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
IZOD* FOR
MEN

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
KIRSCH DECORATIVE
HARDWARE

20% Off

20% Off

Rog. 121-$32
Great reductiOn'on deNow 19.90-24.90
corative hardware
No
Poly/cotton & all cotton
plain curtain or traverse
knits. cardigans, fashion
rods included
, strip* knits.
, DRAPERIES
ONE DAY SPECIAL!
ONE DAY SPECIAL!
ENTIRE STOCK
MEWS SHORT SLEEVE
TIER CURTAINS
DRESS SHIRTS

9.90

20% Off

Req. 12.00
Easy-care poly/cotton in
white, blue, ecru

Reg. 2.99-16.99
20 styles to choose 24
thru 81' long swags &
valances
DRAPERIES

MENS

•
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ONE DAY SPECIAL!
TIMEX WATCHES

15% OFF
Reg $20460
Entire stock of Timex
watches mans & ladies
priced to save,

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
ALL JUNIOR
SPRING JACKETS

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
WARNER'S BRAS
AND PANTIES

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
LITTLE BOYS
ACTIVEWEAR

20% Off

25°/o Off

25% Off

Rog. 19.10-31.90
Nylon
poplin. chintz
jackets Novelty trims
JUNIOR COATS

Reg 3.75-$14
NOW 2.81-$12
Entire stock White.
beige & other colors

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
JR. COORDINATES

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
ENTIRE STOCK
GIRLS HANDBAGS

•

ONE DAY SPECIAL?
SMALL LEATHER
GOODS

25% Off
Orig 66-47.50
Now 4.50-35.63
Aigner
Choose from
Princess Gardiner, Rolf &
Barnett

25% Off
Reg. $111-51111
Now 12.00-411.110
Modern Jrs Fay's Closet
Sizes 5-13
JUNIOR VIEW

REGISTER
TO

WIN

A TRIP TO_NASSAU

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY)
5 days and 4 nights at the beautiful Paradise
Grand Eastern Airlines and the Paradise
Grand will provide 2 round trip tickets from
Louisville

Rog. 5.00-10.00
Runner Up by Argo coordinates SIMS 4-7
BOYS
•
ONE DAY SPECIAL!
LITTLE BOYS
DRESS PANTS

20% Off

11.90

Rog. 13-59
Canvas straw patent and

Rog. 14.00
Little boys dress pants in
solids & plaids 4-7
BOYS

more

GIRLS

ONE DAY SPECIAL?
MEWS LE TIGRE
KNIT SHIRTI

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
ENTIRE STOCK
STEMWARE

11.90
Rog. 15.00
Short sleeve. stripe knit
shirt with knit collar &
cuff'S-M-L-XL
MENS

25% Off
Choose from Lenox, Mikes& Chrystal de Paques
anal-more

ONE DAY SPECIAL!
MEWS FARAH SPRING
COORDINATES

ONE DAY SPIECIAU
WOOD KITCHEN
ACCESSORIES

59.90 coat reg. $72
21.90 Mocks. reg. 5211

20% Off

Poly/cotton
solid colors
MENS

poplin

in

Group includes paper
towel holder, bread boxes
and much. much FTIOre

•

•

50% Off 14Kt Gold
14KT. GOLD CHARMS

9.90

Gt;

Orig. 20.00. Choose from script initials
and assorted charms priced to save'

14KT. HERRINGBONE CHAINS
7" Bracelet. orig 32 00
18" Chain. orig 60 00
18" Chain. orig. 68 00

1210
23.90

2s.90

.4
)

14KT. GOLD PIERCED EARRINGS

13.90
OrIg. 21.00. Choose from wide selection
of hoops. balls and pearls
FASHION JEWELRY

EASTERN
America's favorite way to fly_
providing snore service to the Bahamas and
Caribbean than any other airline Eastern
for more flights to more fun vacations
Winners will stay at the Paradise Grand
in
the new luxurious beach front hotel
the Grpnd style

NIGISTIN TO WIN
A VAMSWIRER
SEE PAGE 17 FOR DETAILS

Snyder
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versatile values!
VERSATILE - STACKABLE
GREAT FOR PATIO - POOL,
EVEN THE KITCHEN!

59.99
BENTV/OOD ROCKER
MATCHING
STACKABLE
SNACK
TABLE

Versatile chairs with nautical aneNr.,rt
and back, gleaming chrome frame

BENTWOOD
HALL TREE
Reg. 24.99

14.99

Coffee Table 19.99
25% OFF, Orig. 19.99
VINYL COATED WIRE CHAIR —4 COLORS
The perfect chair for the patio or indoor use Stacks for
easy storage. is coated in weather-resistant vinyl Choose
from white,sand, blue, red or yellow Matching tables and
children's chair also available
HOUSEWARES

EUREKA 11425
99.99 Value
• Eureka upright with dmturbulator, beater bar
power-driven brush roll
sweeps and cleans
• Lifetime lubricated motor.
• Dual edge kleener
• Disposable top loading
dust bag

Reg 34.99
CHROME & CANE CHAIRS

19.88

14.99

eureka vacuum
l e - 64.99

29.99

Fashionable wood roc
kers mirth elegant stylutg that fits any decor

35.00

Reg. 39.99
LIFESTYLE TABLES
firing new cheer to your kitchen roth
these handsome butcher block round
or square tables with chrome perle%tiii
30 diameter
HOUSEWARES

This attractive halt
tree swivels to stand in
corners Holds coats

hats & umbrellas
HOUSEWARES

super saie4
•-•I•••

•

189.99

79.99
set
• Power driven 12
beater bar
• Top loading disposable dust bag
• Headlight

A

accessories

• Motorized Vita-Groomer II
•

?

• Touch-control han
die moves vac for
ward and back
• RugulAtor slides
easily for precise
height control of car •
pets with low naps or

high shags
• vibra-Groomer it
Inorummiimeimmomirre•
beater bar/brush roll
gets deep-down dirt

199.99
Model 17511
2 MOTOR POWER TEAM
• The'complete home cleaning system
• Powerful 30 peak H P
motor Edge Kleener
• Above the floor cleaning

EUREKA
SELF PROPELLED

EUREKA 11421
WITH TOOLS
• 8-piece attachment

89.95
UPRIGHT VAC
Model 14SS
• Vobra-Groomer II
• 6-Position Dial-A-Nap
• Large disposable dust
bag
• Headlight
HOUSEWARES
BONUS:S-pc
• Defuse Tool Set

Nisergor

Only 9.99

-

79.99
MIGHTY MITE
Model 03110
• Powerful 1 0 peak
H P motor

• Compact and light in
weight for easy portability
• Complete 7-pc deluxe set of above the

floor cleaning tools
HOUSEWARES

MODEL 2081 WITH TOOLS
MODEL 5071 WITH TOOLS
MODEL 1941
BONUS TOOLS
—7"

